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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this sbudy was to exa¡rine the efficacy
of a qualitative as opposed to a quantitative measure of

prior knowledge for use in estimaùin€f Iiteral and

inferential comprehension of exposítory text. In addition,

the study explored how sùudents at different efrade leveLs

processed ex¡¡licit and inplieit texb ínformation.

The subjects were 123 sixth and 138 ninth gfrade able

readers in suburban schools, To assess prior knowledge,

free associations about key words were scored

quantitatívely, for the number of associations (Zakaluk,

Samuels, & Taylor, 1986) and qualitatively, accordinÉl to a

language organization hierarchy (Langer, 1981). To assess

comprehension, subjects read two 4OO-450 word passages taken

from €trade level science and social studies text, recalled

in writinÉ vhat they remenbered, and answered literal and

inferential open-ended questions. Retellings were scored for

explicit and impliciù ideas represented in the probocol

clausal units (Drun & Lantaff, 1878; MaliekJ¡, 1885).

Following a descriptive analysis of the data, separate

anaLysis of varíance by grade and topic, by grade across

topics, and by topic across grades were conducted.

The results led the researcher to eonclude that:

1) a qualitative neasure of prior knovledge is an effective
predictor of literal co¡¡prehension for science. Neither a

tt



quantitative nor quâlitative prior knov¡ledEle measure

consistently predíct inferential comp reh ens i on;

2) the effects of prior knowledge differ dependi.ng upon

v¡hether scienee or social studies naterials are being

processed. Quality, not quantj.ty, of prior khov/ledÉle

appears consistently to affect the processing of science

materials, neither ùype of prior knowledEle consistently

affeeted processinÉl of social studies materials;

3) for younÉler and older able readers, prior knowledge has

sini.lar effects for literal comprehension processing; and

4) younÊier grade six readers tend to be less efficient in
proeessinÉl texb in relation to prior knowledde.

It v¡as hypothesized that, in Eleneral, a qualitative

neasure nas a better predictor of prior knowledge because

able readers organize their knowledg¡e efficiently in

superordinate categories. In contrast, a quantitative

measure nay not adequateLy identify quantity of prior

knowledgle for subjects who do not state subordinate ideas

which are subsu¡ned by highly organized knor+ledEle structures.
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Chapùer I

NATURE OF THE STUDY

ReadinÉl is one of the prinary learninÉl nodes. As a

consequence an important insùructionaL obieetive is to help

students develop strateÉlies for enhancin€l the comprehension

of inforr¡ational text.
It is Eienerally accepted by theorists, researchers and

practisinE educators that prior knowledge influences the

comprehension and retention of prose in important waye,

Evidence shows that pri.or knowledEle provides a thenatic or

contextual schena for text topics (Bransford & Johnson,

1972; Ðooling & Lachman, L97L; Schallert, 1976) and that
students with greater prior knowledge recalI nore after
readind (Hare, 1982; HoInes, 1983i Pearson, Hansen & Gordon,

1879; Taytor, 1979). Many educators are aware that their
students differ in terms of topic faniliarity and that, as a

result, their conprehension also differs. Based on their
conviction that prior knowledge influences conprehension,

such teachers emÞIoy pre-readinÉl strategies to build and

activate backEfround knowledÉie prior to assiÉlning reading.

Yet nany teachers are often not sure which sùudents need,

nor which studente acùually develop knowledge of the topic

from such pre-readinÉl activities, nor if the knowledÉle that
is developed relates Èo eventual comprehension perfor¡nance.
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Little iE known about how prior knowledge functions

duri.ng comprehension or how best to rneasure prior knowledge

as a predictor of comprehension. Research has provided

support for the noùion that prior knowledge has an effeet on

the abiliùy to remember etcplicitly stated information (Hare,

1882; Holmes, 1883; Langer and Nicholich, 1981; Pearson et

aI., 1979) and that for both good and poor readers, prior
knowledÉfe aids literal comprehension (Taylor, 1979). There

i.s some evidence (Langer, 1984; Pearson et a].., 1979) that
more prior knovrledge also results in better inferencing, but

this is noù conclusive (Hare, 1882). Pearson eù al, (1979)

found that students with higlh prior knowledge, as measured

by responees to 'v¡h' questions, performed better on

implicit, inference type questions. Langer (1984) found a

free association prior knowledge task, seored in trso vråys to
produce both a quantitive and a qualitative neåsure of prior
knowLedÉle, vas a €lood predictor of performance on both

explicit and implicit 'wh' questions. Although Hare (1982)

used the eane free association instrunent, she found that
neither measure (qualitative nor quantitative) adequately

predicùed perfornance on implicit, open-ended kinds of
questions, Moreover, Holmes (1983) found ùhat poor roaders

were not as adept as good readers in answering text implicit
questions, even when the prerequisite facts were known

before reading the passa¡¡e. This su€lÉfests that Élood readers

use their prlor knowledge differently from poor readers, and
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that there is more to makingi inferences than the mere

possession of appropriate prior knowledge,

Researchers have used varied approaches ùo measure

príor knowledge. Sorne investié:ators manipulated or sinply
assiÉlned ùoÞic prior knowledge familiarity or lack of

faniJ.iarity, but díd not specifically measure individual
prior knowledge (Bransford & Johnson, 1972; Dooling &

Lachman, 1971; Taylor, 1979; Schallert, 1976). Taylor
(1979), for example, after pretestingf a randoroly selected
group of students at the same gfrade leve1 in the sa¡¡e sehooL

for prior knowledge of topic, extrapolated that information,

inferring that the subjects she actually used in her study

would be unfamiliar or famiLiar with her reading selections.
Others (Ho1nes, 1883; Pearson et al , , 1878; Stevens, 1980)

risked contaminating post test reeults by administerinÉl

pretest queetions to assign leve1s of topic familiarity,
Such pretest questions ¡nay Eerve as a set and cue subsequent

comprehens ion.

Oenerall]¡, aeasures that assess individual topic
familiari.ty prior to instruction fall into two categories:
quantitative or qualitative. The quantitative neasuree

include 'wh' quesùi.ons (Pearson eù al. , 7979),

nultiple-choice questions (Stevens, 1880), probe questions

(Marr & Gormley, 1982), and a free word-as soc i at ion task
(Zakaluk, Samuels, & Tqylor, 1986). Langer (1981), however,

distinguishes betveen Éieneral and specific prior knowledge
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by scoring ideas students provide on a free association task

according to topic relevance, thereby adding a quali.tative

element to prior knowledgle measurement. While it may be

that the adninistration of a quantitative prior knowledg¡e

measure (Zakaluk et al., 1986) is sufficienù for providing

teachers wíth infornation about student's prior knowledge of

topic, Langer's work suggests a more discriminative approach

is necessary. As opposed to a quantitative prior knowledge

measure thaù should adequately predict literal
comprehension, a qualitative measure of prior knowledÉfe

should be a better predicùor of comprehension performance aù

inferential levels. Quantitative and qualitaùive neasures

of prior knowledge seem to provide different kinds of
infor¡oation about readers' pre-existing knowledge,

ft is the ùhesis of this study, therefore, that a

qualitative neasure of topic prior knowledge would be a

better predictor of inferenùial rather Èhan literal
conprehension performance. Further, that it is impossible

to predict responses to i.nferential leveI comprehensíon

questions based on a quantitative neasure of prior knowledge

(Zakaluk et al., 1986) because scores on quantitative and

qualitative neasures of prior knowi.edÉfe do not indicate the

same levels of topic faniliarity. A high score on a

qualitative measure of prior knovledÉte that is adninistered
prior to reading should predict a high score on inferential
cortprehens ion.
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Thus, it is implied ùhat: 1) the çvay prior knowlege is

rneasured (euantitatively or quaLitatively) influences a

teacher's abiliþy to estimate literal and inferential
conprehensj.on perfornance; a¡d 2) aecuracy in predictinEi

literal or inferential comprehension performance is achieved

by using the more appropriate ¡neasure. Such information

should increase our understanding of current theories of

text processing that posit a relationship beùween a reader's
prior knowledÉle and the comprehension of text. Identifyind
the differenùial relationship between the predietive powers

of qualitative and quantitative measures of prior knowledÉfe

and students' actual 1iùeral and inferential conprehension

performance alEo has the potential for adding an important

dimension to educationaL deci.sion-making.

For classroom instruction to be effective, teachers

need to understand how students use prior knowledEe for
comprehension, Wiùh this information, a more appropriabe

natch can be made betr¡een the kinds of concept building,
prereadinÉl activities ùeachers provide to enhance

comprehension. In order to do this, educators nust know:

first, hon best to neasure topic prior knowledÉle; and

second, whether the type of prior knowledge students possess

is sufficient and appropriate for the level of comprehension

requ i red ,



Importance of ùhe Stud:¡

. This investidation has practical siElnif icance for the

classroom teacher, Studies suggest that prior knowledge has

an effeet on cornprehension. Research, however, has not

clearly explained how or why it does. The means of

measuring both prior knowledge and comprehension appear to
influence research results.

This study follows the pattern of previous prior
knowledÉle research, employinÉi esbablished quantitative
(Hare, 1882; Zakaluk et al ., 1886) and qualitative (Langer,

1981) measures of prior knowledge, and both recall and

question measures of eomprehension (Hare, 1982; Hol¡nee,

1983; Marr & Gormley, 1982; Pearson et aL., 1979). The

study departs frorn tradition, however, in the scoringl of ùhe

written recalls or reùeIlin€ls. Instead of scoring protocols

for the total quantity of ideas recalled as in nost prior
knowledge research, retellinÊf responses will be scored in
tv¡o wqys: once for ideas thaù are explicitly stated in the

text and once for implicit ideas according to Drum (1978),

Lantaff (18?8), and Malicky (1885). This entails
classifying retelling clausal units according ùo whether

they are: texb specific, ùext enbedded, text evoked, text
erroneous, or texb externaL responses.

This study addresses the need to establish the efficacy
of a qualitative as opposed to a quantitative measure of
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prior knovrledge for use in estimating literal and

inferential conprehension perfor¡nance. A Êecondary but

related issue is ùo explore hor+ topic farniliarity is used in
processing ex¡¡licit and inplicit textual infor¡nation. The

specific research questions addressed in the study are

stated as fo11ows.

1. Conpared to a quanùitative measure of topic prior
knowledge, is a qualitative measure more effective in
predictind slxth and ninth Elrade able reâders' a) Iiteral
and b) inferential conprehension performance on science and

social sùudies materials as evident in responses to 1)

written retellinÉl prompts analyzed for text specífic, texb

embedded, text entailed, texb evoked, text erroneous, and

text exbernal responses and 2) literal and inferential
open-ended questions?

2. Based upon an analysis of v¡ritten retelIínÉl
protocols obùained fro¡r seience and social studies naterial
prompts, vrhat sinilarities and differences are evident in
hrow topic familiarity is used in the conprehension

processing of sixÈh and ninth Élrade able readers?



H..¡pothes es

From the researeh questions the followingl hyI¡otheses

vere Eleneraled:

1. For sixth and ninth g¡rade able readers of hidh,

medium, and low quantitative prior knovledge, there are no

differenees in literal cornprehension perfornance as measured

by the 1) text specific and text embedded clauses found in
vritten retellingfs and 2) responses to texù explicit
questions on a) science and b) social- studies materi.al .

2. For sixbh and ninth grade able readers of high,

medium, and low quaLitaùive prior knovrledge, there are no

differences in literal conprehension as neasured by the 1)

text specific and text embedded clauses found in written
retellin€¡s and 2) responses to texb ex¡¡licit questions on a)

science and b) social studies maùerials.

3. For sixùh and ninth Ëfrade able readers of hiÁh,

mediun, and low quantitative knowledge, Èhere are no

differences in inferential comprehension perfornance as

measured by the 1) text entailed and texb evoked clauses

found in written retellinÉis and 2) responses to text
inplicit questions on a) science and b) social Etudies

mater i al ,

4. For sixbh and ninth Elrade able readers of hiÉh,

mediun, and Iov qualitative prior knovledEle, there are no

differences in inferential courprehens ion perfornance as
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measured by bhe 1) bext entailed and text evoked clauses

found in written retellings and 2) responses to text
implicib questions on a) scienee and b) social sàudies

materials.

5. There are no differences between the prior
knowledgfe measures (qualitative and quanùitative) in
predicùind literal and inferential comprehension perfornance

wiùhin and across grades.

Scope of the Study

The purpose of this study is to examine the role that
pre-existincl knowledEle or topic fa¡niliari.ty plays in the

conprehension of informational ù6xt usinÉl able sixth and

ninth Éfrade readers as subjects. Usi.ng literal and

inferential conprehension as the dependent or criteríon
variables, as sho\+n in the accompanying diagran, data v¡ere

obtained by measurinÉl student responsres to a) wriùten

retellinEl prompts and b) open-ended literal and inferential
questions. Sùudent responses to å measure of quantitative
(Zakaluk et a1 ., 1986) and qualitatíve (Langer, 1981) topic
prior knowledge were used as independent variables. Student

rësponses were based on two Elrade level exI¡ository passages,

one science and one social studies, for each Elrade level of

students (Efrade six and grade nine). Passaffes vrere selecùed

from comnerci.ally prepared texb used for classroon

instruction.
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Lit = Literal
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PKQT = Prior Knowledge QuantitY
PKQ! = Prior Knowledge Quanlity
H = Hi.elh
M = Mediun
L=Low

The measures rrere obtained in a group settinÉl;

therefore all responses Here written. TesùinE took place in
two sessions, with all neasures for each topic obtained in
one session, and topics eounterbalanced so that half the

subjecùs received the science and half the social sùudies

topic in each s es s ion.
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Assumptions

UnderlyinEf this investigation are several assumptions:

1. The prior knowledge measures tapped students' topic
famiIiarlty,

2, All prior knowledge and ex¡rlicit and implicit
informati.on processed r¿íthin the reader's head was reported

on the paper-and-penci I tasks.

3, The prior knowledge ¡neasure did not cue

cornprehens i on .

4. Subjects were familiar with the task proeedures and

did noù require special trainingl because the tasks were

school-like and the reading naterials natural ly-occurring
school ùext.

Operaùional terms which have been used throughout ühis

etudy have been defined as follows:

Prior Knowledee. Prior knowledÉle is the knovledÉle ùhat

one possesses about a thing, Þlace or idea prior to readinÊi

a passâge about that thinÉ, place, or idea. For the Þurpose

of this study, prior knowledÉe is represented by the

subjecls' free associations in response ùo key concepb words

taken from the ex¡¡os itory terb Þassages. The subjects are

required to wrile down all the other words or phrases thaù

the key word brinÉts to mind, The association units are
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scored to provide two measures of reader prior knowledge for
terb topic: a quantitative prior knovrledge measure (Zakaluk

et al, 1986) and â qualitative prior knowledÉfe measure

(Langer, 1980 ) .

Quantitative Prior Know1edEe Measure. A quantitative
prior knowledg¡e measure (PKQT) is a neans of assessing how

much a reader knows and understands about a topic prior to
reading. This is deÈermined by the number of free

associ.ations units made in response to stinulus words or

phrases central to the nain ideas of the topic and is
expressed in three 1eve1s: low (0-2 association responses),

averaefe (3-6 association responses), or high (7 or more

association responses) (Zakaluk et al., 1986).

Sualitative Prior Knov¡Iedde Measure. A qual iùative
prior knowLedge neasure (PKQL) is a means of assessing the

importance of readers' topic faniliarity in relation to the

information in the text, as determined by assigning

hierarchical categories (1iütte, Eome, nuch) to students'

free association responses to key vrord stinuli (Langer,

1980). For the purpoge of this study, lor+ qualiby is
represented by a rating of "little"; average quality is
repreeented by a rati.ng of "sorne"; and high quality is
represented by a ratinEf of "nuch", (See Appendix A. )

lnformaùiona1 Text. Infornational texü is a term used

to describe passages from social studies or science school
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texts written in a style that presenbs or explains facts and

ideas.

Able Readers; Able readers are students who are judged

by their teacher to be avera€fe and skilled readers for their
grade and who do not have word recoÉlnition problens that
miÊlht interfere with conprehension, For the purpose of this
study, teacher judEfenent was verified by percentile scores

received on The Canadian Achievement Texù (1981) previously

administered by the teachers in the same school year as this
investigation took p l ace.

. Literal comÞrehension is one's

understanding of ideas that are explicitly stated in readinÉl

passaÉies as rneasured by 1) an examination of post reading

written retelling protocols wj.th the purpose of identifying
texb speeifie and texb enbedded elausal units (Drun, 1978t

Lantaff, 1978; MaIicky, 1985) and 2) performance on explicit
open-ended questions.

lnferential Cornprehension. Inferential comprehens i on

refers to one's understandinÊl of ideas ùhaù a) are not

directly stated in the text ( implicit) and b) are reasoned

fron conbinations of text information and the reader's world

knowledge.

In this study inferential cor¡prehension is neasured by

1) an examination of post-reading written retelling
protocols vrith the purpose of identífying texb entailed and

ùext evoked clausal units (Drum, 1978; Lantaff, 1978;
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Maliclw, 1985) and 2) performance on text implicit
open-ended questions.

Literal Ouestions, Literal questions (Quesl) are text
explicit questions for which both the inquiry and ansver

information are directly stated v¡ithin the texb of the

material (Pearson & Johnson, 1978).

fnferentíal Suesùions. Inferential questi.ons (QuesI)

are text and script inplicit questions for r+hích the inquiry
and response information is not direclly stated within the

text but is implied either in different sentences in ùhe

text or from the reader's prior knov¡ledÉfe of the topic,
requiring the reader to conbine separate pieces of
inforraation in order to respond correctly (Pearson and

Johnson, 19 78 ) .

Written Retelliná. A written retelling refers to the
process by vrhich subjects, without referring back to the
passage, recall from rnernory and write down as mueh of the
passa.ge as they can remember fron their reading.

The written retellings in this study are measured by

elausal unit response cateÉlories: text specific, üext

embedded, te:<b entailed, texb evoked, texb erroneous, and

text external responses (Drum, 1978; Lantaff, 1978; Malicky,

1S85). Text specific and texb embedded responses reflect
explieit text processing and represent Literal
conprehensíon; text entailed and texb evoked responses

reflect implicit processing and represent inferential
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comprehension; text erroneous responses are incorreet in
relation to the textual infornation; and te)'d exbernal

responses have no relationship to the texl. (See Àppendix

A.)

Text Specific Responses. Te:çt specific responses (RC1)

are those clausal units in the written retej.ling protocols

that correspond to the text in exact form or that have

specific references r+ithin a single unit of text, These

clauses are restatements of ùexb propositions and include:

verbatim recall, partial recalI, acceptable synùactic

paraphrases, substitution of pronouns, and synonyny of

elements (Drum, 1978; Lantaff, 1978; MaIicky, 1985).

Text Enbedded Responses. Texb embedded responses (RCZ)

are those clausal units in the written retellingi protocols

whose infornation is specific to the text, but include

informaùion from more than one unit of text (Drum, 1978;

Lantaff, 1978; & Malieky, 1985),

Texb entailed clausal

responses (RC3) are those clausal unitg in the vritùen
retelling protocols that integrate infornation, Either: a)

specific elenents from across the text are combined into
one, put together in nelr ways or b) the reader fills in gaps

or elaborates on the author's ideas with information derived

from knowledge schemas. These resÞonses are constrained by

the texb and are correct according to a content expert. This
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category ineludes units of synthesis and inference (Drum,

1978; Lantaff, 1978; Malicky, 1985).

Text Evoked Êesponses. Text evoked responses (RC4) are

those clausal units in the vritten retellinÉl protocols that
are elaborations or embellishnents of the oriÉlina1 texb

rvhich include experiential intrusions and storyline
additions not constrained by the text. These responses

reflect the ability of the reader to use bacþ¡round

knowledge when interacting with print (Drun, 1978; Lantaff,
1978; Malicky, 1985).

Text Erroneous Responses. Tert erroneous responses

(RCb) are those elausal units in the written retellind
probocols that conùain either a) incorrect specific text
information, b) inaccurate or incorrec! syntheses, oi c)

faulty inferences (Drum, 1978; Lantaff, 1878; Malicky,

1985 ) ,

Text External Responses, Texb exbernal responses (RC6)

are those clausaL units in the rsritten retelling protocols

that have no relationship to the texb. They include recall
conventions, self report statements, and repetitions (Drum,

1978; Lantaff, 1978; Malic}<y, 1885).
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Ordanization of the ReÞort

This study vas desiÊlned to investigate the relationship
beùween quantitative and qualitative prior knowledele and the

reading eomprehension of informational texb by students in
grade six and nine.

The fi.rst chapùer deli.neates the nature of the problem.

A review of literature reportinEf reLated theory and research

is found in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 ouùlines the design of the

study, including a description of the sample, the research

naterials, and data-Elathering and anêIysis procedures used,

while Chapter 4 discusses and inþerprets the data. Chapter 5

consists of a summary of the findings, conclusions, and

limiüations of the study. In addition, implications for
both classroon instruction and further research are

Þresented.
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Chapber II

REVIEW OF RELATED LTTERATURE

This section of the report looks at schema theory and

related research in the area of text conprehension, The

chapter ex¡:lores the effect of backEfround knowLedge on prose

comprehension in an atte¡npt to clarify hor¡ and v¡hy prior
knowledg¡e is a facùor in eornprehension, Through an analysis

of the strengths and limítaùions of the research,

implications for both educational practice and further
research are revealed, particularly in the area of prior
knowledge measurenenb.

Theoretica] Framevrork

The concept of schema theory provides the basis for our

understandinÉf of how pre-existinÊf knowledge inpinEles upon

readin€l comprehension. Schema theory is based on the

assunption that discourse does noù in itself provide

meaning. Rather, the consüruotion of neaning is dependent

upon the reader. The texb simply provides direction for
readers as they use previously acquired knovledgçe to
construct their own neaninE (Rumelhart, 1980), and

conprehension occurs as a result of the interaction between

newly acquired information and knowledge already stored in
menory (Spiro, 1980). The units of knowledge, schemata, are
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abstracù strucùures or concepts that represent vrhat is knov¡n

to be true about situations according to experience,

Although the idea of schena has provided direction for
research in cognitive psychology in recent years, the

concept is not new. Bartlett (1932, p. 2O1) referred to
schema as "an active organization of past reactions or past

experiences. " In his studies of the eornprehension of text
fron different cultures, he found that recal1 was inaccurate

and distorted to conform more closely to the subjects, own

bacþ¡round and knowledge. He proposed that an individual
forms general impressions, or a Elist, of the story and on

this basis, construcùs the probable meaning fron vhat is
already known,

Recent theorists see a schema that is courposed of a

hierarchy of schemata enbedded within one another

(Rumelhart, 1880). As Rumelhart contends, "a total set of
schemata instantiated at a particuì.ar monent constitutes our

internaL model of ùhe situation" (Runelhart, 1980, p. 3Z).

The upper leveLs of the hierarchy are generaL enough so thaù

they can represent a class conmon to many other events in
thaù class. Lorver levels of scheroa include more specific
descríptions. Because lonél term menory is noù infiniÈe,
people save space by storinÉl lnformation in the most

inelusi-ve levels possible (Col1ins & Qui11ian, 1969).

Knovledge concepts com¡¡on to many eventg (or objects) are

stored together rather than sùored repeatedly, thus savinÁ
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memory space. CoIlin and Quillian (ciÈed in Anderson &

Pearson, L884, p.22) refer to this as "cognitive econoÌny. "

They theorize Lhãt- knowledge. is organized in senantic

networks whieh mielht be represented as follows:

An imal has skin

can nove around

eats

breaùhes

wings

flv
feathe rs

Bird has

can

has

Canary can s ing

is yei.low

(cited in Anderson and Pearson, 1984, p, 22).

Accordingly, the schena for 'animal', because it rnust fit
any situation for 'aninal', nust be much û¡ore general than

the sehena for canary. The degree of abstracti.on of the

schena mqy vary from the very abstract ùo the very concrete,

Each schena is said to have a variety of roles

depending on the situation and the time. The relationship
of these variâbles, called "variable constraints", helps

identify the various aspects of a situation (Rumelhart,

1980. p, 35). In addition, these variable constraints
provide "iniùiaL Êluesses" or "default values" (Minsky, 1978)
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that are inferences about unobserved aspects. That is, in

conprehending text, salíent r+ords mentioning a component of

a schema may activaùe the schema as a whole; once the whole

is activated other parts are broudht to nind. When reading

text aboub a person driving doryn the road, for example, one

would infer that the Þerson was in a car or truck, even if
the type of vehicLe were not stated ex¡¡li.citly in the tê:cb.

Furthermore, one would infer that the vehicle had a steering

wheel, four tires, and headlight,s. InferencinÉl bhat is
based on prior knorvledge, ùhen, plays an important part in
reading conrprehens ion.

Neisser 1876) sav schena as part of the perceptual

cycle where schemata are the pre-existing structures which

direct perceptual activity and nodify that structure as new

perceptions occur, Perception is a eonstructive proeess

whereby the pereeiver constructs anticipations of eertain
kinds of information as it becomes availabla. The schena

accepts ínfornation as it becones available at sensory

surfaces and iE changed by ùhat information; it directs
movenents and exl¡loratory activitiee that nake more

infornation availabLe, theraby becoming further nodified.
In this way, schenata develop and expand with experience.
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object available

informat i on

modifies

schema exploration

d i rects

Perceptual CycLe

(Neisser, 1976, p, 21)

Moreover, because one can see only nhat one knows to
Iook for, it ís the schena in conbinati.on with the

information available at lhe time, that determines what r+il

be perceived,

Furthernore, as Neisser (1976, p.112) explains, these

schenata are embedded in a nore inclusive cognitive map,

Consequently, percepùion reLies on the interactions and

support of different, levels, guided by a general co€lnitive

map and a nore specific perceptual schena as illusùrated.
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Action
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Directs

AecordinÉl to Neisser, the interpretation of wholes and

parts takes place simuLtaneousIy. For examplë, ehile the

shape of a steerind nheel or tires suggests the possiblity
of a car; the shape of a car may similarly activate ùhe

schema of the component parts.

Applying this notion to the conprehension of texb, it
is evidenù that eertain letter or word combinations have

their own schena. Some leÈters fit together providinÉ the

schena for a word. The evidence for one or trgo letters in
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eertain places Éiives reason for another letùer. That is,

'a' in the first place and a'd, in the third would indicate
that an 'n' would most li.kely occur in the niddle place, So

it is with words in a sentence, because J.anguage is
strucùured accordinÉ to predictable patberns.

It is important to keep in mind that schema variables

are not rigid, and when activated, schemata merely provide a

framev¡ork for interpreting â situation. For instance, words

have dlfferenù meanings in different contexts even when

being used in the same sense. The vrord ,red. provldes an

illustrabion: red strawberry, red barn, red sunset, red

hair, Concepts, not meaninds, are stored in memory and word

neanings are 'contexb sensitive' (Anderson & Pearson, 1g84,

p,27'), There is, thus, more to schemata than their
structures.

Since the majoriùy of work carried ouù on schema

theory has centered on iùs sùructure and not its texture or

feeling, very LittJ.e is known about properties of schema

that cannot be broken dor+n and analyzed. Barttett (1982)

referred to the deneral inpression of the whole, In
addition to the renenbered evenùs themselves, this i¡rplies
the inclusion of qualities that relate to attitudes of
happinese, eonfusion or anxiety surroundinÉl the event, for
example. These are durable gualities that precede and

facilitabe retrieval of infornaùion, Às well, since only
one thing can be analyzed at a tj.ne (Spiro, 1980), the fact
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that the events can be both thought about and felt at the

aame moment adds to the reconstruction of the event, This

provides further support ùo the idea that inferencing

through the use of schema or prior knowledEle plays an

important role in comprehens i on ,

Comprehension involves the co-ordination of all levels
of schena in selecting the elements that correspond to the

observed event, and then verífying that they do account for
it. Knov¡ledge is stored in fradnented form and is asserobled

or reconstructed v¡hen it is needed. In this sense sche¡na

activation is an ongoinÊi process that deternines and direcls
one's pattern of observation (Rumelhart, 1980).

In Bartlett's conceptua] i zat ion (1932), cornprehension

is a top down process, He theorized that an individual
adopts a deneral impression of the whole and, upon recall,
reconstruets the probable details fron vrhat is already

known. He eupported this contention through research in

r¡hich increasingl distortion oeeurred in recalls as a

function of increases in delay time and differences in

cultural background.

More recent ùheories buiLd upon Bartlett's work and

exlllain co¡¡prehension as an interactive process where parts

activate the whole, v¡hich in turn activates other partg of

the schema (Carrel. l, 1983; Runelhart,, 1980). This would be

consistent vrith Neisser's perceptual nodel vrhich embeds the

schema within a cognilive framework.
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Spiro (1880, p. 10-12) hypobhesized that those with

conparable reading skills do not process in the same way.

Some rely more on the bext and others rely more on existing

knowledÊle. He suÉlEfested thaù differences in comprehension

processinÉl may be attribuùed to a nurober of causes,

1. Differences in schena availabiLíty. General schema

or particular schema nay be unavailable, resultinÊl in

reliance on text-based proces s inEl.

2, Deficiencies in decoding ski1Is. A perseverence or

weakness in r+ord recoÉfnition could result in more bexb-based

processiní. A need to escape word recognition deficiencies

could result in guessing and the over use of top down

information to aid text processing.

3, A mj.sconception that reading is a botton-up process

or callinÉf words correctly and that top dov¡n processing is
inappropriate.

4, Difficulùy in maintaining schena, resulting in
ineffective uEe of back€lround knovledge. An over-reliance

on either top down or botton up processin6f can eause

comprehension problens. It would seen that the teaching of

opposinE stylee wouLd result in improved comprehension by

raising the leve1 of netacoEnitive awareness.

There are, therefore, a nunber of reasons why readers

nay experience eomprehension difficulties, includinÉl lack of

awareness regardj.ng the interactive nature of texb

processinÉl, There nay be (Anderson & Pearson, 1984):
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1. Gaps in knowledge that is relevanb to the texb;

2, Lack of awareness reelarding which knowledge is

re I evant ;

3. Lack of understanding regardinÉ the flexible
relationship beùween upper and lower levels of available

schema; or

4, Inability to make inferences in order to make ârr

overall representation of the information Eliven in the text.
It seems, then, that if readers are not actively using

their prior knowledÉe, a significant element of the reading

process is noù instantiated and the construction of neaninÊf

suffers (Carrell, 1983). This implies thaù Élood teachinÉf

should focus on a wide range of concepts with an emphasís on

how and why things function and hov ideas inlerrelate.

Related Researeh

Reeearchers have ex¡rlored various aspects of the

relationship between back€lround knowledEle and prose

conprehension, both supporting and exbend in€l the view of

theorists, This research has focused on three areas: 1)

validaÈion of prior knov¡Iedge as a factor in comprehension;

2) ex¡¡loration of the effects of prior knovrledÉle on

comprehension, and 3) the development of appropriate

¡neasures of prior knovrled¡f e,
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Prior Knowledde and ReadinÁ Comprehension

This section begins by tracinÉl the development of
research ùhat vali.dates prior knowledge as a factor in
comprehension. It then revierçs investiElations that explore

how prior knowledge affects comprehension.

DurinEf the past ten years, it has been generally

accepted ùhat what a person knor+s and undersùands about a
topic facilitates conprehension. Several studies have

suggested thal prior knovledge plays a part in comprehension

processing (Anderson, Spiro, & Anderson, 1978; and Pitchert
& Anderson, L977 ) .

Doolingl and Lachnan (1971) demonstrated that knowledge

of the ùheme of a passage facilitaùes retention of its
v¡ords, Based on the f indingls of a study by Pompi and

Lachnan (1967) that showed, when Éliven a word lisÈ, readers

"recognized" theme related words as beinEf in a passage r+hen

they were not, DoolinÉi and Lachnan controlled the syntactic
and semantic constraints of LanÉfuage to demonstrate that
knovledge of the Èhene or Éist of fhe passage facilitates
retention.

They conducted tvro experiments that were essentiaJ.Iy

the same, but differed according to the mar¡ner of measuring¡

retention, either by free recall or paced recognition. For

free recall, subject were to write in three minutes all
words renembered. For the paced recognition task, subjects
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lrere instructed to sort the test r¿ords in yes,,/no pi Les

accordinÉl to vhether they were remembered as being in the

passage or not. Syntacùic constraints ( random words, random

phrases, and intaet sentences) were also imposed by pl,acing

each word on its own IBM card and randonizing words and

phrases by computer alÉlorithm. Passa¡fes were presented

either rvith or wibhout a tit1e, being created so that ùhe

inportant ideas could not be Elrasped in the initial reading

unless the title were present.

Ana].ysis showed significant effects for both thematic

titi.e and syntactic constraint. That is, those subjects who

lrere given the thenatic title recognized nore words related
to the eonterlt than function words, suggestihg thaù themaùic

tiùIe is used as a mnenonic device in the retention of text,
Bransford and Johnson (1972) conducted a series of

studies that showed contextual knowledge ùo be a relevant
prerequisite for the co¡nprehension of prose passa€ies, The

subjects, volunteer high school or university students,

heard passages of normal English construction. They ùhen

predicted the outcorìe of their conprehension performance on

a 1-4 scale and wrote all they could re¡nenber.

In Exf¡erinent I, it was predicted that subjects who

received appropriate prerequisite knowledge rvou ld comprehend

more easily and would recall relatively weI1. The

prerequisite knowledÉfe vas presented either in the forn of a

contextual or partially contexbualized picture. The passa¡¡e
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described events that could happen in that contexb, but did

not describe the picture itself. Condítions varied as to
whether subjects neceived a full or partial picture, or no

picture and accordj-nEf to Þresentation time (before or after
the passa€le). Findinds indieated that presentin6 context

before the passaEfe had a clear advantaÉle, resulting in both

Éfreater conprehension predictions and the recall of a

Elreater number of ideas.

Bransford and Johnson reasoned that understanding

context ie a prerequisite to understanding the events of the
passa€le. Receiving the conterb. Iater is not helpful,

Subsequent studies by the same investiÊlators were based

on the premise that if a passage does not provide sufficíent
senantic context then the subjects are in a problen-solving

situation and nust find a suitable organizaùion for their
prior knoyledge. Topics chosen were ones that the

investigators thouÉlht vere part of the subjects'
pre-experience. Conditione varied: Experinent II - no

topic, topic before, topic after Iistening; Experinent III -
topic, no topic; and Experinent IV - no topic, topic before,

and topic after.
Analysis in all three of these later studies indicated

that both comprehension predicbion ratinEB and recalI were

lower in the no topic or topic after conditions. Bransford

and Johnson (L872, p. ?24) concluded thab "prior knowledge

of situation does not Éluarantee its usefulness for
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comprehension, In order for prior knowledge ùo aid

comprehension, it must become an activated senantic

context, " In conparing the studies to those of Pompi and

Lachman (1967) and Dooliné and Lachman (1971), Bransford and

Johnson suggested thab the presence of 'topic' is more than

a mnemonic device; it serves as a schema for remenberinEl by

creatinÊl a contexb ùhat can be used during reading to help

Iink what readers already knov to the new infornation
presented. This süudy presents some interesting findings
regarding the use of topic as a context in the activation of
prior kno\vledge.

Further insight into the influence of prior knowledÉle

on comprehension is provided in a study by Dooling and

Mullet (1973) who denonstrated that to be effective, theme

musù be available for encodinEl information during input.

Dooling and MuIIet. found that the free recalls of stories
Hith a clear coherent theme, ùhat was difficult to grasp

without the titl-e, were better for subjects who received the

themaùic titl.e before reading than for subjecùs who received

the thene after reading, or for control Éfroup subjects who

did not receive the thene. RecaII performance of the

'after' and control groups was not significantly different.
Similarly, SuIin and Dooling (1S74) found thab on both

innediate and delayed testing, subjects who were provided

vrith a true character identity rather than a fictitious
character identity, before reading a short bioÉlraphical
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passsge, made a greater nunber of thematic false
recognitions vrhen presented with oriÉlinal and thematically
related sentences. These resulüs suggest that text is
stored in schematic form and that thematic assir¡ilation
increases over tine,

Focussing on how prior knov¡ledge directs comprehension

Frocessi.ng, Schallert (1S76) invesùiEfabed the effects of
context and level of processing on both comprehension and

rnemory for text. In contrast to the previ.ously discussed

investigations that used passa€les with unspecified

referents, Schallert used passå¡fes vhich were highly
comprehensible, but which could be interpreted in either of
ùwo çrays, She predicted thaü if readers were primed by a
particular contexb, their recall (free and cued) would

reflecù conprehension of ùhe primed meaning. This

prediction vras based on the assunptions that: 1) subjects

remember whatever semantic representation is forned during

comprehension (Reder, Anderson and Bjork, 1974; Tulving and

Thonpson, 1973); and 2) readers process paragraphs at the

semantic level, since only readers who are proeessin€

paragraphs neaninEffully will be influenced by the context of
their prior knor¡ledEle (Craik & Lockhart, 1S?2).

The results of her invesùigation indicate that a

conterb title ínfluences the conprehension and menory of
bext. On post reading recall and recoÉlnition tasks,

subjects remembered nore infornaùion related to the given
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words, context influences boùh how much a person reme¡nbers

and the inlerpretation of text, hence, what a person

remerobers.

To ascertain if younÉl children comprehend and

reconstruct a sùory in relation to ùheir preexistj-nel schema

in the same manner as adults, Brown, Sniley, Day, Townsend

and Lawton (1977) conducted ùvo investiÉfations that
reproduce, support, and extend the work of other researehers

(Bransford & Johnson, 1972; Dooling & Lachman, 1971; Sulin &

DooIingl, 1974), These investiglators provided students in

€lrade tvo to seven with different back€frounds from which to

analyze and construcù the meaning of va€lue and anbiguous

prose. After listening to the passage, subjects conpleted

recognition tasks and reealls (Experiment I) or recalls and

queÊtions (Experinenù II). Results indicaùed that: 1)

children are capabLe of naking nore inferences than

indicated in their recalIs, 2) older children recall more

than younEfer children; 3) the propórtion of intrusions is

the same across aEles, but those of older children are more

related to the¡ne; and 4) recall is better when a fra¡nework

is provided than when it is not. Brown et aL. concluded

that younÉl children do use preexisting knowledge to

elaborate retension of prose,
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Summarv

Prior knowledge of thematic title (Dooling & Lachman,

(1971) and context (Bransford & Johnson, 1872) was found to
infLuence both the understanding and retention of

infornation. This i.s consisùent rvith ùhe theoretical notion
that people store knowledge as abstract concepts and not as

r¿ords, and moreover, that word neaninÉls are "contexù

sensitive" (Ànderson & Pearson, 1984). This effect was

shown to be greater during input or storådle ùhan at,

reconstruction, although a schena Ìras found to have some

effect at thè time of reconstruction (DoolinÉ & Mullet,
1973; Schallert, 1976),

As in Bartlett,'s studies, thenabic intrusions during

recall were found to be greaüer over time (Schallert, 1gZ6;

Su1in & Dooling, 75741 . When studies were extended to
include younger children, intrusions were found to be

siniLar across aÉles, althouÉh the intrusions of older
children were found to be more thematic (Brorvn et al.,
te77 ) .

Effects of Prior KnowledEe on Reading Conprehension

The following studies investiglated the effect of prior
knowì.edge on different levels of conprehension.

Pearson, Hansen and Gordon (1979) invesùiÊlated the

applicability of schema theory to younEf children, s ability
to process expÌ icit,ly-sùated and inferrable information.
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Based on schema theory research, Pearson et aI. hyr:othesized

that younÉl children v¡ith strongLy developed schema act like
older children in a variety of cogniùive tasks. First,
those wi.th hig¡h prior knowledÉfe display superior

comprehension of explicit ideas compared to bhose with less
prior knowledEle. Second, because of the slot-fiIling
function of schema, hiÊlh prior knowledge students also

display superior comprehension of i.deas partially specified
in ùhe text. Their sùudy differed fron earlier research in
four ways, empLoying: 1) unanbiguous texb (basaL reader

selections) rather than contrived text; 2) yound, above

averade grade two readers, instead of hiÉh school or

university students; 3) assessment and control for
individual prior krìowledgle usinÉ pretest questions instead

of i.nserting schena in the text or readers' minds; and 4)

cor¡prehension assessnent of both literal and inferential
comprehension using 'wh' questions instead of recal.I.

Analysis shov¡ed the data to be partially consistent

v¡ith the prediction; there was an overall prior knovledge

effect on comprehension, but there vas no signi.f icant
question type interacbion. That is, the strong schema giroup

were able to ansv¡er more questions at both literal and

inferential levels ùhan the weak schena Eroup. This would

seen to inply that the quantity of prior knowledge affects
both literal and inferential conprehension, However,

further analysis indicated a siÉlnificant relationship
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beùween pri.or knowledge and inferential, but not literal,
comprehension. Pearson et al . (1979) concluded that prior
knowledge faciliùates comprehension, in particular

inferential conprehension. This study extends the

applications of schema theory to youngi readers'

comprehension of tyI¡ical text,
Taylor (1979) attempted to gain insight into the

reading strateÉlies of poor readers, particularly their
ability to use knowledée-based processinef. She compared

good and poor readers' recall of faniliar and unfaniliar
text, Based on the assur¡ption that good readers use prior
knowledge when reading easy, farniliar text but rely on less

effective text-based processing when sufficient topic prior
knowledÉle is not available, Taylor proposed that Eliven two

passages, one faniliar and one unfa¡¡i1iar, Éfood readers

vould comprehend iess and, hence, recall less of an

unfamiliar passage because ùhey were forced to use

tesù-based processing. Further, she proposed that poorer

readers would show little difference in comprehension and

recall between the faniliar and unfamiliar passages, if they

rely more on text-based processin6.

Subjects, third and fifth grade students reading at a

Efrade three level plus fifth grade students reading at Éirade

place¡oent 1eveI, read and orally recalLed the content of two

third grade passages, The passaéles, previously tested on

other students from the same Érades, were designated as
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nunber of ideas recalled. À11 g¡roups recalled more on the

familiar than the unfanili.ar passa.ge, supporting the idea

that for both Elood and poor readers, prior knowledge aids

eomprehension and recall. Both efrade five groups recalled
nore than the grade three groups on the faniliar passaEfe and

the good grade five group recalled nore than both the grade

three and the poor grade five readers on the unfamiLiar
passage. However, the poor grade five readers had a greater

difference in the anount recalled on the two passa€les than

the third and fifüh grade Éiood readers, Taylor concluded

that, althouÉlh the findings cannot be Efeneralized to other
passages, they do support the notion that poor readers as

vrell as good readers depend on schena-based processing and

that comprehension and the ability to recall suffers when

prior knowledÉie is restricted and subjects resort to
ineffective text-based processing,

Marr and Gornley (1982) further investigated children,s
ability to comprehend expository texÞs that are familiar and

unfamiliar. Their study was desiÉined to use probe questions

and retellings to examine the differential comprehension of
structurally equivalent texts resembling those that ehildren
would likeIy encounüer in the classroon. They predicted

ùhat the anount and type of infornation recalled from the

text sould be related ùo both the knowledge the children
brought to the task (Pearson et a]., tgTg) and to the type
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of comprehension task (Tierney, Bridge, & Cera, 1978-79).

Retellings were expected to produce more texbually explicit
information and probe questions to produce more Èextua1ly

implicit informati on,

Grade four students, classsified as good, averaEle, or
poor readers, answered prereading probe questions, read

expository passages, generated oral reùellings and responded

to probe questions. AII students were tested i.ndividually
on six passages, one familíar and one unfamili-ar for each of
three general topics: sports, insects and fruits,

The Marr and Gormley study differed fron earlier
studies desiÉlned to define prior knowledge. prior to
reading, students were asked explicit probe questions

related to the specific passage. Pre and post question and

retelling responses were cateÉforized as textual- or scriptal
after Pearson and Johnson (1978), This facilitated the

identificati.on of general prior knovledge of the topic
(scriptal) and specific prior knowledge of the texb. Also,

information obtained in the prior knowledge neasure

(prequestions) was elininated fron the retelling protocols

and post questions to guard against cueing subjects and

thereby contarninatinÉ post reading conprehension data.

Marr and Gornley found that the ùhree Élroups did not
differ significantly in texùual or scriptal knowledEie or in
their nemory of information. Textua] responses vere greater

for the retellinÉls than for the probe questions, although
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textual responses varied with faniliarity and üopic, as

expected, Results indicated that topic familiarity had a

siÉlnificant effect on comprehension. Like Pearson et al.
(1979), Marr and Gornely concluded that this effect is

Cfreater for inferential eor:oprehens i on, not textual
conprehension. Scriptal information in the ¡eteIIing and

the probe questions varied as a function of the seriptal
information in the prereading questions responses. However,

further analysis indicated thaü the stronEiest indication of
ability to nake inferences about a topic is Efeneral prior
knovledge, as measured quantitat ively.

In summary, the Marr and Gornley f indinels support the

research of others, Consistent with the findings of Brown

et a1. (t877), retellings elicited more text-based

responses, whereas probe quesüions elicited nore prior
knowledge (scriptal) responses. GeneraL knovledge of the

topic is the strongest predictor of ability to draw

inferences, while reading ability appears to be a reasonable

predictor of ability to recal1 speeific textual information
(Pearson et aI . (1979). This is not supported by Anderson,

Spiro and Anderson ( 1980) Hho suglÉiest that prior knowledge

has an effect on both te:<tual and scriptal conprehension,

A study was undertaken by Holnes (1983) to compare

clood and poor readers' ability to answer post reading

questions when passaEfes are at the instructional leveI and

when prior knowledge of the ar¡swers has been measured.
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Holmes predicted that there is no difference in the ability
of good and poor readers to ansr.rer questions r+hen text is at
their instructional Ievel as. suggested by TayIor (1979).

Prior knowledge on two topics, snakes and sharks, was

assessed usinEl open-ended, 'wh' and yes /ao questions. For

each idea in the passa€iê, four pre-readinEl questions ranging

from general to specific r+ere used, Tesüing was conducted

individually and subjects did not complete the full set of

four questions when they were unabLe to answer, In this
wry, Hol¡nes avoided cueing for passage content whj.Ie ratinEf

subjects' leve1s of prior knowledge. Two passages lrere

created for each topic, one for eaeh leveL of readingl

ability. A r+eek afùer cornpleting the prior knowledge

measure, subjects read the passage and for each of the ten
paragraphs in the passa€Íe, answered four post reading

questions orally. The questíons fell into the follor¡ing
response categori.es: a) one-idea texÈ explicit; b) one-idea

texb inplicit; c) two-idea texù exI¡licit; and d) two-idea

text impl icit.
For analysis, subjeets were cfrouped according to

reading ability and topic prior knowledde: good readers with
more topic prior knowledge; poor readers with more topic
prior knowledÉie; and good readers wiÈh less prior knowledge.

The results provide insielht into differences in how good and

poor readers use their prior knowledge bo comprehend

expository text. Holnes found that Élood and poor readers
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used prior knowledge equally for ex¡¡Iicit information.

However, poor readers were found to have Efreater difficulty
respondin€l to impticit leveI questions than good readers,

even nhen they had the correct information in their schema.

As conpared to giood readers, poor readers had more

difficulty in both changing misinforrûation and learning new

information, suggesti.ng inflexiblity in ùerns of being able

to accornnodate textual information that eonflicted with

their prior knowledge. Holnes suggests that activating ùhe

prior knowledge of poor readers may make then nore avrare of

both contradictory and new information; that is, make ùhern

aware of what they do and do not know,

Summarr¡

Research provides suÞport for the notion that prior
knosledge has an effect on ùhe ability to renenber

ex¡¡1icítIy stated ínformation, while findings about its
relationship to the ability to process inplicit information

are contradictory.

Readers with high leveIs of topic faniliarity recalled
more ideas than those wi.ùh lorv topic farniliarity (Hare,

1982; Holmes, 1983; Pearson et al., 1979). Further, when

retellin€ls rrere compared to texb propositions and labeled

textual or scriptal, a greater number of the retelling
responses were textual (Marr & Gormely, 1982), This seems

to hold for both éfood and poor readers who have adequate

prior knowled€fe (Taylor, 1979 ) .
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ChiLdren vere also found to make nore inferences than

their recall protocols indicated. Pearson et al-. (1978)

found thaü prior knowledge had a profound effect on ùhe

ability to ansr¡er script i¡nplicit questions. In their study

of second grade students, readers with hidh prior knowledge

were found to perforn siEfnificantly better than those with
low prior knowledde on scriptally inplicit questions but no!

on terb explicit questions. This is supported by Marr and

Gormley (1982) v¿ho found that Iiteral probes resulted in
rnore scriptal responses,

Holmes (1883) found that althou€lh good and poor readers

lrith high prior knowledge did not appear to differ in their
ability to use prior knorvledÉle for ex¡¡licit information,

Élood readers were better at using prior knowledEle to answer

text implicit questions. This rgould seem to indicate that
þhe inference problem might be due either bo somethingÍ other
than lack of prior knowledge or to the quality of the prior
knowledge itself. Thaù is, problems comprehendinÊl could be

related to the ineffective use of prior knovledge resulting
fron difficulty maintaining schema,

Measuring Comprehension in Relation to Prior KnowledÉe

Comprehension involves establishinÉl in one,s mind a

franework of the author's intended meaning, Accordj.ng to
theory, this is accomplished by organizing information from
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the bext and one's prior knowledge according to a preceived

causal chain (Johnston, 1984 ) .

The effect of prior knowledde or comprehension has

Élenerally been established by assessin€l recalls. The

earliest studies (Bransford & Johnson, 1972; Dooling &

Lachman, 1971) used both recal1 and recognition tasks as

measures of conprehension, Others employed only recalls
(DooIing and MuIl,et, 1973; Sulin and Dooling, 7974; Taylor,

1979). The recalls were rated quantitatively, accordinÉl to

the total nunber of ideas and number of nain ideas,

However, many have critÍcized ùhis procedure (Hare, 1982;

HoLmes, 1983; Pearson, et al ,, 1979) contendinÉl that scoringl

recalls quantitatively only assesses the recall of texù

explicit information, but not the inferences subjects have

made, To correct this problem, nore recent investigators

have added probe questions to the quantitative assessment of

recall (Hare, 1982; Holmes, 1983; Marr & Gornley, 1982;

Pearson, et a]. 1979). These studies are better able to
evaluate the effects of prior knowledÉle on comprehension

because they tap information not stated ex¡¡licitIy in the

text, Flixson (1883) used such an approach in conparing the

learninÊl effect of question types on comprehension nhen she

cateÉforized recaIl propositions according bo Pearson and

Johnson's (1978) text ex¡)Iicit, text implicit, and script
implicit question-ansner relationships,
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Thus, questions and the quantibative seorinÉl of recalls
used in conjunction vith one another provide a convenient

and objective means of assessing both literal and

inferential comprehension. Nonetheless, as quantitative
measures, they assess product and not process; henee do not
easily facilitate the understanding of how príor knowLedÉle

affects comprehension, only that prior knovledge does affect
comprehens ion ,

Gambrell, Pfeiffer, and Wilson (1985) explain that
recalls provide insights into the reader's assi¡¡iLation and

reconstruction of text ínformation, These reùellinEls

usually include both text specific information and

inferences that are textually implied and conceptually

related to existin6 knowledge. RecaIIs thus may be used to
measure both the product (facts, details, causes, sequence)

and the processes (making connecbions between text and prior
knowledge) invoLved in comprehending texb. lù is possibte

that a qualitative analysis of recall proposit.ions would

provide better informati.on regarding inferential ability, if
a scoring systen designed to separate ùhe informaùion

reproduced in exact form (explicitly processed) fro¡n

information reconstructed accordinÉl to knowledge already

stored ( implicitly stored) were employed,

Drum and Lanùaff (1978) outline such a system for
classifying recall responses. Their categorical analysis
(text specific, text entaiLed, texb evoked and ¿e:<t
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external) applied to oral retelling responses indicated

differences between good and poor comprehenders in the

eighùh grade. AbIe readers made more text derived

inferences and case-l,inked arguments than less able readers.

Less able readers mostly stated and repeated the same text
proposition or elaborated on only one text proposition,

Malicky (1985) describes a similar categorization
system for asssessing unaided recall-s. In her research that
used a qualitative system for assessinÉf recalls (Beebe,

Fagan, & Malicky 1981, cited in Malieky, 198ã), she found

that a conbined cateÊlory of synthesis and inference vas a

better predietor of conprehension perfornance than a text
exaeù,/specif ie or literal level cateÉlory. Malicky contends

ùhat classifying recalL units into such categories

establishes the reader's ability to use both lext explieit
information and bacþ¡round knovrledÉle to construct meaning

that is consistent with the author, s. Such a categorical
ânalysis of texb recalls would seem to help clarify hor¡

prior knowledge is used in the processing of text.
Whi.le it seems to be more appropriate to rneasure

reading comprehension performance through a qualiùative

rather than a sinpler quantitative analysis, there is little
consensus reÊlardinÉl the neasuring of prior knoryledge. This

topic is addressed next,
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MeasurinÉ Príor KnolrledÉe

The assessment of prior knowledge has provided a

challenge for researchers, Important eonsiderations have

been: 1) efficiency regarding the preparation and scoring of

the measure; and 2) interpreting the information. The first
studies, discussed in an eaarlier section of this review of

research, controlled for prior knowledge either by

externally manipulating or by assiÊfninEl prior knowledge as

being present or absent, Subject prior knowledge was not

rneasured individualLy, ln these studies, researchers

assielned either a thematie title (DooIing & Lachman, 1971;

Dooling & Mullet, 1973), a thenatic charaeter - either real
or fictitious (SuIin & Dooling, I974), or a primed context
(Bransford & Johnson, 1972; Schallert, 1976), assuminEl that
the presence of these prompts would activate an already
present schenra, PassaEfes were nriùten to fit two meanings

in order to provide for the chanÊie of title, character, or

contexb, Thus, compared to children's regular reading

materials, selecùions were contrived, being unnatural in

both organization and length. Although these studies
provide support for the notion that prior knowledge relates
to thematic title and character, and that conte)rt ínfLuences

comprehension, controllinÉf prior knowledÊle in this way is
not amenable to classroom practice,
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Recent investiÊlators have attempted to desiÉln studies

which reflect natu.ral reading practiees and materials,
These sttrdies have either used actual school textbook

materials (Hare, 1982; Pearson et al ., 1979; Stevens, 1g80)

or created maùerials that closely reseroble natural text
(Holmes, 1983; Marr & Gormely, 1882). ln additj.on, controls
for prior knowledÉfe have been based on the " inùernal"
knowledge of the subjects. Passage familiarity or

unfamiliarity has been based either on realor fictitious
animals (Peek, van den Bosch, & Kreupeling, ISBZ); previous

research use (Carre]1, 1983); peer Elroup field testing on

subjects not used in the study proper (Tayl-or, lg7g); or
testirrg the prior knowledge of individual subjects (Holmes,

1983; Marr & Gornley, 1982; Pearson et al,, 1gZ9; Stevens,

1980 ) .

While the field testing method used by Taylor (1979)

provides sone assurance that the categories of familiarity
are likety true for a particular population and her
procedure is efficienù in terms of tine, it does not provide

infornation on individual differences in prior knor+Iedge.

Lacking this information, ùhe investipiation is not able to
examine the relationship between prior knowledge and

inferential, as opposed to literal, conprehension,

lndividual prior knowledEie neasures are topic specific.
Designed to measure individual subject,s topic familiarity,
they provide more information, Mosù, however, take both
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tíme and effort to Þrepare. However, as research tools, the

pre-testinÉl 'vrh' questions used by Pearson, et al. (1979),

the multiple-choice questions used by Stevens (1980) and the
probe questions of Marr and Gornley (1982) may have

contaminabed study rosults by cueing the reader as to which

information in the text r¡as important, This is of
particular concern when pre and post questions are the same

(Marr & GormLey, 1982) because the questions serve more as

an advance organizer than a prior knowledge neasure. Holmes

(1983) sought to make up for this limitation by testing
sùudents individually and by organizing questions from

general to specific and ceasinÉl the prior knovledEfe

questionind when a question was noÈ answered correctly, This

ninimized the cueing effeet, althoudh her procedure was not

an efficient neasure in terms of preparation and

adminístration tine.
LanEer (1980) developed a prior knowledge measure which

is both efficient to Þrepare and to score, while at the same

time elicitinEl infornation about individual prior knor¡ledge.

Prior knowledge was elicited through free associations with
key concepts taken fron the target passages. Following the

free association ùask, 36 h j.gh school students from advanced

English Liùerature classes silently ¡ead the passa€le and

wrote alI they could renember. This proeedure vras followed

for tno passaEfes, Schizophrenia and Parakeet, used by Meyer

(1975). Prior knowledge was scored as '1ittle,, ,soner, or
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'much' (L, 2, or 3 points ) by categorizing the associations

according to a system that reflected the orgianization of
pre-reading topic knowledde. These categories were simiLar
to Vyéotsky's (1962) conceptual development cateElories and

progressed from diffuse, personal responses to concrete,

functional responses to abstract superordinate principles
(Langer 1980; 1984), RecalI protocols were scored usingl

Meyer's (1975) text analysis systen, vrith one point being
g¡iven for the reealL of content words and lexical predicates

and two points for role relaùions and rhetorical predicates.

Each third of the text structure vras scored separately and

then total led.

Analysis i.ndicated that there was a positive relationship
between prior knowledele and reca11. Responses in the top
third of the structure correlated with prior knowledge but
the other Levels had lov correlations. The levels of prior
knovledge and recall of content words was constant across

Passages, while correlations betvreen total recall and prior
knowledge vere not the same across passages, indicating that
prior knosledEle was passade dependent.

Langer, usinÉl Meyer's explanation to account for the
Lov correlations, indicaùed that infornation in the lower

Ievels of structure is not retained and recalled as veII as

infornation high in the structure, She concluded that
infornation presented lower in the texb structure possibly

may not be related to prior knovledge,
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Langer (1981) and Langer and Nicholich (1981) extended

this research to validate the prior knowledge neasure, using

the same test conditi.ons. These studies showed the }evel of
bacþ¡round knowl-edge (as measured by Langer's qualitative
measure of prior knowledÉle) t,o be highly related to recall,
independent of eíther intelligence or general reading level.
However, Langer did not attenpt to compare her findings with
prior knov¡ledge measures used by others, offering no support

for a qualitative prior knowledEfe Beasure nor reasons why

her quaJ.itative measure night be better that the accepùed

'quantiby' measures (Pearson, et al., 1879; Stevens, 1980).

Langer indicated trvo avenues for future research: to
examine whether differences in prior knovledge levels makes

a difference in r¡hat is retained, and to exanine the

influence of prior knowledge on the specific categories of
retelling protocols.

To further investigate the relationship between

topic-specific prior knowledge and conprehension, Langer

(1984) conducùed another study, The purposes of this study

were to vali.date ühe prior knorvledge measure further and to
explore the usefulness of variations in calculating the

measure of prior knowledele; that is, organization (qualitf)
and frequency (quantity). In this study LanEler used a

larger sample (161 grade six students) and two passages

selected froro a school social studies text, The prior
knowledÉfe neasure was prepared in the sa'me nanner as the
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previous studies; comprehension was Beasured by 20

multiple-choice questions (10 explicit and 1O i¡rplicit)
rather than the previously used written retellings scored

for explicit recall-. Subjects made free associations in
response to tar€Íet words, read the passages and answered

questions. They were assiÉlned to four groups accordinEl to
types of prereading activity: 1) PReP, a discussion of key

concepts; 2) motivation, a more general topic discussion; 3)

no prereadinEl activity; and 4) distraetor pre-readind

activity, Only quest j.ons and not free recalls vrere used to
test comprehension, with the passage being available for
referral. Prior knowledge free associations \{ere scored two

nays: 1) qualitatively, on a 3-point scale according to
where in the text orÉlanization the idea was presented, as in
the earlier studies, and 2) quantitatively, according¡ to the
total nunber of responses,

Results indicated that Langer,s passaéfe specific prior
knowledge measure was a reliable predictor of

'wh'-conprehension with no consistent differences as a

predictor of responses to textual j.y-exp I ic it and

texbually-inplicit'vh' questions, Langer eoncluded that
these results, coupled with ease of administration and

scoring, makes the qualitative prior knowledÉle scorínÉl

procedure a pronising ai¡proach for the control of prior
knowledge in research and for examining the effects of topic
specific knowledÊle on conprehension. LanÉier also indicated
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that the measure can be used as an individual or Élroup

diagnostic device to help teachers select text appropriate

instructional texts and to identify students who require
direct concept and vocabulary instruction.

The frequency counts or quantitative score showed

significant relationships to conprehension. However, the
proportion of the variance accounted for explained Iess than

a tenth of thaù accounted for when the qualitative scoring
procedure was used, suggesting that the qualitative score is
more stronElly related to coroprehension than the quantitative
score.

These latter resuLts contradict those found previously

by Hare (1982) v¡ho conducted a validation study of Langer,s

earlier research (Langer, 1881; Langer & Nicholich 1981)

vith 29 grade six students, using one passage from a school

science text. Hare demonstrated that Langer,s free
associaüion tasks, ryhen scored both qualitatively and

quantitatively, successfully predicted recall, However, the
quantitative scorinÉl vas seen as a better predictor of
recall (explicit conprehension) unlike Langer,s 1gB4

ex¡¡Iicit 'wh' quesùions. This is perhaps because in addilion
to free recalls, Hare used open-ended scriptually inplicit
questions to neasure conprehension. Neibher prior knowledge

measure predicted performance on implieit open-ended

questions adequately (Hare, 1982). These findings also

contradict those of Pearson et al, (1S79) r¡ho found thaù a
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quan¿itabive prior knowledÉle measure uEinE 'wh' questions

nas related to successul inferential conprehension. Hare

tried to account for these discrepancies by reasoning that
her results mqy have been due to questions that were both

too few in number and too difficult.
Zakaluk et al . (1986) developed a sinpLe techníque,

adapted from NobIe (1952), for estimatinÉ prior knowledÉle

through word associations. This technique is sinilar to that
used by Langer, Studenbs made free associations to a

stinulue rsord or phrase repeated on each line of the page to
keep associations related to the key rsord(s) and to prevent

tangential associations. For scoring, responses were

awarded one point for each appropriaùe association. [,lh en a
series of sub-items were generated, onJ.y one point was

arvarded. When these were subsumed under a named eateÉlory,

one point was also awarded for the category. Irrelevant
associations received zero poinùs. Based on research

conducted by Zakaluk (1985), in whieh the association task
correlated significantly with comprehension, Zakaluk et al.
(1S86) suggest cLassifying results into Iow, average, and

high prior knowledge with 0-2 points indicatinÉf 1ow prior
knovrledge, 3-6 points average, and 7 or nore points high
prior knovrledge.
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Sunmarv

Three major areas eere explored in this chapter to
provide a rationale for the present investidation. First,
relevant schena theory and prior knowledÉJe research v¡ere

examined with particular regard to the effects of prior
knowledge on the comprehension of text. Seeond, ¡neasures of
comprehension were reviewed with an eye to empLoying

measures that discriminate quantity (product) and quality
(process) of comprehension. FinalIy, research conducted to
develop or validate prior knowledge neasures !¡as reviewed,

From ùhe review of the literature it is evident that
research supports and extends the vievs of theorists on the

effect of prior knowledge on the comprehension and retention
of texb.

1, Consistent with the notion that knowledge is stored as

abstract concepts and not as vords, and that word meanings

are contexb sensitive (Anderson & Pearson, 1984), prior
knowledge of thematic title (Dooling and Lachman, 1921) or

contexb (Bransford and Johnson, 1972t Schallert, 1976) was

found to influence the understandin6 and retention of text
information.

2, As in Bartlett's (1932) studies, thematie intrusions
durinÉf reca1l were found to be Élreater over time (Schallert,

1976; Sulin & Dooling, 1974), Intrusions were also found to
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be the s a.n¡e across ages, alùhouÉfh those of older chi lder
were nore thematíc (Brown et al ., ,!977).

3. Children were found to make more inferences than recall
indicates, Probes resulted in a better show of inference

ability (Marr & Gorm1ey, 1982), supporting the Pearson eb

a]- (1878) finding that prior knowledge has a profound

effect on the ability to ar¡swer implicit questions.

Rumelhart (1980) indicated this when discussing how variable
constraints help in identifying various aspects of a

situation, thereby providing , initíal guësses, or inferences
abouù unobserved aspects of a situation, Holnes (1993),

however, found contradictory results, AlthouÉh good and

poor readers did not appear to differ accordinÉ to their
ability to use prior knowledÊle for explicit information
(Holmes, 1983; Taylor, 1929), good readers were better at
using prior knowledge to ansvrer inplicit questions,

4, Mobilizing prior knorsledge rras found to be important.
It is not enough to have a schema; to be effecbive it must

be activaüed (Bransford & Johnsont LS72),

The effects of prior knowledge were €ienerally measured

by making conparisons betwe€n prior knovledÉle scores and

comprehension as measured by recalI performance, Early
sùudies used recall and recognition tasks, Later
investiÉlators pointed out that reca1ls, scored

quanùitativeLy, measured only nemory for ex¡¡Iicitly stated
texb information and not inferences based on implicitly
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proeessed imformation. To remedy this problem, in further
research some investiÉlators enployed both recalls and

implicit quesüions; while others used only questionsthat

required both explict and implicit responses. While it
appears thaü these studies tneasured both Iiteral and

inferential comprehension, scoring reealls quantj.tatively

does not pernit the examination of the processing of
implícit infornation.

Both Drum and Lantaff (1S78) and Malicky (1985) have

suÉfgesùed classification systens for the qualitative scoring
of recall protocols. The use of their procedures should

facili.tate the exanination of protocols for information that
is implicit in the text and thus offer nore insight ínto the

role of prior knowledge in conprehension processinCl.

Measures of individual topic fanriliarity both varied in
format and in their ability to gua6e prior knov¡ledÊle.

Quantitative measures were found to predict the totaL number

of ideas recalled (Hare; 1982; Ho1nes; 1983) ånd the ability
ùo make inferences (Marr & Gormley, 1982; Peason eb aI .,
1979 ), Zakaluk (1985) indicated that an association task
scored quantítatively correlated significantly with
comprehension as rneasured by text explicit, text and script
inplicit questions. LanEfer (1981) developed a qualitative
scoringl procedure for free associations which she found to
be an effective predictor of overall recalL subsequent

research (Hare, 1982; Lânger & Nicholich, 1981; Langer,
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1984) provided validation. Langer's (1984) finding that a

qualitative prior knovrledge measure was a better predictor
of inferential comprehens i on . as measured by ,wh, questions

contradicts Hare's (1982) work that assessed inferential
eonprehension by neans of open-ended questions and found

that neither a qualitative nor a quantitative scoríng of
prior knowledge adequately predicted inferential
comprehens ion .

Thus, research provides support for the notion that
prior knowledEfe affects the comprehension and retention of
prose. It would appear, however, that different measures of
prior knov¡1ed€le provide different indieaùions of
comprehension perfornance. There is sorne evidence thaù
prior knowledÊle has a Éfreater effect on the ability to
respond to inpLiciù questions, but this is not conclusíve.

The present investigiation builds on the findings of
prior knowledge research, The study examines how quantity
and quality of prior knowledge influence studenùs, ability
to respond to questioning at literal and inferentiaL levels
and ùo recall, It is anticipated bhat quality of prior
knovledÉle will be a nore effective predicùor of inferentiaj.
comprehension; while a quantitative neasure vill predict
literal conprehens i on .
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Chapter III

PROCEDURES

The present study examined the responses of sixth and

ninth grade able readers on vritten retellingls and literal
and inferential open-ended questions to determine whether

siElnificant differences existed in their literal and

inferenùial comprehension of infornational text as predicted

by quantitative or qualitative neasures of prior knowledge.

The general purpose of this study was to examine the
effectiveness of two topic prior knowledÊie measures as

predictors of cornprehension of expository text, For tr+o

factual passa€les, able readers at the sixth and ninth grade

levels completed pre-reading topic prior knowledge measures,

read the passa€fes, and after readinÉf, indicated passaÉle

comprehension by: 1) completing writùen retellings and 2)

respondinÉl to open-ended Iiteral and inferential questions.

Method

Sub.iects

The subjeets were selected from annong a sample of grade

six and grade nine students in elenentary and junior hiÉlh

suburban schools, Grade si.x and nine able readers were

selected for this study because 1) they have had prior
experience vith expository text and 2) the three year

differential provided the investiÊiator vith an opportunity
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to examine data for developnental trends in the processing

of expository text.
.Utr¡on pernission from school division super íntendents,

administrators of elementary and junior hiÉlh schools who

expressed an interest in participating were contacted.

Students in 7 sixth and 7 ninth grade language arts classes

served as subjects.

The classroon teachers for the grade six students and

the lanÊfua€ie arts teachers for the grade nine students were

asked to identify, from their class 1ist, the names of able
readers, This selection was based on teacher judgmenù

supported by the percentile seores on the Canadian

Achievement Test (1981). By gelecting able readers, only
students who had no word recognition probleme that would

interfere r+ith comprehension processinel (Sarnuels, lgg4) took
part,

All able readere in the respective sixbh and ninùh

€lrade elasses participated in the study, exeepü for tvo
classes in which a letter of consent for sone students was

not received. (See Appendix C for Consent Letter. ) The

initial sanple consisted of 261 subjects, 123 grade six and

138 grade nine able readers,

Research fnstrunents

Readine naterials. The reading materials for thís
study consisùed of four exI¡os itory passages. The passag¡es,

one science and one social studies for each grade level,
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were selecùed from randomly chosen school texls authorized

for grade six and grade nine social studies and science

curriculums (see Appendix D). Topics fron two conlent areas

were chosen to allow for Elreater generalization of the

findings. Further, the specific topics of the reading

materials were representative of social studies and science

curriculum topics, Thus the subjects wouLd possess

measureabLe prior knovledÉle,

The passages for the sixth Éfrade subjects were

identified by the investigator. The social studies passage

i.s found in Canada Growth of a Nat,ion (Garrod, McFadden, &

Neering, 1981) under the topic, The Red River Colon¡¡. The

science passa€le, Classifr¡inE Livine ThinEs, is found in
DiscoverinÉ Science Six (Piltz & van Bever, lgZO). The Fry

Readability Graph (Fry, 1977) showed ùhe readabilily level
of both passages to be grade 6. The passa€ies were

approximately the same LenÉlth (441 and 420 words; BB and 34

sentences, respectively) and contained approximately the
s a.ne nunber of clausal units (48 and 46).

The grade nine passa€les were those used by Zakaluk

(1985) in a study for standardizing expository passaEles.

The social studies passage, "Renaissance", iE found in Long

AÉo in the OId WorLd (Cassidy & van Duyn, 1969); the science

Passage, "Mutations"' is found in Focus on Life Science

(Heimler & Lockard, 1969), The readability level for both

passaEles accordin€f to the Fry Graph (Fry, 1977) was grade g,
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The passa€ies were approximately the sane length (421 and 435

words, 27 and 32 sentences, respectively) and contained

approximately the same number of clausal units (41 and 44).

Directions for readíng the passa€fes were presented on a
cover sheet attached to each passå€le, The direct,ions sere

as fol lows,

Read the passa€fe twice. The first time read it to
dieù the Eleneral idea and then read it again more
carefuLly for understandinÉ. Read it the same waythat you r+ould for a class assiÉlnment.

When you are finished, you r¡ill be asked to retellall that you remember and to answer questions.

( adapùed from: Lantaff, 1978).

Prior knowledÁe measures. In developing ùhe prior
knowledge measure, certain factors were considered: 1) both
the quantity and the quality (depth) of topic familiarity;
and 2) the need for reading materiaLs from naturally
occurrin6¡ texb to ensure ecological validity. As a result,
the apriori desiÉlnation of a topic as familiar or
unfamiliar, hi6h or low using anbieluous ùext (Bransford &

Johnson, 1972; Schallert, 1976; SuIin & DoolinÉ, 1974);

texts of manipulaüed thene (Dooling & Lachman, 1971); texts
of assumed faniliarity and unfamiliarity (peek, van den

Bosh, & KreuplinÉf, 1982; CarreIl, 1983); and peer Elroup

testing (TayIor, 1979) was not appropriate.
A further eonsideration in eonstrucÈing the prior

knowledge measure was the need to avoid instrueting or
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cueing comprehension prior to the passâge readi.ng. Many of
the prior knowledge measures used by other researchers such

as: 'wh' questions (Pearson e! a1., 1979), multiple-choice
questions (Stevens, 1980), and probe questions (Marr &

Gormley, 1982; Holmes, 1983) were therefore inappropriate.
The topic prior knowledge neasure developed for this

study consisùed of a free association task similar to the
quaLitative measure of prior knowledge created by Langer

(1980) and validated and extended by Hare (l9BZ) as both a

qualitative and quantitative measure of prior knor¡tedge.

Three stimulus content words/phrases chosen from the top

half of the content hierarchy of each passa€le were selected
for the free association task, Each of the three key

words,/phrases \{as presented on separate sheets, repeated on

the left column of each line and foLlowed by a lined
response space. The purpose of repeatinél the key

words,/phrases was to prevent tangential associations
(Zakaluk et al ., 1986), Written instructions at the top of
the page directed the subjects to write down anythingl tha¿

came to mind when they read/heard the vrord(s) and to write
each thought on a new line. (See Appendix E: Prior
Knowì.edge Measure. ) In terms of being representative of key

passa€le concepts, the appropriateness of the selected

words/phrases, was rated independently by two science

teachers for the science passages and by two social studies

teachers for the social studies passages,
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Data obtained in ùhis way yielded both a quanbitative

and a qualitative prior knowledge score. A quantitative

score was established by totalling and averåging ùhe number

of Éfenerated associations for the three key words. A

quanti.tative score was established by rating the elenerated

associations aceording to four topic relevant categiories

ranging fron a high (3 points), for highly organized

knowledge, to no knorcledge (0 points).

Comorehension measures. Two instruments were used to
neasure the literal and inferential comprehension of the
expository passages: 1) written retellings and 2) open-ended

questions (see Appendix F: Comprehension Measures). Because

subjects could not refer to the passå€es while compleùinÉl

the post reading conprehension measures, the measures

required subjects to conprehend and to remember.

1. Written retellinÁs. A lined page vith written
instructions at the top of ùhe page directinÉl subjects to
vrite down as r¡uch of the passage as they could reme¡nber was

prepared for the written retellin6l responses. Retellings
a1lor+ a reader to strueture a response .according to personal

and individual interpretaùions of the text and, as such, are
"the nost straiEihtf orr+ard assessment of the result of
text- interact ion " (Johnston, 1983, p. 54). A retelling
reflects a reader's assinilation and reconstruction of
textual information and gives investiÉlaüors the opportuniùy
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to measure both the product and the process of comprehension

(Morrow, 1988 ) ,

2, Open-ended questions, For each passagle, ten

follow-up questions were created, Five Iiteral questions

focussed on explicitly stated information in the texb r+hile

five inferential questions required implicit processi.ng

requirj.ngi subjects to use either information provided across

sentences in the text or their prior knov¡ledge to respond

appropriately. The tvo types of questions used in this
study oriElinated fror¡ the conprehension cate€fories used by

Pearson and Johnson (1978). The literature on post

questioning sugÉests that readers perform better on explicit
than impLicit questions (Pearson et aI., 1979). In

addi.lion, test ex¡:licit and text implicit questions appear

to differ in at least tr¡o wqys: 1) the number of ideas

i.nvolved and b) the deÉJree of co€lnitive processing required

- explieit, rote menory; implicit, understanding and

inferencing (Holnes, 1983). Questions provide a

comprehension assesstnent format that is both eonvenient to
adninister and objective to score and are the predominant

means of assessinÉf cornprehension (Readence & Martin, 1988).

Daüa Collect,ion Procedure

All data were collected by the researcher over a period

of four weeks near the end of the school year. To provide

for the administration of two content area passaEfes,

subjects were seen in two sessions of approxinateLy forùy
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minutes each. For each classroom involved, the sessions

were condueted within a seven day period. In each session

the data collection folLowed four steps: 1) free association
prior knowledge task, 2) readinEl of the expository passaEfe,

3) wri.tten reteÌ1inds, and 4) open-ended questions.

To control for order effects, passaEle presentation was

counterbal anced. One half of ùhe subjecüs aü each grade

leve1 read the science passa.ge in the first session and the
social etudies passa€le in the second, The same procedure

vas followed at the second sitting so that one half of the
subjects in each class read the passa€les in the reverse

order,

Ðue to absenteeism during the eecond sitùing, the
number of students who eonpleted science and social studies
passagles differed. Thus, the finat sanple for Éfrade six was

made up 119 subjecüs who read the science and 115 the social
studies passaEle, and for grade nine, 126 subjeets who read

the science and 128 ùhe social studies passage.

Anonymity rsas assured, AII data collection materials
r¡ere numbered according to subject and placed in a folder
v¡ith a corresponding number. Within each folder, the task
sheets were in procedural order, separabed by colored paper

to prevent any contanination that mielht oceur if the subject
previewed the tasks out of order. Upon conpletion of each

task, the subject plaeed the task sheets into a brown

envelope, that rsas labelled wiùh a natching number. This
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\{as to prevent subjects from referring back to previously

completed tasks .

The first session began w5.th a scripted explanation of
the purpose of the study and the procedure. FoIlovinÊl this,
subjects ç¡ere instructed to open their foLders to begin the
first task. The firsb task was the free association, prior
know].edge task. The scripted directions were read orally by

the investigator while the subjects read them silently. The

second task vas the passaÉle reading, The subjects read the
passåge twice; once to get a general idea of what the
passage vras about and a second time for nore detailed
information. The directions were presenùed on a passage

cover sheet. After reading the passage, the subjects

compleüed the written retelling task, then responded to ùhe

questions,

Subjects proceeded fron tasks two to four at their own

rate, uninterrupùed by the investigator, Thus, responses

were a reflection of the students, reading comprehension and

recall ând not a reflection of tine or laek of time t.o
respond,

The second session for each class took place within a

week of the first and began with a scripted review of the
purpose and procedure, followed by the adninistration of the

same tasks as outlined in session one.
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ScorinÉ the Data

Scorin€l of the data was conducted by the investigator,
To ensure scoring reliability, 1O percent of the protocols

on each task were selected at random and scored by ùwo

independent judges r+ho had conpleted Master, s IeveI reading

courses, Inùer-rater reliabi.lity, based on Pearson

product-moment correlations, were r=.g6 for the quantitative
prior knov¡ledge measure and r=.96 for the qualitative
measure. The inter-rater reliability coefficients for
scorinÉl the written retelling response cateÊfories ranefed

from .87 to ,95. Inter-raùer reliability for the open-end.ed

questions was r=.95.

Prior knov¡ledÁe task, The free assocíati.ons vere

scored as a prior knowledg¡e measure in two ways adapted from

prior work: quantitativety (Hare, 1982; Zakaluk et al .,
1986) and qualitatively (Lancfer, 198O; Langer & Nicholich,
1981) .

1. êuantiùative prior knowledEe. To establish the
overall quanti.tative prior knovledge score for each subject
for each passa€le, the free association responses for each

key word,/phraae tvere totalled and an average for the ùopic

was calculated. All free association reaponses scored one

point with the exception of repeaÈed responses, which were

discounted. Long lists of itens that fe1l within the same

category such as bears, wolves, foxes, and deer were given

one point, while the ùhe name of the cateÉlory, if stated,
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also received one point (after Zakaluk et al., 1986). It
v¡as felt that lonÉf lists reflected associations generated

from new words and not the oriÉli.nal key words, despite

efforts to prevent this by representinEl the key r+ords

repeatedly on the left side of each line down the response

page, The responses for each of the three key words were

totalled and the three were averaged for an overall
quèntj.tative prior knowledge score for that passage. These

overalL scores were interpreted as 1ow (0-2 points), averade

(3-6 points), or high (7 or more points) (Zakaluk et aI .,
1986),

2. Sualitative prior knowledge. To establish the
qualitative prior knowledge score for eaeh subject, the free
association responses for the key words,/phrases were

classified according ùo ùhe IeveIs of Þrior knowledge

developed by Langer (1980). The responses received a rating
of a) much (3 points) when associaùions reflected the use of
subordinate concepts, definítions, analogies, and concept

linking, b) sone (2 points) rvhen assoeiations reflecùed

exanples, attríbuùes or defining characteri st i cs, c) little
(1 point) when assoeiations were tangiential cognitive links,
morphenes, sound alikes, first hand exI¡eriences, and d) none

(0 points) for incorrect associations or "I don't know"

responses. Further clarification of Langer,s (1981)

classification systen may be found in Appendix A: Quality of
Knowledge : CateEíorization Systen.
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Because more than one response vas given for each

stimulus word, ùhe highest leve1 response for each word was

tabulated. It was assumed that if the subjeet produced one

response at a level, the subject possessed knowledge at that
level. The qualitative scores for the three key

vords,/phrases rrere totalLed and averaged to yield an overall
qualitaüive prior knor+ledge score for each subjeet for each

pas saEie,

Written retellincs. Using a retelling template of the
passa€fe, each subject's wriùten retelling protocols were

scored for literal and inferential comprehension by scoring
ùhe presence of explicitly sùated infornation and the
presence of inplicit ideas. Template protocols of the
passaéles and each subjects written retelling protocols were

divided into clausal units that either contained a subject
and predicate and could stand alone (principal elause) or
assumed a subordinate function (adjective or adverb clause)
and did not nake Eense on their ovn. The recalled units
vrere then natched to the passåge template units and

classified accordinÊf to recall cateÉlories adapted from Drun

(1878), Lantaff (1978) and Ma1i.cky (1985) as being either:
texù specific, text enbedded, texù entailed, text evoked,

te:<b exbernal, and text erroneous responses, and scored as

follovs. (See Appendix B for further description of the
retelling cateElories. )
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The reteLling uniüs received one point for eaeh passa.ge

uniù processed to produce the recatled unit. Tex! specific
responses received one point for each unit in the caùeElory

because there r+as a correspondence of one text uni.t ùo one

recall unit. Units in the texù embedded and text entailed
categ¡ories and te)çt erroneous units received one point for
each text unit represented in ùhe recall unit. For example,

if 3 te:'cb units nere embedded in one recall unib in the texb

embedded cateElory, that recatl unit received B points. Text

evoked and text external responses received one point eaeh

as they did not match üexb units.
Eaeh cateElory was totalLed to indicate a score of total

units reealled by category. (See Appendix G for mean scores

and standard deviations, ) These scores \{ere used for
further analys is.

Suestions. The open-ended questions were scored

against a tenplate of accepùable answers prepared by the
investiElator and an expert in the field prior to the
investiÉfation. Accurate ans\{ers contained the nain points
or the essence of tenplate answers. Eaeh accepÈab1e answer

received one point, For each subject, points were totalled
by question type ( literal and inferential) for each passage.

(See Appendix G for mean scores and standard deviations. )
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DesiEn of the Studv

The desi€ln of the study required, first: consideration
of the relationship of prior knowled6¡e to comprehension

perfornance by grade level and passage, and second, the
effectiveness of prior knowledgle as a conprehension

predictor across passa€fes,

The study enployed a 2 ({rade levels) X 2 (r¡easures of
topic familiarity) X 2 (expository passagles) factorial
design. The independent variahles were:

1. 2 measures of prior knowledge (euantity and quality)
subdivided into 3 levels (high, medium and 1ow),

2. 2 €,rade levels (six and nine), and

3, 2 exl¡os itory passages (scienee and social studies).
Dependent Beasures included conprehension as meâsured by:

1. uncued written reùe1Iíngs categorized into literal
(ùext specific and text embedded) and inferential
(texb entailed and te¡<t evoked ) responses, and

2. open-ended guestions ( Iiteral and inferential).

Anal¡¡s i s of the Data

Correlations were conducted to determine the
relationship beùveen the quantity år¡d quality of prior
knovledge and each conprehension measure. Separate analysis
of variance by Efrade, one usinÉl the social studies, the
other the scienee passsa€ie were conducted, In addition,
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analyses of variance by grade across topics were conducted.

Analysis of variance was chosen because 1) the values of the
independenù variables were assigned nunbers rather than

constant interval vaLues; 2) the dependent variable vaLues

were interval values; and 3) the means did not fit the
assumpùion of straight line fit for linear regfression

(Andrew, Klem, Davidson, O'MaIley & Rod€ler, 19e1). A

general linear model was used for the analysis of variance
procedure because the subEfroups contained different numbers

of observati.ons. The SAS systelo was used to conduct the

analysis and produced results for two test types: Type I
where the SS measured increnental suns of squares for the

model as each variable was added and 2) Type III, partial
suns of squares where the SS is the sum of squares due to
adding that variable last in the model. The TypE III
analysis is principally used in situations that require
comparison of main effects even in the presence of
interaction (Crum, 1986). In the TYPE III analysis, each

effect. is adjusted for all other effects.
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This chapter deseribed the subjects who made up the

samplingl grouÞ and the methods used to implement the study,

The testing materials, administration, and scorinÉl

procedures were outlined, followed by a statement indicating
the data analyses procedures, The statistical analyses and

findings are presented i.n Chapter IV.



Chapter IV

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to determine the efficacy
of a qualiÈative as opposed to a quantitive measure of prior
knowledÉle for use in estimatinÉl titeral and inferential
comprehension performance measured by written retellings and

open-ended questions. Texù from two content areas was

enployed, Measures of prior knowledg¡e and conprehension

were obtained from 123 grade six and 138 grade nine abLe

readers.

The goals of the study were to exp].ore 1) the relaùive
effects of the prior knor+ledge variables on comprehension

performance and 2) hor,¡ topic familiarity is used in
processing explicit and implieit texùua1 information.

Instrunents to assess qualitative and quantitative
prior knowledge (word association) and literal and

inferential comprehension (written retellin€ls and questions)

were developed, administered, and scored by the

investig¡ator. The prior knowJ.edge protocols were scored

first as a quantitative measure accordi.ng lo the number of
word associations (Zakaluk et a1 ., 1986), and second as a
qualitative measure according to LanÊfer,s (1981)

cateÉlorization systen. The written retelli.ngs were examined

and scored aecordinÉl to 1) recaLl categories, terb specific
(RC1), text embedded (RC2), texb entailed (RC3), texb evoked
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(RC4), text erroneous (RCb), texù external (RC6), and 2) the

nu¡nber of text elauses processed to produce the retelling
responses (Drum, 1978; Lantaff, 1978; Malickv, 1985). The

questions were scored as correct or incorreet and totalled
by type ( literal or inferentiaL). Three scores for eaeh

comprehensi.on measure (rete11inÉls, questions) were thus

obtained: literal, inferential, and lotal comprehension

performance.

Data anal,yses were concerned with the relationship
between the desiglnated prior knorvledge variables and the

criterion variables of readinEl comprehension performance in
order to deüermine what prior knowledge measure related most

siElnificantly to literal and inferential comprehension

performance and what similarities and di.fferences existed
betvreen the comprehension processing of grade six and grade

nine able readers as indicated in the effect of topic
familiarity on exI¡1icit and implicit proeessing required to
produce the written retelling responses.

The Relationship Between Prior KnowLedg¡e Variables and

Readingl Comprehens ion

In order to determine the naùure of the relationship
between the respective prior knonledge measures with each

other and with readi.n€f conprehension performanee,

correlaùion coeff ici.ents \{ere computed and analysis of

variance conducted, takj.ng into account the tvo content area
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facüors of soeial studies and science and the two grade

levels. For the analysis, the terb specific (RC1) and text
embedded response (RCZ) scores were eombined to provide a

total literal comprehension score for the written retellings
(RC1RC2), and ùhe text entailed and text evoked response

scores were combined to provide a total retelllng
inferential score (RC3RC4). Question response scores were

totalled by ty¡¡e ( literal and inferential ). A ùotaL score

of five for literal (Quesl,¡ and five for inferential (euesl)

comprehension \{as possible, Using a gleneral linear nodel to
accommodate differiná numbers of observations in the

subgrouÞs, analysis of varíance r,¡as eonducted by 1) Efrade

and topic and 2) elrade across topics. This analysis
produeed results for SAS Type I and Type III tests, where

the Type I SS measured incremental suns of squares for the

model as each variable was added, and TyI¡e III SS was the

sum of squares due bo adding ùhe variabLe of inùerest last
in the model (Crun, 1985).

Results of this analysis are described as follovs.
First, a descriptive analysis including correlations and

mean perforrnance is presented, Second, the i.nferential
analysis is presented aceording to each of the research
questions,



Descriptive Analys is

Corre lations
The relationship between prior knowledge and

comprehension was investiÊlâted first with the measures of
pri.or knowledge (quantitative and qualitative) entered as

the independent variables and the Ievels of comprehension

( Iiteral and inferential ) for each of the eomprehension

measures (written retellings and open-ended questions)

entered as the dependent variables.

Grade six. As indícated in Table 4.1, when the

eorrelations between quantity and quality of prior knowledge

were compared for grade six seience, there was a hi.gher

correlation between inferential retel.linel responses (RC3RC4)

and quality of prior knowledge (PKQL) (r=.41) bhan between

inferential retelling responses (RC3RC4) and quantiùy of
prior knowledge (PKQT) (r=,33).

For science, there were subsùantial relationships
(EkwalI & Shanker, 1988) between: 1) literal questions

(Quesl) and literal level reùellings that combined text
specific and text embedded retelling responses (RC1RCZ)

(r=,53)i 2) literal questj.ons and inferential leveÌ
retellinÊfs that combined text entailed and texb evoked

retellinÉl responses (RC3RC4) 1r=.44); and 3) ùhe two types

of questions, Iiterat and inferential (t=.47).
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Table 4, 1

Correlation Coefficients of Prior Knowledge With

Comprehension Perforroance For Grade Six

Grade Six Sc i ence

PKQL PKQT RC1RC2 RC3RC4 QuesL QuesI

PKQL 1, OOOOO

PKQT O.32464 1.00000

RClRCz 0.33896 0.27303 1.00000

RC3RC4 0.41245 0. 34576 0.46417 1. 00000

Quesl 0.29394 0.28543 0.53186 0.43643 1.00000

QuesI O.23937 O.35417 O,20619 O.32351 0.46744 1.0OO0O

Grade Six Soci.al Studies

PKQ! 1.00000

PKQT -0. 00591 1 . OOOOO

RC1RC2 0.18166 0. 18589 1.00000

RC3RC4 0.2L220 0.72773 0.26353 1.00000

Quesl 0.16536 0,3ã519 0.51490 0.2S939 1. OOO00

QuesI 0. 18388 O.27633 0.23116 0.30657 0.28180 1.00000

PKQL = Quality of Prior KnowledEe
PKQT = Quantity of Prior Knowledge
RC1RCZ = Text Specific + Te:<Þ Embedded Response Scores
RC3RC4 = Texb Enùailed + Texb Evoked Response Scores
Quesl = Liùeral Questions (n = 5)
Quesl = Inferential Questions (n = 5)
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For Élrade six soeial studies, however, correlatíon
anai"ysis revealed substantial relationships onl-y between

literal questions (Quesl) and Iiteral leveI reüell.ing

responses (RC1RC2) (¡=. 51).

Grade nine. For g¡rade nine science, as revealed in
Table 4.2, correlalions betv¡een quantity and quality of
prior knowledge showed that there were only Iow

relationships between prior knowledge quantity (PKQT) and

the four comprehension neasures. There were, however,

substantial relationships between all comprehension

variables in terms of the qualiùy of prior knowledEle (pKel,):

r=.41 for RC1RC2; r=.55 for RC3RC4; r=.49 for Quesl; and

r=. 51 for Ques I .

There rvere also substantial relationships between

literal questions (QuesL) and literal retelling responses

(RC1RC2) (r=,51), and between ínferential questions (euesI)

and inferential retellingi responses (RC3RC4) (r=.46), as

r+el-I as substantial relationships betneen literal questions

(Quesl) and inferential retellinÊl responses (RC3RC4) (¡=.49)

and inferential questions (QuesI) and literal retelling
responses (RClRCZ) (¡=. 53).

In contrast to the pattern betv¡een prior knor+ledge

quality (PKQI) evident in grade nine science, for grade nine

social studies, there were no substantial relationships for
either quantity (PQKT) or quality (PKQI) of prior knowledge

and any measure of co¡nprehension, There nevertheless rvere
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Table 4,2

Correlation Coefficients of Prior Knowledge with
Comprehension Performance for Grade Nine

PKQL PKQT RClRCz RC3RC4 Quesl Ques I
Grade Nine Sc i ence

PKQL 1. 00000

PKQI 0.54?14

RClRCz 0,40962

RC3RC4 0.54621

QuesL 0.48129

Ques I O. 614'77

1. OOOO0

0. 16174 1.00000

0.30728 0.36143

0,35361 0.5t2?9

o.30247 0.53100

1. 00000

0.48633 1.00000

0. 46311 0. 56909 1. 00000

Grade Nine Social Stud i es

PKQI, 1.00000

PKQT O,28?52

RC1RCz 0.28363

RC3RC4 0.2468

Quesl 0. 18121

QuesI 0.23118

1. 00000

0.08872

0.34183

o. 19557

o.20037

1. 00000

0,22547 1.00000

o.35444 0.38573 1.00000

o. 49829 0.57440 0. 36829 1. 00000

PKQL = Qualiby of Prior KnovledEe
PKQT = Quantity of Prior KnowledEe
RClRC2 = Ter<b Specific + Text Embedded Response Scores
RC3RC4 = Text Entailed + Text Evoked Response Scores
Quesl = Literal Questions (n = 5)
QuesI = Inferential Questions (n = 5)
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substantial- correlations between: inferential questions

(QuesI) and literal retellings (RC1RCZ) (¡=.5O) and

inferential questi.ons (QuesI) and inferential retellingls
(RC3RC4) (¡=.57).

Discussion, t{hile substantial correlations between

literal questions and IiteraL level retellings were

predictable, correlations between literal and inferential
comprehension measures were not expected. These unexpected

correlations may be the result of conbininÊl comprehension

measures in the analysis: either combining across text and

scriptal inferences in the inferential questions (euesI),

combining the two categories of lileraL retelling responses

(RC1RC2), or eonbj.ning the inferential level retellinef
responses (RC3RC4). Correlations for grade six and Êlrade

nine science seened to indicate a nore substantial
relat,ionship between inferential retelling responses and

prior knor¡ledEle âs neasured by quality and not quantity.
This retationship also seemed to be important for Élrade nine

science where there was a substantial correlation between

the quality of prior knowledge and Iiteral, in addition to
inferential, conprehension performance. There was no clear
pattern relating quantity of prior knovledge and

cor¡prehension across either grade 1eve1 or eontent area.

Mean performa¡¡ces on the comprehension measures are examined

ne:<t.



Mean Performance

Means vrere analyzed, first, in terms of overall
performance accordinel to each comprehension mèasure: literal
retelling (RC1RC2 ) and literal question (Quesl) scores; and

inferential retelling (RC3RC4) and inferential questions

(QuesI). Mean performance \{as then broken down and examined

by l-evel of prior knowledgle (high, niddle, or low) as

assiÊlned a) quantitatively and b) qualitatively.

Overall Mean Perforraance on Literal Comprehension Measures

An examination of tables 4.3 and 4.4 indicates ùhat for
both grade six and nine readers, the mean performance on

both literal conprehension neasures was low, The mean

number of clausal units processed to produce texù specifie
and text enbedded retelling responses (RC1RC2), refleetinel
literaL comprehension, ranÊied from 4.79 to 5.9 when the

number of clausal units on tempLate protocols ranged frorn 41

to 48. Mean scores on liùeral level comprehension questions

(Quesl.) randed fron 1,8 Lo 2.69 out of a possible score of
f ive.
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Table 4.3

Grade Six Means and Standard Deviatione for Literal
Comprehens ion

Variable Mean Stand ard
Devi at i on

Sc í ence
RC1RCz 119
Quesl 119

Socíal Studies
RC1BCz 115
QuesL 115

Topics Combined
RC1RCz 234
Quesl 234

4.58379328
L.80672269

5 . 97391304
2. 68695652

5.47008647
2.2353L624

3. 81563064
t. 45134252

4.86527508
|. 459L8276

4.38407702
1. 51756283

RC1RC2 = Text Specific + Text Embedded RetetLing Responses
Quesl = Literal Questions (n = ã)

Table 4,4

Grade Nine Means and Standard Deviations for Literal
Comprehens ion

Var iable Mean Standard
Devi at i on

Science
RC1RC2 t26
Quesl 126

Social Studies
RC1RCz r28
QuesL 128

Topics Conbined
RC1RCz 254
Quesl 254

4.79365079
1. 83333333

4.30468750
2.52755906

4.54724408
2. 18181818

3. 74660905
1. 50598805

3. 52841914
1. 15350929

3. 63933988
1. 38238161

RC1RCZ = Text Specific + Text Embedded Response
Quesl = Literal Questions (n = õ)
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Overall Mean Performance on Inferential Comprehension

Meas u res

As was the case for literal comprehension, overall mean

performance on both inferential comprehension measures was

low. See tables 4.5 and 4.6. The mean number of clausal
units processed to produce text entailed and text evoked

retelling responses (RC3RC4), reflectinÉl inferential
comprehension, ranged from 5.06 Ðo 6.23. Mean scores on the

inferential comprehension questions ranged from 0,80 to
1.38.

For Élrade six, mean perfornance on both inferentiaL
conprehension measures seemed higher for social studies than

for seience, For grade nine, however, subjects scored

higher on seience than on social studies for inferential
reùellings. For ùhe questions, the reverse was true, Grade

nine subjects scored higher on social studies than on

science, Further, mean performance on both comprehension

neasures was Elreaùer for grade nine science than for the

Élrade six science. Conversely, nean performanee on both

measures for girade six social studies was Êlreaùer than for
grade nine social studies. However, when topics were

conbined, mean performance on both inferential conprehension

ü¡easures, retellinÊls (RC3RC4) and questions (QuesI), v¡as

similar for grade six and g¡rade nine readers,
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Table 4.5

Grade Six Means and Standard Deviatíons for Inferential
Conprehens ion

Variable N Mean Standard
Deviation

Sc i ence
RC3RC4 119 5.18487395 5.28824470
QuesI 119 0.79831933 O.8?B74ZZB

SociaI Studies
RC3RC4 115 6.22608696 6.364046?7
Quesl 115 1.38260870 L.ZBZ4744O

Topics Combined
RC3RC4 234 5.69655812 6.339727?2
Quesl 234 1. 08547009 t. 10459bb5

RC3RC4 = Text EnÈailed + Text Evoked RetelIing Responses
Quesl = Inferential Questions (n = 5)

Table 4.6

Grade Nine Means and Standard Deviations for Inferential
Comprehens i on

Variable N Mean Standard
Devi at i on

Sc i ence
RC3RC4 126 5. 83333333 5.663567?8
Ques I 126 t.2t42867| 1.23681619

Social Studies
RC3RC4 L28 5,06250000 4.8?763658
Quesl t28 1.32283465 1. A1463214

Topics Combined
RC3RC4 254 5.44488188 5.2857S585
Quesl 254 L.2687747O !.Z7,LOZ4Z

RC3RC4 = Text Entailed + Tex! Evoked Retelling Responses
QuesI = Inferenti.al Questions (n = 5)
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Mean Perlqrmance Analyzed b..¡ Prior Knowlêdde l,evet

Quantitative prior knovled€e ratings and mean I if,erat
comprehension perfornance. As would be expected, for both
grade six and grade nine, mean literal comprehension

performance on retelling responses (BC1RC2), with the
exception of the grade six science passage, was elreater for
those subjects with high quantity prior knowledge ratings
than for those with mediun or low quantity prior knoryledge

rabings, Similarly, compared to the comprehensíon scores of
those wiùh low quantity ratings of prior knowledge, literal
level retelling comprehension scores were higlher for those

with medium priÕr knov/ledÉf e.

In addition, mean eonprehension performance on the

literal questions (QuesÏ,) was greater for those subjects
whose quantity of prior knowledge was rated hi.gh than for
subjeets whose quantity of prior knowledgie was rated either
medium or 1ow. See Table 4.7.

Thus, with the excepùion of the grade six science

1iùeral retelling scores (RC1RCZ), results were in the
predicted direction. Subjects ratinÉl hiÊlh on quantitative
prior knov¡ledg¡e scores also had higher nean conprehension

perfornance, and those with nedium quantitaùive prior
knowledgie ratings had higher mean comprehension scores than

those who reeeived lorr quantitative prior knowledge ratings.
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Table 4.7

Mean Performance on Literal Coroprehensíon Measures of

Readers with Different Prior.Knowledge Ratings

Variable PKQT pKeL
High Medium Lov Hígh Medium Low

Grade S ix:
Sc i ence
RC1RCz 5.875 6.947 3.478 7 .8 6.2 4.027
Quesl 2,375 Z.O7O 1.283 2.3 2.457 t.4Bz

Social Studies
RC1RCz 7.609 5.875 4.857 7.267 6.509 4.889
Quesl 3. 608 2. 647 2. 036 3 .2 2.7 45 2. 444

Topics Combined
RC1RCz 6. 897 5. 909 4 7 . 48 6. 389 4. 353
Quesl 3.103 2.372 1.568 2.84 2.633 1.815

Grade Nine:
Sc i ence
RC1RCz 6.048 4.843 4.25Ð 8.467 5. 216 3. 517
Quesl 2.762 2.O2O t.296 3.267 Z,236 t.1A3

Social Studies
RC1RCz 4.929 4.395 3.894 6.667 4.796 3.419
Quesl 2.923 2,6L8 2.2t1 3.25 Z.5ZB 2.387

Topics Combíned
RC1RCz 5.6 4.575 4. 109 7.667 5 3,467
Quesl 2.835 2.378 1.674 3.Zbg 2.385 t.7TO

PKQT = Quantity of Prior Knowledge
PKQL = Quality of Prior Knowledge
RC1RC2 = Texb Specific + Text Ernbedded Retelling Besponses
Quesl = Literal Questions (n = 5)

Oualitative prior knowledÉe ratinÉs and mean literal
perforrnance. In both grade six and nine, mean literal
comprehension scores on the wriùten retelling responses

(RC1R2) was Efreater for those subjects with high quality
prior knowledge ratings than for subjeebs \{ith medium or lov¿
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quality prior knowledge ratings, and also for subjects with

medium quali.ty prior knov/ledge raùings and low quality of

Þrior knowledge ( TabLe 4.7).

The same mean comprehension performance pattern was

evident on literal- questions, except for the grade six
science passage where the mean score for those with medium

qualitative prior knowledge ratings was greater than for
those with high qualitative prior knowledge ratings ( Table

Ouàntitative Þrior knowledÉe ratinÉs and mean

. As seen in TabLe 4.8, for both

grades six and nine, mean inferential- conprehension

performance on the retelling responses (RC3RC4), with the

exception of the grade six social studies passaEfe, was

greater for those subjects with hidh quantiby prior
knowledge ratings than for those with mediur¡ or low quantity

rati.ngs. As expected, inferential comprehension scores were

higher for those subjects with mediun quantity prior
knowledEle ratingls, conpared to those with low quantitabive

ratings. For inferential level questions (QuesI),

comprehension performance was greater for those subjects

whose quantity of prior knowledge vas rated high, than for
subjects whose quantity of prior knowledÉle was rated medium

or low.

Thus, vith the exception of the retelling performanee

on the grade six social sùudies passa€ie, the mean
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inferential comprehension performance on both retelling and

question measures vas Élreater for those subjects with high
quantitative prior knowledge ratings than for subjects wit,h

medi.urn or low quantity ratings of prior knowledge. (Table

4.8)

Table 4.8

Mean Perfornance on Inferential Cornprehension Measures of
Readers with Different Prior Knowledge Ratings

Variable PKQT PKQL
HiCh Medium Low High Medium Low

Grade Six:
Sc i ence
RC3RC4 8. 25 6. 03õ 3. 065 8. 9 7 . 839 3 . 432
Ques I 1. 563 . 807 , 523 1. 1 Z. 086 .623

Social Studies
RC3RC4 6.696 6.703 4.75 8.06? 6,818 4.889
Quesl 1.870 1,438 .857 1.?33 1.bOg 1.111

Topics Combined
RC3RC4 7. 333 6. 388 3. 703 L 4 7 .277 3. 983
Quesl t,?44 1.141 0.649 1.48 Li44 0. BOz

Grade Nine:
Sc i ence
RC3RC4 8.571 5.862 4.351 t2.867 6.902 3. 16?
Quesl 2.095 ] L57 .926 2.933 LZ75 .Ti3

Social Studies
RC3RC4 |L.429 4.427 4. 8.ð 5.389 4. 113
Quesl 2.387 t.224 1.158 2.25 LB77 1. Ogz

Topícs Combined
RC3RC4 10. 314 5 4.207 10.926 6.124 3.648
Ques I 2.206 1 . 969 L. O22 2. 630 L 3Z7 0, 918

PKQT = Quanüity of Prior Knorvledge
PKQI, = Quality of Prior Knowledge
RC3RC4 = Text Entailed + Text Evoked ReùeJ. ling Responses
Quesl = Inferential Questions (n = 5)
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Sualitative prior knowledde ratinEs and nean

inferential perfor¡nance, With the exception of performance

on inferential questions (QuesI) for grade six science, the
expeeted pattern of mean comprehension perfornance was

evident for hieih, medium, and low quality topic prior
knowledge €lroups for both grade six and grade nine on

inferential retel-ling responses (RC3RC4) and on inferential
questions (RC3RC4) (Table 4.8).

The question of whether a qualitative measure of prior
knowledge is better than a quantitative measure of prior
knowledge in predi.ctinÉ literal and inferentiaL
cornprehension performance was addressed by carrying out an

analysis of variance, separately by grade and topic and by

grade with topics combined. Results of these ANOVAS are

presented next,
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Inferential Analys is

Ouestion One

Compared to a quantitative measure of topic prior
knowledge, is a qualitative measure more effective in
predicting sixùh and ninth grade able readers, a) literal
and b) inferential comprehenslon performance on social
studies and science material as evident in responses to 1)

written retellinÉi prompts and 2) Iileral and

inferential questions?

The issues are examined according¡ to 1) the effects of
prior knowledge on literal comprehension and 2) bhe effects
of prior knowledge on inferential conprehension, The

effecùs of prior knowledge on liberal comprehensíon are

examined according to quantity of prior knowledge; quality
of prior knowledge; and interactions between quantity and

quality of prior knowledÉfe. The effects of prior knowledge

on inferential comprehension are discussed following a

similar organiz ati. onal. pattern; first, in terns of quantity

of prior knowledge; second, in terms of quality; and !hird
in terms of interactions between quantity and quality.

Results of SAS TYPE III ANOVA, where SS is the sum of
squares due to adding the variable of i.nterest last in the

model, are reporbed. ln addilion, SAS TYPE I (sequential

sums of squares) ANOVA f indinÉls that differ from the TypE

III analysis are noted.
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Effeets for 6uantitr¡ of Prior KnowledEe on Liberal

Comprehens ion

Ouantitative Prior KnowIedEe and Literal RetelIinE Responses

Grade six. Although sequential sums of squares, SAS

TYPE I, test results showed the effect of quantiùy of prior
knowi.edge levels on literal comprehension as seen by literat
retelling responses (RC1RC2) for lhe grade six seience

passaEle to be siÊlnificant, F(2,118)=3.24, p<.05, results
(SAS TYPE III) indieated a nonsignificant effect,
E(2,118)=2.75, p<.05, (Table 6.1, Appendix H). Similarly,
for grade six social studies, the effect of quantity prior
knowledge ratings on liùeral conprehension performance on

the retelling responses (RClRC2 ) r+as nonsiÉlnificant,
F(2,114)=1.61, p<.0õ. When results were combined by grade

across topics, quantity prior knowledge did not have a

significant effect on literal eomprehension as measured by

written retelling responses (RC1RC2), F(2,233)=Q.26, p<, 0b

(TabLe 6.3, Appendix H).

Grade nine. The ANOVÄ revealed that quantj.ty prior
knowledg¡e leveIs did not significantly affect literal
comprehension on wriÈten retelling responses (RClRCZ) for
eilher the grade nine science, F(2,115)=1 ,72, p<.05, or

social studies passaefes, F(2,727 )=0. 18, p<.05 ( Table 6.4,

Appendix H). Analysis by grade vhen results by topic were

co¡nbined, indicated that there were no si.elnif icant effects
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for quantity of prior knowledge on Literal comprehension

reflected in written retellinÉl responses (RC1RCZ),

F<2,233)=0.99, p<.05 (Table 6.6, Appendix H).

Suantitative Prior KnowledEe and Literal ôuestions.

Grade six. The ANOVA showed the effect for quantity of
prior knor,¡ledge on comprehension performance on 1iùeral
questions to be nonsignificant for the Ef rade six science

Passage with F(2,118)=Q.86, p<. O5. Findinds for social
studies indicated a signifi.cant effect according Èo TypE I,
sequential suns of squares test results, F(2,114)=9,53,

Þ<.05, but a nonsignificant effeet for the TYPE III, partial
suns of squares test, F(2,1I4)=O.16, p<.05. See Table 6.1,

Appendix H. When results were conbined across passades,

although quant.ity of prior knowledge had a significant
effect upon literal comprehension performance on questions

(Quesl,) when Type I test results were examined,

F(2,234)=9.72, p<. O5, results for the Type III test were not

significant, F(2,233)=0.51, p<05 ( Table 6.6, Appendix H).

Grade nine. Results for Elrade nine revealed that the
effect of quantity of prior knowledEle on literal
conprehension, as seen on li.ùera1 questions (Quesl), was not

signifieant for either the science, F(2,12õ)=Q.7?, p<.05, or

ùhe social studies passa€fe, F(2,!27)=L.62, p<.0b (Table 6.4,

Appendix H). Similarly, when results were co¡obined across

passages, ùhere were no significant effects for quantily of
prior knowledge and literal conprehension as neasured by
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questions (Quesl), with E(2,233 )=1.00, p<.05 (Table 6.6,

Appendix H).

. Sunnar¡¡. Thus, for both Élrade six and grade nine,

initial analysis indicated a consi.stent nonsignificant
effect for quantity prior knowledge 1eve1s on literal
comprehension performance as measured by retellingl responses

(ÊC1RC2 ) and questions (Quesl), both within and across

passa€les. The effects for quality of prior knowledÊfe on

literal comprehension are examined ne;<t.

Effects for Oualiüv of Prior Knowleclse on T,iteraì

Co¡nprehens í on

Oualitative Prior Knowled¿e and Literal RetellinEs Responses

Grade six. For the science passage, the ANOVA reveal-ed

that there was a siÉnificant effect for quaLity of prior
knowledge on literal conprehension as neasured by written
retelling responses (RC1RC2), E(2, 118)=7.61, p<.O5, but for
the social studies passage, the effect was nonsignificant,
F(2, 114)=2,74, p<.05. (See Table 6.1, Appendix H). With

respect to analysis by grade across topics, a signifieant
effect for quaLity of prior knowledge levels and literal
comprehension on retel.ling responses (RC1RC2) was evident,

F(2,233)=8,84, p<.05 Table 6.3, Appendix H),

Grade nine. Although the SÀS Type I, sequential sums

of squares test results indi.cated a significant effect for
quality of prior knowledÊle on literal comÞrehension for both
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grade nine passages, results for the partial sums of squares

test ( SAS TYPE IlI) revealed a significant effect for
quality of prior knowledge as measured by retelling
responses (RC1RCZ) for science, F(2,125)=!.61, p<.05, but a

nonsignificant effect for social studies, F(2,127)=2.7!,

p<.05, (Tab]e 6.4, Appendix H). Further analysis, when

scores across passaÉies were combined, indicated a

significant effect for quality of prior knowledge and

literal retelling responses (RC1RCz), E(2,233¡=6.85, p<.05

( Table 6.5, Appendix H).

Orrs ì i tai,i ve Prì or Knnsr'l edde anâ l.ì f.c¡nI ârrac+.ì nna

Grade six, As rvith the retelting responses, a

significant effect \{as found for quality of prior knowledge

on literal questi.ons (QuesI-) for grade six science,

F(2, 118)=5. 19, p<.05. A nonsignifieant effect was evident

for soeial studies, hovrever, F(2,714) =0.86, p<.05 (Tab1e

6.1, Appendix H). Across passaEle analysis for grade six
also revealed a siclnif icant effeet for quality of prior
knowledge on literal questions (Quesl), F(2,233)=5.57, p<.05

( Table 6.3, Appendix H),

Grade nine. Consistent wíth the results for the

literal retelli.ng responses (RC1RC2) for Êfrade nine,

sequential sums of squares test (SAS TYPE I) results
indicated asignificant effect for quality prior knor+ledg¡e

ratings on literal questions (Quesl) for both Élrade nine

passages, However, partial sums of squares findings, SAS
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TYPE III ùest, reveaì.ed a significant effect for qualiùy of
prior knovledÊle on Literal questions (QuesL) only for the

science passa€e, F(2, 125) =5,24, p<.05. A nonsigni.fieant
effect was evident the social studies, E(2,727)=O.46, p<.05,

(Table 6.4, Appendix H). Across topic analysis al-so

indicated a significant effect for quality of pri-or

knowLedele on literal questions (Quesl¡, E(2,253)=4.68, p<.05

( Table 6.6, Appendix H).

Summar¡¡, In conbrast to the effects of quantity of
prior knowledÉle on Iiteral comprehension performance, the
ANOVA revealed that quatity of prior knowted€fe levels had

siefnifi.canb effects on literal comprehension performance,

both for literal levet retelling responses (RC1RC2) and for
literal level- questions (Quesl) for grade six science. For

grade six social studies, qualíty of prior knowl-edefe did not
significantly affect literal comprehensi.on on either the
retelling or question measures.

Similarly, for the grade nine science passag¡e and

qualitative ratings of prior knowledge, results indicated a
significant effect for literal comprehension on both

retelling responses (RC1RCZ) and questions (euesl,). Results

for the Éfrade nine socj.al studies passage, however, were

nons igni ficant.
Analysis by grade, when results by topic were conrbined,

showed a significant effect for quality of prior knowledÊle

on literal comprehension as measured both by retel]ing
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responses (RC1RC2 ) and by questions (Quesl) for both grade

six and grade nine,

Thus, an identical pattern was evident for grade six
and grade nine vith regard to the effects for qualitative
leveLs of prior knovrledge on literal comprehension. For the

Élrade six and nine science passaeles and for both grade six
and nine when literal comprehension performånee was co¡abined

across passa€fes, there were significant effects for
qualitative prior knowledge leve).s on literal comprehension

as measured by both retellinet responses (RC1RC2) and

questions (Ques].). This sielnificance when scores were

pooled was quite likely due to the influence of the
performance on science, For boùh Éfrades six and nine social
studies, the effects for qualitative prior knorvledge IeveIs
on literal cornprehension were nonsignificant as measured by

both retellings (RC1RC2) and quesùions (euesl).

A surnmary of ùhese results is presented in Table 4,g.
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Table 4.9

Summary of ùhe Effects of

Comprehens ion

Prior KnowledÉle on Literal

Depend ent
Var i ab 1e Quantity Ratings Quality Ratings

Grade Six Grade Nine Grade Six Grade Nine

Retel l i.ng
( RC1RC2 )

Quest i ons
(QuesL)

Retel L ing
( RC1RCz )

Quest i on s
( Quesi, )

Retel l inÊf
( RC 1RC2 )

Qu est i ons
(QuesL)

-Science---
NS NS Significant Signi f icant
NS NS Significant Signi fi cant

-------Social Studies-

NS NS

NS NS NS NS

-------Topics Combined

NS NS Significant SiÊlnifieanb

NSNS

NS NS Significant Signi fi cant

RC1RCz = Literal retelling responses
Quesl = Literal questions
NS = Noù significant

Interactions Beùween Ouantity and Oua1it..,¡ of prior KnowledEe

Related to Liberal Comprehens ion

Grade Six

Separate analysis by grade and passa€te revealed

significant interaction betryeen quantity and quality
Þrior knowledge in relation to literal conprehension

performance on both measures for Éfrade six seience,

F(4, 118)=1.84, p>.05 and F(4, 118)=1.80, p>.05 (Tabte

no

of

Þ, t,
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Appendix H). There was, hovever, a significant interaction
betveen quantity and quality of prior knowtedEie in relation
to literal conprehension on both measures for grade si.x

social studies, with F( 4,M)=4.14, p<.05 on the retelting
responses (RC1RCZ) and F(4, 114)=3.20, p<. 05 on the lileral
questions (Quesl) (Tab1e 6.1, Appendix H).
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Fieure 4.1, Interactions between quantity and quality ofprior know].edÊle related to literal retelling response scores
(RClRCz ) for Elrade six social studies. (PKeT=quantity ofprior knov¡led€le; PKQL=qualiùy of prior knov¡ledge; H=high;
M=Medium; L=low)
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l,lhen interactions related to literal reùelIings were

plotted, Figure 4.1, high cornprehension performance on

literal retellinÉl responses (RC1RC2) for the grade six
social studíes passage was indicated for subjects wiùh 1ow

quantity./high quality pri.or knowledge compared to those with
high or medium quantity with high quality príor knowledge

ratings. This was brue despite the faet that low

cornprehension performance on Literal retelling responses

(RCiRCz) r+ouId have been expecled for low quantiùy prior
knowl edÉle .

Conversely, those subjects with high quantii.v/]niÉ,h

quality topic prior knowledge ratings had unexpectedly low

eomprehension scores compared to 1ow and nedium Êfroups, when

there should have been a correspondingly high comprehension

score (FiElure 4.1).

To analyze this phenomenon further, box plots, FiÉiure

4.2, representing ùhe quartiJ.e ranEle of scores, the extreme

five lowest and highêst scores and the mean 1iteral
comprehension performance on retellinÉl responses (RC1RC2) of
a) the high, nedium, and low quantity prior knowledge groups

and b) ühe high, medium and low quality prior knowl.edÊle

€lroups, vere constructed, An exarninatíon of the box plots
for the low quantitv (PKQT) but high quali.ty (pKeL) prior
knowledge groups revealed that, while quartile ranÉles

differed, the overall rangfe of seores was the same due to a)

one subject in the 1ow prior knowledEle group achievinÊf a
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high comprehension score compared to other subjects in the

Iow quantity prior knowledg¡e group and b) a lower literal
comprehension performance for the first quartj.le of the high
quality prior knowledge group than for the medium and lor¿

quality prior knowlerl€le €froups, It is possible t,hat the Low

quantity prior knovledge subject with an unexpectedly high

comprehensiÒn score may have studíed the topic recently and

may have possessed highly organized knowledge, and hence,

expressed few, if any, subordinate ideas in the free
assocj.ation task scored quantítatively. This would result
in a low rather than high quantity prior knowledge rating in
connection with high quality, Further, writing skill may

have interfered wi.th the written reteLling of those in the

hielh euality prior knowled€le group, resulting in
unexpectedly low comprehension scores

AdditionaL examination of the box plots (Figure 4.2)

revealed that bwo subjects in the medium quali.ùy prior
knowledge Elroup had unexpectedly high comprehension scores.

These subjects may have possessed some highly organized
(high quality) prior knorvledge and roay have aetually
belonged r+ith the high quality prior knowledge group. They

were nevertheless classified as having a medium qualitative
prior knowledge ratlng as a result of the scoring procedure

in which the three, free association scores per topic were

avera¡¡ed.
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FiEure 4.2. Box ploùs illustrating ùhe range of literalretelling responses (RC1RCZ) according ùo quantity andquality of prior knowledge (high, mediun, low) foi grade sixsocial studies. The níddle 50ß of subjects are shown vriùhinthe box, with the remaininÉf 5OË represented by the verticalline, eíther above or beLow, The dash (-) indicates the g0g6
ranEe. (PKQT=prior knor+ledge quanùity; pKel=prior knowledglequality; n=nunber; H=hi¡fh; M=mediun; L=lov¡; *=rûean;
X=extrene scores )
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As Figure 4.3 indicates, the same pattern held true in
the interaction betv¡een quantity and quality of prior
knowledeie for grade six social studies on literal questions

(Quesl). Subjects with low quant itat iv e /híÉh qualitative
prior knowledÉfe ratings scored hielher for Lit,eraI
comprehension on qr¡estions than medium or hi€fh quantitive
prior knowledge groups with high qualitative prior knowledge

ratings. Conversely, subjects with hígh quant itat ive,/h igh
qual-itative prior knowLedge ratings scored lower than Iow

and medium quantity subjects with high qualitative prior
knowledge ratj.ngs, when the reverse should have been true.

PKOL

EiÉure 4.3. Interactions between quantity and quality ofprior knowledEfe relabed to Literal questions (euesl) for
€lrade six social studies. (PKQT=quantity of prior
knowledge; PKQL=quality of prior knorvledge; H=high;
M=Medium; L=low)
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Analysis for elrade six, when science and social studies

were combined, revealed a significant three-way interaction
among bopic, quantity, and quality of prior knowledge on

literal retelling responses (RC1RCZ), (F(4,283)=8.56, p<. 05)

(Figure 4.4). In addilion, a significant interaction was

evident between quantíty and quality of prior knowledÉle on

both Iiteral comprehension measures for Elrade six when

scores were combined across passages with (F( 4,232)=J,ç7,
p(. O5 for the retelling responses (RClRC2) (Figure 4.5).

PKOL

Fiaure 4.4. Three-way interactions atnong topic, quantity andquality of prior knowledge related to literal retellinÉ;
response scores (RC1RC2) when topie vere combíned for grade
six. (PKQT=quantity of prior knowled€fe; PKel=quaLity ofprior knowledge; H=high; M=Mediun; L=1ow)
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Fipure 4.5. Interactions between quantity and quality ofprior knowledge related to literal retell j.nEf response scores
(RCIRCZ) when topics were combined for grade six.
(PKQT=quantity of prior knowledEle; PKel,=quality of prior
knovledge; H=hiefh; M=Medium; L=low)

When the interactions were plotted, Figure 4.5, those

subjects with low quantitative prior knowledge but high
qualitative ratings scored hiClher on ùhe literal retelling
responses (RC1RC2 ) than medium and low quantity prior
knowledEle subjects, when one would expect low comprehension

performance.
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An examinati.on of the box plots for literal
eomprehension performancê on retellingl responses (RC1RC2)

when scores were combined. across grade six topics, as

discussed previously, revealed one subject in the lorc

quantity prior knowledge group and two in ühe medium qual ity
príor knowledge Elroup whose scores were higher than expected

(Figure 4.6).

No sielnificant three-way interactions related to
Iiteral questions (Quesl) were reveaLed for g¡rade six when

scores were eombined across passages. Hovever, as on

literaL retellinÉl responses (RC1RC2), significant
interacùions betv¡een quantity and quality of prior knowÌedge

were evident for the 1iùeral questions (euesl)

F(4,233)=2.85, p<.05) (Figure 4.7). See Table 6.8, Appendix

H for anaì.ysis of variance results,
As Figure 4.7 il-lustrates, for grade six v¡hen topics

were combined, the pattern of the interaction was the same

for literal questions (Quesl,) as for retetling responses

(RC1RC2). Comprehension scores vere hi€fher for those

subjects v¡ith low quant itative,/h igh quaLitative prior
knowledge ratings than for those v¡ith hi6lh and medium

quantity with high quality príor knowledge ratings, when the

reverse was exl¡ected,
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FiEure 4.6, Box ploùs itlustrating bhe ran6e of literalretelling responses (RCIRCZ) according to quantity andquality of prior knowledge (high, nedium, low) for grade six
when topics rvere conbined. The middle 50t6 of subjeõts are
shown wiùhin the box, r+ith the remaining 50it représented bythe verticaL line, eíther above or below. The dash (-)
indicaües the 9O% range. (PKeT=prior knowledge quantity;
PKQI=prior knowledge quality; n=number; H=hi6hi M=mediu¡r;
L=low; *=mean; X=exèreme scores )
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Fiaure 4.7. Interactions between quantity and quality ofpríor knowledÉle related to literal questions (euesl,) vrhentopics were combined for grade six. (pKeT=quantity of prior
knowledÊ:e; PKQL=quality of príor knowledg¡e; H=hi6h;
M=Medium; L=low)

Grade Nine

Despite the pattern at the Élrade six level, there were

no significant interactions related to Iiteral comprehension

indicated for the grade nine passages either within or

across topics (Table 6.1, Appendix H).
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Summarr¡

For grade six, findings indicated significant
inüeractions between quantity and quality of prior knowledge

related to Iiteral comprehension on both retellíng responses

(RC1RCZ) and literal questions (Quesl) for the social
studies passaele. When scores were pooJ.ed across topics for
Ef rade six, significant interactions \{ere evident between

quantity and quality related to literal comprehension

performance on both reùelIing and question measures, In
addition, there was a siÉfnificant three-way interaction
anong topic, quanti.¿y and qual.ity of prior knowledge for
grade s íx,

Among possible reasons advanced to explaj-n these

interactions were: 1) Þossession of hiefhly organized prior
knov¡Iedge, which would preclude the Efeneration of a broad

number of associations on the quantity prior knowledge task;
2) incorrect categorization, that is the assiÊfnnent of a

medium rather than a high prior knovledge 1eveL, because the
procedure for desígnating qualitatj-ve prior knowledge

requires that the three subtopic prior knowledge scores be

avera.ged to arrive at an overall qualiùative prior knowledge

score for the topic; a¡d 3) writing ability, which may have

played a role in the low comprehensíon performance of some

hi.gh quantity/hig,h qual i.ty prior knowledge sub jects. These

factors seemed to be peculiar to social studies since the
interactions invoLved social studies and not science topics.
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ln contrast to grade six, there were no significant
lileral level interacùions for grade nine.

Effects for Suantitv of Prior KnowledEe on Inferential
Comprehens i on

Suantiù¡¡ of Prior KnowledEe and Inferent,ial RetellinE
Responses.

Grade six. As indicated by Table 6.2, Appendix H, a

different patlern was revealed when the effects of

quantitative prior knowledgle 1evels on inferential

comprehension were examined by analysis of variance,

Quantity of prior knowledcle had a significant effect on

inferential comprehension as measured by retellinEi responses

(RC3RC4) for Élrade six science, F(2,118)=15.56, p<.05. No

significant effeet was revealed for quantity of prior

knowledge on inferential comprehension on the retellinÉl
responses (RC3RC4) for social studies, however,

F(1,114)=0.84, p<.O5 (Table 6.2, Appendix H). Analysis

across passa€fes for elrade six also indicated that effects

for prior knowled€fe quantity on retellings (RC3RC4) were

significant, F(2,233)=6.29, p<. O5. Results are presented in

Table 6.3, Appendix H.

Grade nine. For the grade nine science passa€le, the

ANOVA indicated that the effects of quantity of Prior
knowledge on inferential. comprehension reflected in

retellinÉ responses (RC3RC4) were nonsignificant,
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F(2,125):3.01, p<.05, For social süudies, the effect was

si{nifieant, however, F(2,t27) =10.07 p<.05 ( Table 6.5,

Appendix H), When scores across passaÊies v¡ere pooled,

quantity of prior knowledge had a si€fnifica¡t effeet on

inferential eomprehension as measured by retelling responses

(RC3RC4) , F<Z,ZS3) =8.03, p<.05 (Table 6.6, Appendix H).

Quantit:¡ of Prior Knor¡IedÉe and Inferential 6uestions.

Grade six. Results of the ANOVA revealed a significant
effect for quantity of prior knowledgle on inferential
questions (QuesI) for seience, F(2,t18)=5.82, p<.05. In

contrast, for social studies, the effecù of quantity of
prior knowledge on inferenti,al questions (QuesI¡ was noù

significant F(2,11,4) =0.25, p<.05. Further, analysis across

passa€fes indícated that the effect of quantity of prior

knowledge on inferential questions (QuesI) nas

nonsignificant, F(2,233) =O.89, p<.05. (See Table 6.2 and

6.3, Appendix H).

Grade nine, For grade nine, the partial suns of

squares test, SAS TYPE III, indicated that the effect of
quantity of prior knowledge on ínferential comprehension, as

measured by questions (QuesI), vras not significant for
either of the passages, with F(2,725)=0.59, p<.O5 for
science and F( 2, L27 ) =2. 69, p<. 05 for social studies ( Table

6.5, Appendix H), although for social studies, sequential

sums of squares analysis (SAS TYPE I), a less robust

statistic, did show signifieance between príor knowled€fe
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assessed quantitatively and performance on inferential level
questions, F2,I27)--3.35, p<.05 ( Table 6.5, Appendix H).

With respect tÕ across passage analysis, results j-ndicated a

nonsignificant effect for quanti.ty of prior knowledge on

comprehension as measured by inferential questions (QuesI),

F(Z'253 )=0,96, p<.05 (TaL,]e 6,6, Appendj.x H).

Summary. For grade six, quanti.ty of pri¡tr knowLedge was

shown to have a significant effect on inferential
comprehension on both retelLinef and question measures for
scienee, but a nonsignificant effect on both measures for
social studies. For grade nine, a nonsignificant effect for
quantity of prior knowledge on inferential comprehension was

indicated on both retellinÊl responses (RC3RC4) and questions

(QuesI) for scíence. Further, results indicated a

nonsignificant effect on the inferential questions but a

significant effect for retellinCs (RC3RC4) for Élrade nine

social studies.

I'lith respect to across passage analysis, for both

grades six and nine, resuì.ts indicated a siÊiníf icant effect
for quantity of Þrior knowledge on inferential cornprehension

as measured by retellinEf responses ( RC3RC4 ) but not as

measured by questions (QuesI).

Thus, there was an overall inconsistency in ùhe effect
for quantitative prior knowledÉfe 1eve1s on inferential
comprehension as measured both by te)<b entailed and text
evoked retelling responses (RC3RC4) and by ínferential
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questions (QuesI). Results were only significant for
science at the grade six level which may have accounted for
the effects when scores were pooled. SimilarLy, the

signifi.cant effects for prior knowledge quantity and

retelLinÉls (RC3RC4) for Éirade nine social- studies quite

likely influenced the results when topics were combined.

Effects for ôtral'i f,w of Prior Knnr,¿ledáe qnd Tnfarenti al

Comprehens ion

Oualitative Prior KnowledEe and Inferential ReteltinE

Responses.

Grade six. Results of the analysis of variance

conducted separately by grade and passage indicated a

significant effect for quality of prior knowledge and

inferential conprehension as seen by reüelling responses for
grade six science, F(2,118)=15,56, p<.05. A nonsiÉnificant
effect was evident for social studies, F(2,114)=0.84 (Table

6,2, Appendix H). Analysis by grade, when results vere

combined, indicated that bhere was a significant effect for
quaLity of prior knorvledge on inferential comprehension as

measured by retellinÉl responses (RC3RC4), E(2,233)=l!. 45,

P<, 05.

Grade nine. ANOVA results revealed that quatity of
prior knowledge had a significant effect on inferential
comprehension as reflecled in written reùeIling responses

(RC3RC4) for science, E(2,125)=$.65, p<.05, Although
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sequential sums of squares test results (SAS TYPE I) showed

this effect to be si€fnif ícant for the €lrade nine socj.al

studies pa,ssage, E(2,I27 )=5.45, p<,05, results for SAS TypE

lII indicated that, qualitative ratings of prior knowledEle

were not significant inferential comprehension as measured

by retelling responses (RC3RC4) for social studies, F(2,

I27 1=2.38, p<.05 (Tabl-e 6.5, Appendix H). Further, when

results were combined by grade across passaÊles, quality of
prior knowledge was found to have a significant effect on

inferential comprehension performance or¡ written retellinÉl
responses (RC3RC4) , F(2,253)=9.68, p<.05 ( Table 6.6,

Appendix H).

Oual if,atiwe Prior Knowlê.ldê âhri Tnfcrenf.iqì ôrra¿:+ ì nnc

Grade six. As wibh the retelling responses, a

significant effect was seen for quality of prior knowledÊle

levels on the comprehension of inferential questions (QuesI)

for science, F(2, 118)=4. 18, p<.05, and a nonsignificant
effect for social studies, F(2, 114)=1.88, p<.05 (Tabl-e 6.2,

Appendix H). Further, across passaEle anaLysis revealed a

significant effect for quality of prior knowledge on

inferential questions (Quesl ).

Grade nine. Similarly, for the grade nine passa€fes,

findings indicated a significant effect for quality of prior
knowl.edge on inferential questions (QuesI) for science,

F(2,125)=18.46, p<.05. A nonsignificant effect was

revealed for social studies, F(2,I27) =1.57, p<.O5 (Table
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6.5, Appendix H), However, the sequential sums of squares

test ( SAS, TYPE I) results did indicate síg¡nif i.cant effects
for quality prior knowledge levels on inferential on

questions (QuesI) for grade nine social studies (Table 6,5,

Appendix H), This is considered a less robust measure.

When results were co¡nbined by Ef rade across passagesr quality
of prior knovrledge was found to have a significant efffect
on comprehension performance on inferential questions

(QuesI) for the Éirade nine, F(2,253)=12.16, p<,O5 (Tab1e

6.6, Appendix H).

Summarr¡. In contrast to the inconsistent effects for
quantitative prior knowledge ratings on inferential
comprehension perforrnance, initial ANOVA result,s indi-eated a

consistent sielnificant effect for prior knovrledEf e quality
ratings on inferentiaL comprehension performance as measured

by both retelling responses (RC3RC4) and questions (euesI)

for both €irade six and grade nine science, and for both

grades when comprehension performance was combined. A

nonsignificant effect for qualitative prior knowledge

ratings on inferential comprehension as measured both by

retelling and question measures was indicated for both grade

six and grade nine social studies, although sequential sums

of squares analysis indicated a significant effeet for grade

nine social studies. Analysis of variance results are

presented in Appendix H.

A summary of these results is presented in Table 4, 10.
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Table 4. 10

Summary of the Effects of

Comprehens ion

Prior KnowledEle on Inferential

Depend ent
Var í ab 1e Quantity Ratings Quality Ratings

Grade Six Grade Níne Grade Six Grade N ine

-Science---
Rete L l ing

( RC3RC4 )
Questions

(QuesI)

Rete 1 1 inÉf
( RCzRC3 )

Questíons
(QuesI)

Rete I I ing
( RC3RC4 )

Quest i ons
(Quesl)

SiEinificant NS

Significant NS

Significant S ign j. f icant
Significanù Signíficant

-------Social Studies-

NS Significant NS NS

NS NS NS NS

-------Topi-cs Combined

Significant SiÉfnificant Significant Significant
NS Significant SignificantNS

RC3RC4 = Inferential retellinÉl responses
SuesI = Inferenlial questions
NS = Not siÉnificant
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Interactions Belween Suantit¡¡ and 6ualitv of Pri or Knnr¡tcdø,.

Related to Inferential Comprehens ion

Grade Six

For the grade six science passage, findings of the
analysis by grade and topic showed significant interaclions
between quantity and quality of prior knowledge in relation
to inferential comÞrehension performance on retelling
responses (RC3RC4), F(4, 118)=10.32 p<.05 (Table 6.3,

Appendix H).

As Figure 4.8 illustrates, aJ.though subjects vrith high
quantity,,/1ow qualily and high quantity/medium prior
knowledge ratings should have comprehended better than

middle quantity,/low quality and medium quant ity./med ium

quality prior knowledge subjects, the reverse was

demonstrated. Further, the medium quantity,/hiÉfh qual ity
prior knowledge subjects should have had better inferential
comprehension on retellinEi responses (RC3RC4) than those

with low quantity/high quality prior knowledEle ratinÉis.

With reEard to the i.nteraction for hi€h and medium

quantity with low quality prior knowledÉle and high and

mediun quantity with medium quality prior knowledge, an

examination of box plots for the grade six science passâ€fes,

as presented in Figure 4.9, revealed low retelling
cornprehension performance (RC3RC4) for the high suantity
prior knowledEle group. Three of the hi.ghest five scores for
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FiEure 4.8. Interactions between quantity and quality ofprior knowled6fe related to inferential retellinEl responsescores (RC3RC4) for grade six science. (pKeT=quantiby ofprior knowledgle; PKQL=quality of prior knowledÉle; H=high;
M=medium; L=1ow)
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t'i¡ure 4.9. Box plots iLLusÈratinEl the range of inferentialretelling responses (RC3RC4) according to ãuantity andqualiùy of prior knowledge (high, nediun, torv) for Elrade sixscience. The nfddle 5OlË of subjects are shown within thebox, with ùhe re¡raining 5Ofí represented by the verticalline, either above or below. The dash (-) indicated the BOBrange. (PKQT=prior knowledge quantity; pKel=prior knowledgequality; n=number of subjects; H=high; M=nediun; L=lov¡;*=mean; X=extreme scores )
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those with high quantitative prior knowledge ratings \yere

Iower than the five highest scores for the medium quality
and medium quantity prior knowledge groups.

Further, with regard to the interaction for medium

quantily/high quality and low quantily,/high quality prior
knowledge groups, the box plots (Figure 4.9) indicated that
the higihest five scores for those with medium quantitati.ve
prior knowledge ratings were equal to the top five scores

for bhose with medium quality prior knowledge. In addition,
it was evident that the five highest scores for those with
low quantitative prior knowledge ratings ,*ere equaÌ bo four
of the five highest scores of those wíth high quality prior
knowledge ratings. Hence, those with medium quantity,/high
quality prior knowledge had lower scores,

Because the criteria for determiningi qualitative prior
knowled{e ratings are based on an orglanizational hierarchy,
subjects v¡ith high qualitative prior knowledge ratings may

not always produce high quantity prior knowledge responses

when compleùing a free association task. According to
schena theory, the subordinate ideas would be subsumed

within the higfhÌy organized responses. This may have been

the case for those wíth medium or low quant ity,zh iÊlh quality
prior knowl-edge ratings, resuLtinEl in medium or lotr quantity
ratinels instead of high quantity ratings. If this were the
case, it would seem that it j.s roore important to measure

quality of prior knowledge than quantity. It would appear,
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however, that some subjects do provide subordinate

information in free association tasks and thus have both

high quantity and high quality prior knowledge ratinÉis and

eorrespond inÊfly hiElher comprehension scoresr as indicated in
FLgure 4. I.

A1so, it may be that the prior knowledge of some medium

quality prior knowledeie subjects may have been incorrectly
rated as medium rather than hipfh. This is perhaps due to
the averaging of the three subtopic association scores that
is required in deriving the final quality prior knowledge

score ( íe, 2, 2, 3, = 2 - nedium), as \{as sugÉfested

previously i.n connection with the interaction between

quantity and quality prior knowledge found in the grade six
social studies literal retelling responses.

A furlher factor that mày have contríbued to the

interaetions night have been the 1ow number of subjects in
the hiÉh quality prior knowledgle Éfroup (n=10).

Sinilar to the retellinÉl responses, the ANOVA indícated
a significant interaction between quantity and quality of
prior knowledÉle on inferential questions (euesI),

F(4, 118 ) =4. 80, p.05, for grade sì.x science ( Table 6.3,

Appendix H) (Figure 4.10).

As Figure 4.10 illustrates, those subjects with low

quant i ùat i ve/hig,h qualitative prior knowledele ratinÉfs

displayed unexpectedly better conprehension on inferential



questions ( Ques I )

quant i tat j- ve,/h i gh

compared to those with high and medium

quaLitative prior knowledge ratings,
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FiÁure 4. 10. Interaction between quantity and quality ofprior knowledge related to inferential questions (euèsI) forgrade six science. (pKef=quantity of piior knowlåaeu;
PKQL-quality of prior knowledÊle; H=hi€h; M=r¡edium; i=1ow)

Further it is evident, from an examination of box plots
illustrating comprehension performance on the inferential
questions (Ques I) by type and level of prior knovrJ.edge,

Figure 4,11, that lhe five exbreme performance scores vTere

identical for the three quatitative prior knowledge groups.

In contrast, the quartile ranges and hiÉfhest and lowest five
extreme scores were not the same on the inferential
questions (QuesI) for the high, middle, and lorv quantitative
Elroups. As was suefgested in the discussion of the retelling
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responses (RC3RC4), the lov numbers in the high Suality
prior knowledÉfe Elroup (n=10) nqy account for the
discrepancy. An alüernabive explanation in accounting for
the phenomenon m4y be the overall low perfornance on

inferential questions (QuesI) on the grade six science

PassaEfe, suggesting that perhaps the inference Level
questions (QuesI) were eiùher too difficult or requi.red
prior knowledge that was not subsumed in the highty
organized free association resÞonses,
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{i{ure 4.11. Box plots illustrating the range ofinferential questions (QuesI) accordj.nÉl to quantity andquality of prior knowledge (high, medium, tow) for grade eixseience. The middle 50X of subjects are shown wiùhin thebox, with the remaining 50Ë represented by the verticaL1ine, either above or beLow. The dash (-) indicated the gOX
ranÉle. (PKQT=prior knowledge quantity; pKe!=prior knowledgequality; n=nunber; H=high; M=nediun; L=low; x=mean;
X=extrer¡e seores )
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When results v/ere pooJ.ed across topics for grade six, a

signíficant interaction was evident between quantity and

quality of prior knowledÉfe related t,o inferenùiaI
eomprehension as measured by retellin€l responses (RC3RC4),

F(4,233)=2.64, p<.05 (TabIe 6,3, Appendix H),

As presented in Figure 4,12, Line interaction between

medium quantity and medium quality prior knowledge across

Elrade six topics is similar to the interaction related to
retelling responses on the grade six science Þassage.

Subjects with medium quantity,/rned ium quality prior knowledge

ratings displayed slightly higher inferential comprehensi.on

on retellinel responses (RC3RC4) than those with hiefh

quantity/medium quality prior knowledge ratings.
As diseussed earlier, it may be that the interaction

wàs bhe result of failure to state subordinate ideas in the
free association task because they are subsumed by

superordinate responses. As a result, a medium rather than

hielh quantity prior knowledge ratings were assiElned in
conjunclion with medium quality ratings. On the other
hand, it mqy be that the interactions indicate the need to
refine the qualitative prior knowledge measure, Some

quality prior knowJ.edge subjects may have been incorrectly
classified due to lhe averaging procedure which entails
eollapsing the three scores on the separate assoeiation
tasks to arrive at a final quaJ.ity prior knowledge score.

Alternatively, some quality prior knowledÉle subjects nay



have stated facets of high quality responses on separate

lines because the directions requested that each though bre

put on a new Line, resulting in medium rather than high
qual íty ratings .

PKOL

FiEure 4.12. Interactions betv¡een quanti.ty and quality ofprior knowledge related to inferential retellinel response
scores (RC3RC4) when topies were combined for grade six.
(PKQT=quantity of prior knowledge; PKQL=quality of prior
knowledge; H=hí6h; M=s¡edium; L=1ow)
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Further ANOVA results for grade six, when scores vrere

combined across topics, indicated a siÉlnificant interaction
between quantity and quality of prior knowledÉfe related to
comprehension performance on the inferential questions

(QuesI), F(4,233)=4.24, p<.05 (Tabte 6.3, Appendix H). As

illustrated ín Figure 4. 13, those subjects with hiÉh and low

quantitative prior knr:wledge ratings with high qualibative
prior knowledge ratings were in reverse positions when

comprehension performancê was considered, One would expect

those wíth hiefh quantity/high quality prior knowledge

ratings to have high comprehension scores as measured by

inferential questions (QuesI),
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FiÉure 4. 13. Inùeractions betr+een quantity and quality ofprior knowLedge related to inferential questions (euesT)
when topics were combined for Efrade six. (pKeT=euantity ofprior knowledge; PKQI=quality of prior knowledge; H=hiÉh;
M=medium; L=low)
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In addition, when resul_ts were pooled across g¡rade six
topics, there was a significant three-way interactiorr amond

topic, quantily and quality of prior knowled€fe in relation
to inferentiaì. comprehension performance on retellin6l
responses (RC3RC4), E(4,233)=5.25, p<.0b), (Figure 4, 14).
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Figure 14. Three-way interactions among topic, quantity andqual.ity of prior knorvledele related to inferential retell j-ng
response scores (RC3RC4) when topics were cornbined for grade
six. (PKQT=quantity of prior knowled€ie; pKel=quali.ty ofprior knowledEfe; H=hidh; M=medium; l=1ow)
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Grade Nine

For the grade nine science passaÊie, ANOVA results
showed a significant interaction between quantity and

quality of prior knowledgle in relatíon to inferential
retell-ing responses, F(4, i215)=3.33, p<.05, but not in
relation to inferential questions ( Table 6.b, Appenclix H).

When interactions were pl-otted, Figure 4.15, it was

evident that interactions occurred for high and low

quantitative prior knowì-edgle Éf roups with middle quaLitative
prior knowledÊfe ratinÉfs and for those high and low

quantitative prior knowledge subjects with high qualitativie
prior knowledefe ratings. Those subjects with high and ]ow

quantity but middle quality prior knor+Iedge did not score as

expected. Those with low quant ity,/midd 1e quality prior
knowledge ratings should have lower comprehension

perforrnance than high and middle quantity,/midd 1e qualíty
prior knov¡ledÉle subjects. In conùrast, high quantity/middle
quality prior knovledge subjecùs should have had the best

inferential conprehension scorè compared to subjects with
middle and low quantity/middle quality prior knowledge.
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FiÉure 4.15. Interactions between quantity and qualiby ofprior knowledge related to inferential retellinEl response
scores (RC3RC4) for Ef rade nine science. (pKeT=euantity ofprior knowledge; PKQL=quality of prior knowledge; H=high;
M=medium; L=low)

Box plots showing quartile rangesr mean and extreme

performance on inferential retettings (RC3RC4) for 6rade

nine science \{ere constructed to explore the phenomenon

further. An inspection of the box plots, Fi(ure 4.16,

revealed that ninety percent of the subjects fall in the
appropriate direction, indicatinÊf a low to hiefh hierarchv.
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The exceptions to this pattern were four subjects (two in
the low quantity and two in the medíum quantity prior
knowledge group) who embedded a high number of origiinal t,ext

clausal ideas and experiential ideas (17 and 22, ZZ and 25)

in f,heir i.nferential retelling statements as compared to
other low and medinm quantity prior knov¡ledge subjects. The

free associations of the two low quantity prior knowledge

subjects received high quality ratinEfs. These cases seem to
provide further support for the hypothesis that those with
high quality prior knowledge do not necessarly provide a

Iarge number of subordinate ideas. Subordinate ideas are

likeIy subsumed by higher order knowledge. euantitative
scorinÉl thus fails to capture an essential element of prior
knowledge, its leveL.

The free associations of the identified middte quantity
prior knowledge subjects were given middle quality prior
knowledge ratings. As proposed for the grade six science
passage, Figure 4.8, the prior knowledge of these grade nine
subjects may have been incorrectly rated as ¡nedium rather
than high due to the avera€iing of t,he three separate

associations. This suggests that the qualitative prior
knowledÉle measure may need to be ref i.ned.
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Fi4ure 4. 16. Box ploÈs i]]ustrating the range ofinferential retelling respons¡es (RCBRC4) accordin€l toquantity and quality of prior knowledge (high, meãium, low)for grade six science. The niddle 50ß of subjects are shownwithin the box, r¡ith the remaining 50X represented by thevertica] line, either above or belon. The dash (-)
indicated the 90fr range. (PKQT=prior knowì.edge quantity;
IKQI=p"io" knowledge quality; n=nunber; H=high; M=nedíun;
L=lor¿; *=mean; X=extreme seores)
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l,lhen results were combined across topic for grade nine,
the analysis indicated a siEfnificant three-way interactíon
among topic, quantity and quality of prior knowledge related
to inferential cornprehension on retellinÊl responses

(RC3RC4), (E(4,253)=t.11, p<.05) (Table 6,2, Appendix H).

See Figure 4.L7 for the plotted interaction.

PKOL

Fieure 4.17. Three-way interactions â.nonÊl topic, quantity
and quality of prior knowledge related to inferen€ialretelling response scores (RCARC4) when topics were combinedfor grade nine. (PKQT=Quantity of prior knowledge;
PKQL=quality of prior knowtedge; H=hi€h.i M=medium; L=low)
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Given the previous interactions, this three-way

interaction was expected, Small nu¡nbers of subjects in the
high prior knov¡ledge category and scoring problems rvith the
quantity and quality prior knowledge measures are among the
vari.ables that may account for the interactions,

There were no significant interactions for the social
studies passa€les in either grade. (See ANOVA Tab1es,

Appendix H. )

Overall Sumrnary of Effects of Prior Knovledge on

Comprehension -- Question One

Prior KnowIedEe Effects on Literâl Com¡rehencin-

Despite the expectation that the quantity of prior
knowledge would influence the literal comprehension

performance of both sixth and ninth Eirade able readers,

initial findings derived from analysis of variance by grade

and topic, indicated that quantity of prior knowledge did
not significanùly affect Iiteral conrprehension performance

as measured either by retelling responses (RC1RC2) or by

questions (Quesl) for either science or social stuclies.

With respect, ùo qualiby of prior knowledge, a consistent
significant, effect for literal comprehension as measured by

both retellinÉf responses (RC1RC2 ) and questions (euesl) was

found for grade six and grade nine science, and for both

Ef rades when content areas were combined, For both grade six
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and nine sociaÌ studies, the effects for qualitative prior
knowledge ratings on literal comprehension v/ere

nonsiÊlnificant,

Interactions, Also related to titeral comprehension

for grade six, analysis by content area topic indicated
signíficant interactions between quantity and quality of
prior knowledgle on both retellinËl resÞonses (RC1RC2) and

questions (Quesl), but only for social studies, When seores

were combined across content area topics, there were

significant interactions between quant,ity and quatity of
prior knowLed€ie on both literaJ. comprehension measures.

Findings further indicated significanù three-way

interacbions among topic, quantity and qualily of prior
knowledÉle related to literal written retellings (RClRCZ).

No significant three-way interactions were evident for
literal Level questions (Quesl) for grade six, however.

There were no signifj-cant i-nteracti-ons related to
literal comprehensíon within or across the grade níne

Passa€fes,

.A summary of the results of the analysis of variance
for pri.or knowledge and Literal comprehension is presented

in Table 4. 11.
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Table 4.11

Sumnary of AnaLysis of Variance for Prior Knovledge and

Literal Comprehens ion

PKQT PKQL PKQT Topicx
*PKQI PKQTXPKQI,

Grade Six

Se i enee
Retellings NS ,0008* NS
Questions NS .0070x NS

Social Sudies
Retellings NS NS .0032x
Question NS NS .0159x

Topics Conbined
Retellings NS .0002* .0132x . OO??*
Questions NS .0044x .O22b* NS

Grade Nine

Sc i ence
Retellings NS .0047x NS
Questions NS .0O66x NS

SociaI Studies
Retellings NS NS NS
Questions NS NS NS

Topics Combined
Retellings NS .0013x NS NS
Questions NS .0102* NS NS

NS = Not Sig¡nif icant
x = Significant p<. 05
PKQT = Quantity of Prior Knowledge
PKQL = Quality of Prior Know].edge
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Prior KnorvledÉe Effecùs on Inferential Comprehension

Initial results of the analysi.s revealed an

inconsistent effect for quantity of prior knowledge on

inferential conprehension both within and across passaÉles.

For grade six, quanùity of prior knovledge had a significant
effect on inferential comprehensíon on both retelling
(RC3RC4) and question (QuesI) rneasures for science and on

the retellingl responses when scores were conbined. across

topics. Quantity of pri.or knowledÉie did not significantly
effect inferential comprehension on either retelling or
question measures for social studies. pooling scores across
topies had no effeet on comprehension as rneasured by

inferential quesüions (QuesI),

For grade nine, quantity of prior knowJ.edge had a

significant effect on inferential reùeIlinÉl responses
(RC3RC4) for social studies and across paEsages when scores
were combined, but not on inferential level social st,udies
questions (QuesI), nor on either retelling or question

neasures in science,

Sir¡ilar to qualitative grior knowledge and literal
conprehension, there was a consistent siÊlnif icant effect for
qualitative prior knowledge on inferential comprehension

perfornance on both retelling responses (RC3RC4) and

questions (Quesl) for both Efrade six and nine science and

for both grades on both neasures when conprehension
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performance was conbined, For grade six and árade nine
social studies on both retellingl (RC3RC4) and questíon
(QuesI) measures, however, there were no siÉlnif icant effects
for qualitative prior knowledge ratings as related to
inferential conprehens ion,

Interactions, Significant interactions v¡ere evident
betrreen quantity and quality of prior knowledge on written
retellings (RC3RC4) for both Élrade six and grade nine
science, buù not for soeial studies. There was also a

significant ínteraction betrveen prior knowledge quantity and

quality for inferential level questions on science at ùhe

Élrade six but not the grade nine level. While there rvere

interactions vhen scores were pooled at ühe Elrade six leve1,
there were no interactions for pooled scorês for grade nine,
There were, however, siÉlnif icant inùeractions anong topic,
quantity and guality of prior knowledge reLated to
inferential comprehension as ¡¡easured by retelling responses
(RC3RC4) but not questions (Quesl) at both grade levels.

A sumnary of the analysis of variance results for prior
knowledEle and inferential conprehension is presented in
Table 4.12,
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Table 4.12

Sumnary of Analysis of Yariance for prior Knowledge and

Inf erential Comprehens ion

PKQT PKQL PKQT Topic*
XPKQI PKQT*PKQI

Grade Six

Sc i ence
Retellings , 0001* .0001* . oool*
Questions .0040x .0178x . OOIB*Social Studies
Retellings NS NS NSQuestions NS NS NS

Topics Combined
RetellinÉ¡s .oo22* .0001* . o2o6x . o0o5xQuestions NS .0126x . OO4Z* NS

Grade N ine

Sc i ence
ReteLlings NS . OOOI* .OtZ7*
Quesùions NS . O0O1x NS

Social Studies
Retellings .00O1x NS NSQuestions NS NS NS

Topics Combined
Retellings . 0004* .0001* NS ,0161*Questions NS . OOOI* NS NS

NS = Not Significant
x = Si.gnif icant p(. 05
PKQT = QuanÈity of Prior KnowledEie
PKQL = Quality of Prior Knowledge
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LocatinE Sources of Difference

Where the ANOVA indicated significant effects for
quantity or quality of prior knoHledÉle, subsequent

exâminatioh of the differences in mean comprehension

perfornance between higfh and niddLe, high and low, and

niddle and low prior knovledge groups was undertaken to
pinpoint significant differences in comprehension. The use

of statistica] tests involving mean cornparisons to determine
where ühese differences oecurred were rejected because small
differences between most mean performance levels would not
be educationally inportânù regardless of statistical
significance. However, the highest differences in mean

performance vrere deened to have possible educational
significance as rreIl as statistical signíficance. The

differences irr mean perforaance on IiteraL and inferenùial
conprehension neasure are presented next. Those nean

difference which were snall, hence not inportant
educaùionally, are not d i scus sed.

SiEnificant Differences on Literal Comprehension

Grade six. ANOVA results indicated a significant
effect for qualiùy of prior knovledge on Ìiteral retellinÉl
responses (RC1RC2) and questions (euesl,) for grade six
science. As presenùed in Table 4,7, p, gZ, the d.ifference
in mean performance was greatest beùween those subjects rvith
high and low quality prior knowledge ratings, (X = 7.g and
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4.03, respectively for retellings and X = 2.3 and 1.4 for
questions). Hence for grade six, the mean performar¡ce on

Literal retellinEf responses (RC3RC4) was significantly
Éfreatep for those with high conpared to low quality prior
knowledge. There did not seem to be an educationally
important difference for retellinEl scores between hiElh and

medium (X = 7,8 and 6.2, respectively) or medium and low (X

= 6.2 and 4.03, respectively) prior knovledge ratings,
Simi.larly, for literal leve1 questions, there didn,t seen to
be any significant difference betv¡een those rated high and

those rated roedium (X = 2.8 and 2.46, respectively).
A significant effect for quality prior knowledge on

literal retellings (RC1RCZ) and questions (euesl) was also
indicated for Efrade six when content areas were combined,

An ex¡nination of ùhe differences in mean performance shorsed

that the largest äifference occurred. betveen those with high
and lo| qualiùy prior knor,¡ledge ratinEs. A two-way

interaction betneen prior knov¡ledge and both IiteraL
conprehension neasures was evident for social studies. An

interaction between the two prior knowledge neasures also
occurred when topícs were conbined. Moreover, a siglnif icant
three-vay interaction amonÉl topic, quantity and quality
pri.or knowledge confounded the significant effects for
quality of prior knowledÉfe sÈill further. Thus, vhen t,opics
were conbined for grade six, the significant differences in
litera] conprehension performance anonÉl those with high,
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medium, and low quality prior knowledge ratinÉls seened. to be

influenced not only by quantitative príor knowledÊle leveIs,
but also by content area.

Grade nine. For Efrade nine, the ANOVA indicated a

significant effeet for quality of prior knor+ledefe on both
lÍùeral retellinÉl responses (RC1RCZ) for science and when

topies were combined. An exarnination of mean performance

for science on both measures seemed to indicate
signi.f icantly Élreater performance for those with hielh

conpared to low quality prior knowledÉfe ratings (1 = g.47

and 3.2 for science retellinds; 1= B.27 and 1.13 for
science questions; X = ?.62 and 8.47 for pooled reteLlings;
and 1. = 3.26 and 1.T for pooled questions) (Table 4.7. p.

87), These differences seem to be educationally i¡nportant
especially vhen one thinks in berms of percentaéles for
quesùions. There were no significant interactions for grade

nine to confound the significant effect for quality of prior
knowledge on literal comprehensíon as neasured by retellíng
and questions responses,

Summarr'. Thus, for both Efrade six and nine sci.ence,

mean perforEance on titeral reùelling¡ responses (RC1RC2) was

sidnificantly Élreater for thoEe subjects with high compared

to lor+ quality prior knowledge ratings. When topics were

combined, there vas also significantly higher nean

performance for those nith hiElh than those with lon quality
prior knowledge. Interactions confounded the effects of
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quanbity and quality prior knowLedge with conùent area at
the grade six but not the Efrade nine level, This effect
seemed to be due to bhe soeial studies passage.

Sidnifieant Diffe!:ences on Inferential Cornpr¡:hensinn

Grade six. For grade six science, the ANOVA indicaÈed
significant effects for both quantity and quality of prior
knowledge on inferential comprehension as neasured by

retellíng responses (RC3RC4). As presented in Table 4.g, p.

88, the Iargesù differences in nean perfornanee on

inferential retelling responses (RC3RC4) were evident
between those with high (1 = B.2b) and lon (i = 3.OZ)

quantity prior knovledge ratinÉfs (b.19) and beùween those

wtt'h high (Í = 8,9) and low ( 3.48) quality prior knowledÉte

ratin€fs (5.47). However, the ANOV.{ indicated a síÊlnificanù
interaction between quantity and quality of prior knor+ledge,

confounding the significant effect. Thus, the significantly
greaber mean perfornance of those with hidh quantity prior
knov¡ledge ratings was confounded by their quality ratings.
Sinilarly, the significanÈIy greater nean perfornance of
those v¡ith high quality prior knowledge vas confounded by

their quantity prior knowledéie ratings. Hence, significant
differences j.n inferential comprehension perfornance on

retelling responses (RC3RC4) for grade six science vere not
the effeet of either quanÈity or quality of prior knowledÉfe

al one .
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When bopi.cs were combined for grade six, the sane

pattern oecured, Ai.so, for grade six science and for Élrade

six when scores were combined across topics, the results
indicated interactions between quantity and quaLity of prior
knowledge related to inferential cornprehension on questions
(QuesI), There r¡as also an interaction betr+een topic ar¡d

prior knowledge quantity and quality for retellinÉls when

scores for content areas were combined. This seemed to be

caused by the science passa.ge.

Grade nine. For grade nine science, the ANOVA indieated
a significant effeet for quality of prior know].edge on

ínferential retelling responses (RC3RC4). Although

differences in nean performance betveen subjects erith high
and mediun, and high and 1ow quality pri.or knowledge ratings
rvere large (f = 12.87,6,9; and 12.g? and 3.12 respecti.vely,
see Table 4.8, p. 89), the interaction betneen quantity and

quaLity of prior knowledge confounded the effeet of quality
of prior knowledgie on inferential retelling responses.

Hence, as \{as the case with g¡rade six science, for grade

nine the significant differences occurred among high,
medium, and lon quality prior knowLed€le Eiroups identified by

their comespondingly high, medium, or low quantity príor
knowledge ratings. While there didn,t seen to be an

educationally practicat distinction between medium and low
quantity prior knowledge groups (X = 4,42 and 4.0,
respectively), there seened to be a signíficanù difference
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betveen ühese two groups and the high prior knowledge group

(1 = 11.43), suggesting that the quantity prior knowledge

measure was inappropriate beèause it failed to discrininate
anong all three groups equitably.

Slhen topics were combined, a three-way interaction for
topie, quantity and qualíty of prior knowledge related to
inferential retellinÉls (RC3RC4) confounded the sj.gnif icanb
effect for quality of prior knovledge, It may have been

that the high suantity prior knowledge group had recently
studíed the topic,

For grade nine social- studies, a different pattern
ener€led. The ANOVA indicated a significant effecù for
quantity of prior knowledge related to inferential
conprehension as measured by reteÌ1ing responses (RCBRC4)

with no significant interaction. An examination of the
differences in nean performance (Table 4.g, p.gg) revealed a
significantly greater mean score on retellinÉf responses
(RC3RC4) for those çith high rather than medium quantity
prior knovrj.edge ratings (X = 11.48 and 4.42) and for those
with hiÉh rather than lorv quantity prior knowledge ratings
(i = 4.43 and 4.0). The differenees in û¡ean scores seened.

di sproporti onate .

Related to inferential questions (euesI), both for
scienee and pooled content area scores but not for social.
studies, findings indicated a siÉlnificant effect for quality
of prior knowledge on inferential comprehension. An
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exaninat.ion of the differences in mean performance (Table

4.8, p. 89) anong ¿he high, rnedium, and low qualíty prior
knowledge groups revealed a significantly greater mean

performance for those with hielh compared to low quality
prior knowledge for science (X = 2.g3 and .73, respectively)
and when topics v¡ere combined (X = 2.6B and Z.gZ,

respectively). These difference appear to be educationaLly
inportant since there vrere only five inference questions.

Summarr., Thus, for Efrade six and nine science and

across content area topics, signíficant differenees in mean

performance on inferential retelling responses (RC3RC4)

among high, nedium and low prior knowledefe groups were

difficult to pinpoint and not educationally practical due to
the interactions, Differences in i.nferential comprehension

on retelliná responses (RC3RC4) of those with hielh, medium,

and low qualiùy of prior knowledge ratings depended also on

the quantitative prior knowledge levels and topic. Thi.s

same pattern held true for significant differences on

inferential question performance for girade six,
However, for g¡rade nine social studies, nean

perfornance on inferentiat retelling responses (RCBRC4) was

significantly better for subjects with high conpared to
those nith medium or low quantity prior knowledge ratings,
supporting perhaps that quantity prior knorvledge Ievels do

not discriminate enough between medium and low prior
knowledge subjects, particularly at the Elrade nine Ievel,
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For Erade nine science and across content area topics, mean

performance on inferential quesùions (QuesI) was

significantly greater for those wit,h hiSfh eompared to low

quality prior knowledEle, Scores were 1ow, although the
meanÊ seemed to indicaùe an adequate progresEion from low to
nedium to high ratings.

Results related to Question Two are presented next.

Similariùies and Differences in ComÞrehension processing

êuestion Tvo

Based upon an analysis of writùen retellinÉf protocols

obtained from social studies and science naterial Þrompts,

vhat símilarities and differences are evident on the
explicit ( literal Ievel) and implicit (inferential level )

comprehension processin¡t of sixùh and ninth Érade able

readers? The questions rrere addressed ùhrough an

examination of mean perfornance scores and analysis of
variance results,

Mean Performance

The followinÉl overall trends are evident fron an

examinatíon of nean retelLin¡f responses for explicit literal
IeveL t,ext processing (RC1RCZ) and inpliciù inferential
leve1 processing (RC3RC4). Mean scores are analyzed: first,
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within Eirades across topios, and second, across grades

within topics.

For grade six science, there did not seem to be any

significant differences betv¡een the number of explicit and

inplicit ideas recalled (X = 4,98 RC1RCZ; 5.18 RC3RC4, Table

4.3 and 4.6, p.83, 85). The same pattern seemed to hold
true for social sòudleE (X = 5.9? RC1RC2 and 6.23 RC3RC4).

The case was eimilar for grade nine, both in science and irl
social studies (science X = 4.79 RClRCz, 5.83 RC3RC4, and

for sociaL studios X- = 4.B RC1RCZ and 5.06 RC3BC4).

Students in both Elrades seened to recall about the same

number of explicitly stated as inplict ideas, reEardless of
topíc, An exar¡ination of mean score¡ acrose processing¡

Ievels seemed to confirxû this trend. That is, there didn,t
seen ùo be any significant differences for Iiterat level
processing betrveen grade six and nine students either for
science (X= = 4,98 RC1RCZ Elrade six; Í = 4.29 RC1RC2 for
Elrade nine) or for social studies (1 = S.97 RC1RC2 grade

six; X= = 4,31 RC1RCZ grade nine).
Slhen neans for inplicit processing (RCBRC4) were

exanined, the same pattern seemed to be true. Grade nine
students, on averâge, did not recall nore implicit ideas

than grade six studenùs either in science (X = 5,19 RCBRC4

Ëlrade six; f = 5.83 RC3RC4 grade nine), or in social studies
(l = 6.23 RC3RC4 grade six; X = 5,06 BC3RC4 grade nine). A
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nore indepth analysis, exaniningi performance in berms of
leveLe of prior knowledge seened in order.

Anal¡¡s is of Variance

Si¡nilarities and dífferences in comprehension

processingf for grade six and nine readers were next examined

in relation to ANOVA results: first, by topic when grades

vrere combined; and second, by grade and topic and when

topics were conbÍned.

Literal Cornprehens ion

For science, the ANOVA by topic when grades were

combined indicated a significant three-way interaction among

grade, quantity and quality of prior knowledge related to
literal retelling reEponses (RC1RCZ), F(4,244)=3.77, p<.OS

(Table 6.7, Appendix H). Similarly, for social studies, the
resulùe shorved a significant ùhree-way interaction anong

grade, quantity and quality of príor knowledge,

F(4,243)=3.32, p<.05.

Figures 4.18 and 4. 19 plot mean literal rete1linE
responses for science and soeial studies for each grade and

illustrate the three-r+ay interactions. These complexities
nake it difficult to isoLate the similarities and

differences in the effecte of prior knowledge on explicít
comprehension proeessínE as neasured by retellings, although
it seens that for grade six seience there were incongruities
betveen the actual Iiteral conpreheneion perfornance
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(RC1RC2) of subjects rated medium and lor+ by the
quantitative prior knowledge measure and rated high
qualiLatively. They scored about ùhe same which is contrary
to predictions (Figure 4.18), SimiIar1y, for 6¡rade nine,
subjects rated as having mediun prior knowledge by the
quantity measure rvere rated differently by the qualitative
measure and actuaLly scored higher than bhose rated hi.gh

qu ant itat i ve 1y.
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FiÁure 4.18, Three-way interactions amon€f grade, quantity
¿nd quaLiùy ànd prior knowledge related tõ ti¿erat -reteiling
response scores (RC1RCZ) across grades for science(PKQT=quantity of prior knowledgã; pKel,=qualiüy of prior
knowledÉle; H=higlh; M=mediun; L=low).
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For social studies (Fig¡ure 4. 19), results were even

more spuríous. lt was evident that at the grade six level,
those rated low by the quantiùative prior knor+).edgo measure

(and rated hígh sualitatively) scored inordinately high
(RC1RC2). nhile those rabed high quantitatively seored. lower
ùhan would be exl¡ected.

Fipure 4. 19. Three-way interactions amonÊf grade, quantity
ar¡d quality of prior knowledge related to-Literai ,àt.tiiågresponses (RC1RCZ) across grades for social studies.
{PKQT=quant-ity of prior knor¡Iedge; pKel,=qualiby of prior
knowledge; H=higlh; M=nedíum; L=low).
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Similariùies and differenees in ANOVA results by grade

: .onfirm these observations,
i For scienee, at both grade levels, there were no

siÉfnificanü main effects for quantity of prior knovredge on

Iiteral comprehension (RC1RC2). In contrast, for both
. Érades quality of prior knowledge had a significanù main

ffect (E(2, 118)=f .61, p<, 05 for grade six; Ee,lZ5)=5,61,

, interactions betrveen quality and quantity of prior
knosledEe, suEgesting that for science there were no

differences in processing in relation to quality prior
:

knov¡ledge and riteral conprehension as assessed by vritten
retellinÉf responses for either grade six or Eîrade nine.

: or soeial etudies, however, there was a si{nificant
, interaction between quantity and quality of prior knowledg¡e

I for Eirade six only (E(4, 114) =4,!4, p<,05). As suEÉlested

êarLier (Figure 4.9), ttris seens to be due to the spuriously
hi€fh conprehension perfornance of those rated row in terms
of their quantitative prior knowledge. There were three_wqy

, interactions amorlg topic, quantity and quaLity of prior
:

i knov¡ledÉfe only at the grade six level. The siÉlnif icant
:i sffects for seience and the interactions between the two

prior knowredge measures for sociar. studies would seem to
.

suggest that quantity was unreliable as a Eeasure of prior
knovrledÉe for social studies for grade six students, and
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thaù there were inconsistencies in lhe number of ideas

students generated in relation to the social studies topic
and their eventual comprehension performance. Those with
1ow quantitative prior knowledge eventually processed. more

explicit clausal uniùs. These incongruities seem peculiar
to topic and to the prior knowtedge rneasure, and lend

support to the thesis advanced earlier that if the ùopic is
highly familiar, lower level ideas may be subsumed by higher
level superordinate ideas,

fnferential Comprehension

While for social studies, there was no significant
three-way interaction amongl Êlrade, quantily and quality of
prior knowledge, for science, the results of the analysis of
variance by topic across grades indieated a significant
three-way interaction among grade, quantj.ty and quality of
prior knowledge as reflected in retelling responses

(RC3RC4), E(4,2421=4.86, p<.05 (Table 6.8, Appendix H). The

three-way interactions, as plotted in FiÊiure 4,20,
illustrate the difficulties in identifying where the
significant differenees in implicit processingl occurred.
For g¡rade six, those rated low quantitatively (but high
qualitatively) scored higher than those rated low
quantiùatively (but hiéh eualitatively). For grade nine,
those raÈed Low quantilatively (but hiEh qualitatively)
scored nuch hielher than those rated medium (but high
qualitatively, Those rated medium quantitatively (and hidh



quâlitatively) scored

unexÞeeted.

Iowest of all. These patterns were

PKOL

FíEure 4.2O. Three-vay interactionE arûonél efrade andquantity and quality and prior knowledge related toínferential comprahension perfornance ón retellin€l responses(RC3RC4) for science across drades. ( pKeT=quan¡ i tãti"å- priã"
knovledEfe; PKQL=qual itat ive prior knowtedele; H=i¡:.ài¡;
M=medium; L=1ow).

An examination of ANOVA results (Table 4.12, p, 13g)

revealed ühat while there were no siÉlnif icant differences
for inferentiaL level comprehension as measured by vritten
retellinÉfs (RC3RC4) for Éfrade six social studies, either for
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prior knowledge quântity or quality, ùhere were siÉlnif icant
effects for quantity prior knowledge at the grade nine leveJ.

for social studies. These effects were stable, with no

ensuing interactions.
For science, however, there was a signifieant

interactions between quantity and quality of prior knowledÉie

for both Elrade six and grade nine ínferential leveL

retellings (Ro3RC4), E(4, 118)=t9. 32, p<, 05 for Élrade six;
and E(4, 125)=3.33, p<,05 for grade nine.

Slhen topics were pooled, there was a si{nificant
three-vay interaction âmong topic and quantity and quality
of prior knowledge and inferenÈial comprehonsion (RC3RC4),

E(4,233)=5,25, p<.05 for grade six; and E(4,253)=3.11, p<.0¡
for grade nine. Since there i{ere no main effects for social
studies, ít would seem that the topic eonfoundinEl was due to
the relationship between the prior knowledge neasures at the

Élrade six ]evel. When quantity of prior knowledge was

examined, there was siÊlnif icance at the grade six, but not
the grade nine level F(2,118)=1b.56, p<.05). This wouLd

suggesù that the interactions of quantiùy and quality of
prior knowledge are not the same for Étrade six and nine
readers, Thaù is, the sielnif icant differences in ühe number

of clausal units proceesed t,o produce implicit retelling
responses (RC3RC4) for Êîrade six and nine do not depend on

the sane conbination of quantity and quali.ty of prior
knowledge ratings. Since quality raüings werê siÊfnif ieant,
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at both leveLs, it woutd seem that quality of prior
knowledÉle is a more stable indication of cognitive
processing when compared ùo quantitative ratings.

Sumnary of Results

FoIlowing correlations, analysis of variance procedures

were conducted on the dependent variables to compare the
effects of quantity and quality of prior knowled(e on the
Iiteral and inferential comprehensi.on Efrade six and grade

nine able readers,

Literal Comprehens ion

Quanùity of prior knowledge was found to have a

consistent nonsignificant effect on literal comprehension as

¡neasured by explícit processinEl for literal retelling
responses (RC1RC2) and questions (euesl,) for grade six and

nine both within science and social studies and. across
conüent area topics. (Refer t,o Table 4. 11. )

In contrast, quality of prior knowledge nas found to
have a consistenè siÉlnif icant effcct on Lit,oral
comprehension on both measures for both Élrade six and nine
science and when scores were combined acroEs topics. No

significant effect was evident for quality of prior
knowledge for social studias at either grade level.

Related to literal conprehension on both rneasures,

analysis further revealed si.gnif icant interactions for grade

six: 1) beÈween euantity and quality of prior knowledge for
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.grade six social studies and across topics; and Z) among

topíc, quantity and quality when content area topic were

combined. No significant interactions reelated to literal
comprehension \{ere revealed for Elrade nine (Table 4,11),

Examination of differences in mean literal
comprehension performance, where interaetions did not
confound effeets for prior knowledge, revealed ùhe

difference in mean performance on literal retelling
responses (RClRCZ) was significantly élreaùer for subjects
\{ith 1) high conpared to 1ow quality prior knowledge ratings
for science for grade six; 2) hiÊih conpared to low quality
for science for grade nine; and A) high compared to low
quality across content area topics for grade nine (Table
4.7).

Althouelh significant effects for quality of prior
knowledge on Iiteral questions were evid.ent for science and

across topics for both grades, the lor+ mean perfornanees

were deemed not signifieant educationally. Henee,

significant differences related to literal questions among

those wiùh hiéh, medium and low quality of prior knowJ.edge

ratings were noÈ examined.

Inferential Comprehens ion

Analysis by Élrade and topic indicated inconsistent
effects for both quantity and qualiüy of prior knowledge on

inferential co¡nprehension on boùh retelling responses
(RC3RC4) and questions (euesl), For science for Êlrade six,
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significant effecùs for boüh quantity and qualiùy of prior
knovledge on both inferential neasures were evident. For

€lrade nine, there were significant offects for quality of
prior knowledge on both inferential retell-ing responses

(RC3RC4) and questions (Quesl) for science, but not for
quanti.ty of prior knowledge on either retelling responses or
questions.

For socíal studies for grade six, there were no

significant effects for quantity or quality of prior
knovledge on either inferential retelling responses (RC3RC4)

or questions (QuesI). For elrade nine social studies, no

significant effects rvere indicated for quality of prior
knowledÉle on reùelIinÊl responses (RC3RC4) or for quantity or
quality of prior knowledÉle on questions (euesI). However,

there was a significant effect for quantity of prior
knowledËle on socíal studieE inferentiaj. retelling responses
( RC3RC4 ) .

Analysis further revealed significant interactione
related to inferenùiaI comprehension for grade six: 1)

between quantity and quality of prior knowledge related to
both measures for grade six science and when topics were

combined; 2) beùween quantity and quality of prior knowledge

on retellinÊi responses (RC3RC4) for grade nine scienee; and

3) amongl topic, quantity and quality of prior knowledge

relabed to retelllinÊl responses (RCBRC4) for boùh Elrades

vhen content area topics were combined.
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For grade six, significant differences in inferential
conprehension performance on both retelling responses

(RC3RC4) and quesbions (QuesI) were confounded by

interactions when scores fron the two content areas were

comb ined .

For grade nine, examination of differences in r¡ean

inferential conprehension performance where interactions did
not confound the effects of prior knovledge, revealed that
the mean score on inferential retellinÉl responses (RC3RC4)

was significantly greater for subjects with 1) high quantity
compared to med iurn quantity prior knowledge rati.ngs for
soci.al studies; and 2) high quantity conpared to low
quanüity prior knor¡ledge ratings for social studies.
Related to differences in mean inferential comprehension

performance on questions (euesl), for 6rade nine the mean

score was significantly Élreater for those with hiÉh quaLiùy

than with low quality prior knowledÉle ratinÉls for science
and across content area topies,

It was hypothesized Èhat siÉnificant interactions were

possibly due to the: 1) inability of the quantitative
measure to adequately idenùify quantity of prior knovtedÉfe

for subjects who failed to state subordinate ideas which are

likely subsuned by highly orÉtanized knowledgle structures; 2)

incorrect categorization of subjects according¡ to
qualitaùive prior knowledde due to the averagin6 of the
three subtopic assoeiation taeks; 3) incorrect scoring of
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quali¿y of prior knowledge due to raùing separate iterns

vhich collectively rate high but separately rate medium; and

4) writinÉ ability which prevents expression of retained
information for some subjects.

Comprehens ion Process ind

While exarnination of nean scores did not seem to
indicate any differences in the comprehension processing of
Êl¡ade six and nine able readers, analysís of variance
revealed complex interactions between quantitative and

qualitative measures of prior knowledÉle and content topic.
In terms of explicit processing, ùhe quantitative measure of
prior knowledge had no siÉlnificant effect at either grade

six or grade nine levels on literal level comprehension,

vhile the qualitatíve measure seemed to be an effective
predictor of literal cornprehension at both grade levels for
science, althou€lh there vras confoundinÉl at the grade six
level ârnonE eontent area and the ùwo prior knowledge

neasures. For implicit processinE, there was confounding

amonÉi content area and quanùiùative and qual j.ùative prior
knowledÉfe ratinÉls at both Elrade levels, especially in
relation to retelling responses on science material .

Chapter IV presented the results and f indinels of the
analysis. A sunnary of the süudy and its conclusions in
relation to each research question vitl be presented in
Chapter V, together with relevant educationaL implications
and research recommendations,
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Chapùer V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, ANÐ lMPLICATIONS

The purpose of this sÈudy was to deüermine the efficacy
of a qualiùaÈive as opposed to a quantitative measure of
Þrior knowledge for use in estimating sixth and ninth grade

able readers' literal and inferential comprehension of
expository text. The sludy also explored how students at
differing grade levels process explicit and impLicit text
information. Students, quantitative and qualitative prior
knovledge vere assessed througfh the adminístration of a free
association task. The effectiveness of the prior knowledge

neasures estimatinEl literal and inferential conprehension

was evaluated by analyzing reteLling and question responses

related to exposiùory reading tr)aEsa€fes,

A common observation by teachers and reading
researchers is that students vary both in their experíenee

related ùo topics of study and in their comprehension of
text related to those topics. It is €lenerally aceepted by

theorists, researchers, and teachers that prior knowledg;e

influences eomprehension. As a eonsequence, an important
instructional objective is to help students develop

strategies to build and activate bacþ¡round knowledge in
order to enhance Èheir eonprehension of infornationaL texl.
Little is knovn, however, about hov¡ prior knovledge
functions durinÉf comprehension. The aim of this
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investiElation, in the broadest sense, was to test two prior
knowledge neasures as predictors of different levels of
comprehensi.on to help teachers and students assess and build
prior knowledge in order to increase their Iiteral and

inferential comprehension of content area ùext.

Tbe present study was designed ùo overcone the
nethodological shortcomings of past prior knowledde

research. These shortcornings included lack of control for
individual topic prior knowledÊfe, use of prior knos/ledge

measures that may have cued comprehension prior to reading,

assessmËnt of prior knowledge effects usinÉf a different
measure for literal than inferentíal conprehension, and use

of eíther: unnatural text not representative of the type of
texb used in the classroon, or only one reading passa¡le,

thereby Iinitiná general izabi l ity.
Theoretical assunptions supported by empirical research

underlie this study. The firsü is thaÈ conprehension occurs

as a result of the interaetion between newly acquired

information and knorvledEe already stored in memory (Spiro,

1980), v¡ith the texb providing the direction for readers as

they uso previously acquired knorvledge to conEtruct new

neaning (Runelhart, 1880). The second, ís that there is a

relatlonehip between a person, s prior knovledge and the
conprehension of texù content (Anderson, Spiro, & Anderson,

1978; Bransford & Johnson, L972; DooLinÉf and Lachman, 1921;
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Dooling & Mu11et, 1973; Schaltert, 1976; Sulin & Dooling,

1974).

Research suggest that readers r+ho demonetrate prior
knowledge of the topic Êlenerall.y remenber nore of what they
have read (Hare, 1982; Holmes, 1983; Pearson et al., lg7g;).
Moreover, this appears to hoLd true for both good and poor

readers (Taylor, 1979). Further, when recalls are conpared

to ùext propositions and labelled textual or scriptal, a

Éfreater nur¡ber of the recal1 rosponses are texbual (Marr &

Gormley, 198 2 ) .

Children have also been found to rnake nore inferences
as measured in follow-up probe questions, than infornation
in their recall protocols would indicate. pearson et al.
(19?9) found that prior knowledde had a profound effect on

the ability Èo answer inplicit questions, while Marr and

Gornley (18e2) discovered that literal probes resuLt in the
generation of more scriptal responses. Hare (lggZ),

however, did not find thaÈ either a quantitative or
qualitative rneasurè of prior knowledge related to
inferenùial conprehension on open-ended quesùions.

Researchers have used a variety of ¡nethods to control
for prior knowledge. Some researchers have contoLled prior
knovledgfe by externally manipulating or aseigning prior
knowledge (Bransford & Johnson, 1g?2; Bror+n et aI., 19Z6

Dooling & Lachman, 1971; Dooling & Mullet, 1B?2; Schallert,
1976). Other researchers assassed individual topic
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famiLiarity using either quantitative (Hare; 19gZ; Holmes,

1983; Marr & Gornley, 1882; Pearson et al ., tg?g; Stevens,

198O, Zakaluk et al., 1986) or qualitative (Hare, 1Bg2;

Langer, 1982; Langer, 1984; LanÉfer & Nicholich, 1gB1)

measures of prior knowledge.

To overcome some of the design and nethodological
weaknesses of past prior knowLedÉe research, the presenù

study conpared the effect of quantitative and qualitative
measures of prior knowledge on literal and inferential
comprehension as neasured by both written reteLlinÉl
responses, scored for both ex¡¡Iicit and implicit processing,

and open-ended Literal and inferential questions. In two

sessions, subjects' individual topic knowledge was assessed.

aÊ a group prior to readind, and literaL and inferential
conprehension on both wriùùen retellings and open_ended

questions neasured after readingl. Seven classes each, for
grades six and nine, as opposed to adult or sinÉlle classes,
r¡ere targeted as subjects. Naùurally ocurring passages frorn

both science and social studies texts werè used as reading
naterials. Individual topic familiarity was rated
quantitaÈively and qualitatively from free associations
produced in response to three key concept words or phrases

selected f roro the passages.

To explore the role that topic familiarity played in
the conprehension of expository text of sixbh and nine grade
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able readers, the specific questions addressed \{ere as

f ol l ov¡s :

1, Conrpared to a quantitative measure of topic prior
knowledge, is a qualitative meaeure more effective in
predictind sixth and ninth Éfrade able readers' a)

literal and b) inferential comprehension performance on

science and social studies materials as evident in
responses to 1) written retelling prompts and 2)

literal and inferentiaL open-ended questions?

2, Based upon an analysis of writùen reùelling scores

obtaíned from science and sociat studies material
pronpts, what simiLarities and differences are evident
in the conprehension proeessing of sixth and ninth
grade able readers?

From these questions the foltowing hypotheses \{ere examined,

First, redlarding quantity of prior knowledge and

Iiteral conprehension: For sixbh and ninth Elrade able
readers of high, roediun, and low quantitative prior
knowledÉie, there are no differences in literal comprehension

perfornance as neasured by the 1) text specific and !e:<t

embedded clauses found in written rete].Iings and Z)

responses to text expliciù questions on a) science and b)

social studies naterial .

Second, regarding quality of prior knowledge and

Iiteral eonprehension: For sixbh and ninùh grade able
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readers of high, medium, and low qualitative prior knowledgê

there are no differences in Iiteral co¡nprehension as

neasured by the 1) text specific and texù enbedded clauses

found in written retellings and Z) responses Èo texb
explicit questions on a) science and b) social studies
¡naterials.

Third, regarding quantity of prior knowledÉle and

inferential comprehension: For sixth and ninth Éfrade abLe

readers of high, medium, and low quantitative knovledge,

fhere are no differences in inferential conprehension
performance as measured by the 1) texb entailed and text
evoked clauses found in vritten retellings and 2) responses

to text implicit questions on a) science and b) social
studies naterial.

Fourth, regardinÊl quality of conprehension and

inferential conprehension: For sixth and ninth grade abLe

readers of higb, nedium, and 1ow qualitative prior knowledge

there are no differences in inferential conprehension
perfornance as meaeured by the 1) text entailed and text
evoked clauses found in r+ritten retellings and Z) responses

to text impliciù questions on a) science and b) social
studies naterials.

Fifth, regarding quantity and quality of prior
knowledge: There are no differences between prior knowledge

measures (qualit.ativÊ and quantitative) in predictinÉl
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literal and inferential comprehension performanee within and

across grades,

In order to address these questions, 123 sixth and 139

ninth Érade able readers read Èno 400-4b0 word passåges, one

on science and one on a social studies topic, reealled in
writind what lhey remernbered, and answered open-ended

questions based on the passages. prior to reading the
pâssaEies, the students indicated what they already knew

about the topic by makíng free assocíations in relation to
concepts words or phrases thât were used as prornpts.

Subjects vere tested in tvo sessions of approximately 45

minutes.

Free associations were scored and rated according to
quantitative (Zakaluk et al., 1986) and qualiùative (Langer,

1881) prior knowled€le, Written retelling protocols were

parsed into clausal units that were scored and categorized
(text specific, texb embedded, text entaiLed, ùext evoked,

text erroneous, and texÈ exbraneous responses) according to
the number of template units processed (Drum & Lantaff,
1978; Malicky, 1985), Open ended questions were scored for
the nunber of literal and inferential questions ansrvered

correct 1y,

The follov¡ing is a sumnary and discussion of the
results pertaininÉl to the hypotheses.
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Sunmary of Research Find inÉs

Differences Between Suantitative and ôualitative prior

The primary purpose of this study was to compare the
effectiveness of the quantitative and qualitive prior
knowledge measures for use in estimaÈing literal and

inferential comprehension. The analysis of the students,
written retellind and open-ended question responses revealed
mixed findings.

Correlations indieated no clear pattern for quantity of
prior knowledge and Iiteral or inferential comprehension

across either Erade level or content area. In contrast,
correlations for Élrade six and nine seemed to indicate a

nore substantial relationship betrveen the quality of prior
knowledge and inferential comprehension, partieularly for
grade nine s ci ence.

ReÁardind literal eomprehension. For both grade six
and nine abLe readers, there were no significant differences
in literal comprehension performance on either retelling
responses (RC1RC2) or quesùions (euesl) amonÉi those with
high, medium, or 1ow quantity prior knovrledge ratings for
science, social sùudies, or across content area topics.

fn contrasù, the number of explicitly processed clausal
units required to produce Lièeral retelling! responses was

siÉinificantly greater for those in grade six and nine rsith
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high as compared to low quality prior knowledge ratings for
science, and for grade nine only when Èopics rvere combined,

There were signi.f icant effects for quality of prior
knowledEle on literal questions for both €lrades in science.
However, the differences in mean performance among hi.gh,

medium, and low quality prior knowledge groups were too low

to be considered educationally important.

The results reject the hypothesis that there are no

differences beùv/een prior knowledge neasures in predicting
literal comprehension performance. That is, the results
favoured quality of prior knowledge as a predictor of
literaL cornprehension as neasured by retelling responses and

questions for Éfrade six and nine able readers of science and

aeross content area topics.

These results validate Langer,s qualitative meaure of
prior knowledge as a reliable predictor of overall recalL
However, ùhe findings contradict those of Hare vhich
favoured the use of a quantitive over a qualit,ative scoring
systen,

These f indinÊfs support the theoretical notions that a)

people sùore information in the most inclusive levels
possible (Collins and Quillian, 1969); b) readinÉl is an

interacùive process where parts activaùe the vhole that in
turn activatee other parts of the sehema (Carre1, lgg3;
Rumelhart, 1980); and c) interpretation of rvholes and parts
takes place simultaneously (Neisser, 1gZ6).
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Firsù, for grade

nine able readers of social studies, those with higlh

quantity prior knowledge raùings embedded more impticitly
processed clausal units ín inferential retellinÉfs (RCORC4)

than those with Low prior knowled€fe ratinels. AJ.so for grade

nine, there was evidence to suggest that those with high
qualiby prior knorvledge answered more inferential questions

than those with 1ow quality prior knowledge ratings for
science and across content area topics.

However, for €frade six, there \{as no evidence to
suélÉlesù that eiùher quantity or quality of prior knor+ledge

alone, would facilitate sígnificant differences in
inferentiaÌ comprehension on either retellinÉf responses or
questions for either topi c.

Alt,hough the results suEÊlest that neither quantity nor
quality of prior knowledÉie consistently predicted
inferential comprehension as neasured by retelling responses

and questions, the f indinÉfs rejeet the hypothesis that there
are no differences between ùhe prior knowledge sleasures in
predicting literal and inferential comprehension

perfornance. Thaù is, for Éfrade six able readers, neither
quantity nor quality of prior knowledge was an independent
predictor of inferentiaÌ conprehension performance because

results ryere confounded by significant interactions betveen
quantity and quality of prior knovrledge or anrong content
area and the two types of prior knosledge. However, for
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able readers: a) quantity was an effective predictor of
inferential comprehension as measured by retelling responses

(RC3RC4) for social studies, but not for science nor vhen

topics v¡ere combined; and b) quality of prior knowledÊle was

an effective predictor of inferential comprehension

performance as measured by questions (euesI) for science and

when toÞics were conbined, but these effects were confounded

by topic and quantity of prior knowledge when inferential
retelling responsês (RC3RC4) were examined.

The results reported above might be explained in the
following way. 9lhether or not signi.f icant differences
between prior knovledge classifications were found v¡as

dependent upon type of prior knor+ledge measure, passa€fe, and

comprehension assessnent node,

Thaù the qualitative pri.or knovledÉle measure did and

the quantity measure did not predict literal conprehension

nay be ex¡¡lained by schena theory, Iù is possible that the
quantitative neasure did not adequately identify the
quantity of prior knowled6e for subjects who possessed

highly organized knowledÉle structures. According to schena

theory, subordinate ideas would be subsumed within the
stated superordinate responses in the free association task.
If this were the case, some subjects may have been assigined

mediun or low quantity prior knowledge ratinÉis instead of
high suantity raùings.
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Because the quaLitative prior knovledÉfe ratings are

based on an organizational hierarchy, they ref J.ect the level
of topic familiarity better reÉlardless of the number of
associations and hence better predíct literal conprehension
performance. It is possible that those with high quality
prior knowledge ratings and hiefhly ordanized superord.inate

associations, performed better on j.i.teral comprehension

measures because activation of one part of the schema during
reading in turn activated other parts (Rumelharù, lggO).

This r+ould result in greater encoding durinÉf readíng and

Élreater coroprehension and recalL on post readinÊf measures

for those students compared to those wi.th low quality lower
order prior knowledge ratings.

According to this theoretical rat5.onle, one would

expect that those wibh high quatity prior knowledge leve1s
would perform beùter on inferential comprehension rneasures

in addition Èo literal comprehension neasures. Correlalions
between quality prior knowledge for inferences on reteì.lings
were substantial for both grades for science and across

content area. The results, however, indicaÈed interactions
beteeen quality and quantity, confoundinÊl ùhe significant
effects indicated for qualíty of prior knowledg¡e on

inferential retellings. The facù that some subjects with
high quality prior knowledg¡e did not perform as would be

expected may be due to their inability to maintain schema
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(Spiro, 1980) or to inflexible relaüionships betryeen levels
of available schena (Anderson & Pearson, 1gB4).

Inability of the quality prior knowledge neasure !o
consistently predict inferential comprehension nay be

attributed to the need for refining either ùhe measure or
the task directions. Some subjects who perforned well on

inferential comprehension as measured by written retellings
rnay have been incorrectly cateElorized as medium or low prior
knowled6e subjects rather than high due to the avera€linel of
the three subtopic seores. Others may have subdivided
aspects of higher order knor+ledge into separate association
ítems as a result of the directions, which required that
each association be vrritten on a separate line. Collectively
the itens rated hiÊlh; separately they rated medium.

It should be noted that some of lhe variation in the
results may be attributed to the eomprehension rneasures,

The reteLlinÉl response categories were adapted from those

employed for oral recalls by Drum and Lantaff (lg7g) ana

Malicky (1985), In this investigation, correlations which

indicated substantial relationships between combined texù
specific and text embedded responses (RC1RCZ) and lit,eral
questions (Quesl), and conbined text entailed and texb
evoked responses (RC3RC4) and inferential questi.ons (euesI),
support the applicaùion of the reca11 categories for the
assessment of Liberal and inferential eonprehension as

reflected in wriùten retellin6¡s. However, findinÁs
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regarding the rel.ationship between the prior knowledge

measures and literal and inferential comprehension mqy have

been influenced by combining lhe text specific and text
embedded responses to reflect ex¡¡1icit processinÊf and the
text entailed and text evoked to reflect implieit
processinÊf. Results nay have been s¡ore definitive for
single categor i es ,

¡{nother reason for poor comprehension performance on

inferential retellin6 responsee for some hiÉlh euality
subjects may be writing ability that for sorne subjects m4y

have interfered with the expression of retained information.
A further explanation for the varíed findings may 1ie

in the use of questions. As Johnston (19g4) pointed out,
althouÉlh questions ma.y be created to elieit either texbually
impLicit or scriptally implicit infornation (pearson &

Johnson, 1978), when creating and classifyinÉl questions one

does not know for certain the souree of the answer

infornation (text or pri.or knowledge). In this sÈudy,

inferential conprehension, as reflected in the implicit
processing required ùo produce retelling responses, was not
constrained by the researchers preconceptions, This may

account for the siglnif icant effects for quantity of prior
knowledge on inferential comprehension as measured. by

retelling responses for grade nine social studies that was

not found on questions by both this investigaùor and Hare.
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Another reason, as Hare (1982) suggests, may be questions

that are too difficult or too few in number.

Si¡nilarities and Differences Between th€ prôcessind of Sì:¿r.h

and Ninth Grade Readers

The rnean number of ex¡:lieitly and implicítly processed

units to produce retellinÉl responses was similar for grade

nine and grade six able readers, The effects for quantity
and quality of prior knowledge on retellinÉi responses (bhe

processing variable) were not consistently similar for both
grades.

For science and social studies, the effects for príor
knowledÉe on explicit processing to produce liberal
retelling responses (RC1RC2) were si.milar for grade six and

nine able readers. Quantity of prior knowledg¡e did not have

significant effects on ex¡¡licit processing for either grade

six or grade nine readers on seience or social studies
naterials. In contrast, for science, those with high
quality prior knowledge explieitly processed a significantly
greater nunber of clausal units than those with low quality
prior knor+ledge. There was no siÊlnif icant difference for
social sùudies as a result of prior knowledge quality.

When topics were combined, effects for prior knowledcfe

on explicit processing for retelling responses (RC1RC2) were

not ùhe same for grade six and nine readers. For grade six
readers, differences in performance on literat retelling
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responses (RC1RCZ) depended upon topic and quantity in
conjunction with quality prior know].edge 1eve1s. For grade

nine readers, the number of explicitLy processed clausal
units was greater for those with hiCh conpared to low
quality prior knowledge ratings and did not depend upon

quantity 1evels of prior knowled€le.

Effects for prior knowledge on the implicit processin{
requíred to produce inferential retellinel responses (RCBRC4)

were not similar for grade six and nine able readers. For
scíence, there nere siÉfnif icant interactions confounding the
effects for the tvo types of prior knor+Iedge. Correlations,
however, indicated a substantial relatj.onship between prior
knowledge quality and inferential reteLlings (RC3RC4), but a

s¡oall relatíonship betv¡een prior knowledge quantity and

inferential reùellings for science for both grade levels.
For social studies, there were no significant

differences attribuùed to quantity or quality of prior
knowledge for grade six. In contrast for grade nine, the
number of implicitly processed ideas embedded in inferential
reteLlinÉis v¡ere signíficantly greater for those with high
compared to nedium or Low quantity ratings and did not
depend upon quality levels of prior knowledge.

When topics were combined, a si6nificanb three-way
interaction confounded the effects of prior knowledg¡e with
topic, Because there was a significant interaction between
quanùity and quality of prior knowledÊfe for grade six and
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not grade nine, it appears that the implicit processing

required to generate retelling responses for younger and

older readers depends upon differing combinations of high,
mediurn and low quantity and quality topic prior knovledge.

However, it seems that quality as compared to quantity of
prior knovledge is a more stabLe predictor of cognitive
processing, since qualiüy rati.ngs were significant aù both

Elrade levels.

It is inportant to note that these findinÉs are based

on combined a) text specific (RC1) and text. embedded (RC2)

and b) texb entailed (RC3) and text evoked retetling (RC4)

responses. Differenees may occur between the two grade

Ievels for individual categories of explicitly and

implicitly produced retellinel responses, In addition, the
scores reflect the number of units processsed to produee the
retelling responses and not the number of retelling
responses produced in each category, It nay be that younEfer

and older readers differ in terms of the totaÌ number of
retelling responses produced for eech cateÉlory, and hence

differ in the number of processed uni.ts per rvriùten response

unit, This analysis was beyond the scope of this study.

Conclus ions

In conclusi.on, the results of this study seen to
suggest that a qualitative measure of prior knowledge is an

effective predicùor of literal conprehension as measured by
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retelling responses and open-ended questions, compared lo a

quantitative measure of prior knowJ.edg¡e. This conclusion
needs to be qualified in that neither the quantitaùive nor
qualitive prior knovrledg¡e measure was found to be a

consistently reLiable predictor of i.nferential eomprehension

as measured by rebelling responses and questions, While for
more mature grade nine readers, quantity of prior knowledge

had significant effects on rete11íngs for social studies,
quality of prior knowledge had significant effeets on

inferential questions for science and across topies. For
youn€ler grade six readers, interactions confounded the
effects of quantity and quality of prior knovledge.

A second conclusion is that for able readers, the
effects of prior knowledge differ dependinEl upon whether

science or social studies naterials are being processed,

Whí1e quality, not quantiùy, of prior knorsledge appears

eonsistently to affect the processing of science materials,
neither ty¡¡e of prior knorsledge consistently affected the
processing of social studies naterials. The differential
effects found for social studies texb nay relate to the
nature of the selections themselves. At the grade six
level, the topic nas historical and related in a concrete
way to ùhe settlement of the eommunity in which ùhe subjeeùs

1ive, In contrast, at the grade nine leve1, the topic Has

philosophical and involved complex renaissance responses to
the feudal systen in Europe of the middle ages.
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A third conclusion is that for younger and older able
readers, prior knowledÉle has simílar effects for literal
comprehensi.on proeessin€|. For both Efrade six and nine able
readers, the neån number of clausal units explicitly
processed to produce text specific and text embedded

retelling respónses (RC1RCZ) vas siEfnificantly greater for
fhose with hi€lh, as compared to low quality prior knowledge

ratings. Quanti.ty prior knowledge ratings had no

significant effects on Iiteral comprehension for either
éfrade six or nine able readers.

Another eonclusion is that ühere appear to be some

developnental faetors operating in relation to prior
knowledEe and the explicit and inplicj.t processing of
content area information. As reflected in the greater

number of interactions between quantity and quality of prior
knowledge for Efrade six as compared to grade nine able
readers, younger readers tended to be less efficient in
processing text in relation to prior knowledge.

Educational Impl icat ions

This study has inplications for rniddle years students
and their teachers.

1. Teaehers need to assess students, orÊlanization of topic
knowledg¡e before beginninél units of study or assigning
independent content area readinÉf. For maximurn coraprehension

and reùention of infornation, appropriate instructional
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planning must be made in regard to: choices of prereading

teaching strategfies, the institution of independent as

opposed to guided reading aclivities, and 1eve1s of read.ing

materials. Á11 of these depend on the quality of students,
topic fami l iarity.
2, To facilitate greater literal comprehension of content
area text, teachers must insùitute activities lhab help
students: 1) activate or build prereadinÉl knowledge, 2)

organize ùhe ideas, and 3) determine the relationships
betvreen and amon€f the ideas in the texb and the ideas they
already possess.

3. Teachers of younger students may need to provide

instruction and guidance to help students establish
relationships between and amon{ topíc ideas in order to
faciliùate more effieient stora€le and retrieval . younger

Éirade six readers tend to be less efficient in organizing
knowledge as ref j.ected in the Éf reater number of interactions
between quanti.ty and quality of prior knowled€le for literal
and inferential comprehension at that Elrade level.

Limitati.ons of the Study

The followinÉf Iimitations are acknowledged when

interpreting the findings of thís research.

Generalizability of findings is limited due to:
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1. The inclusion of only two passa€les, one science and one

social studies for each Éfrade level.
2, The analysis of only written retelling responses and

open-ended questions using 128 Elrade six and 13g Éfrade nine
ab 1e readers .

3. Subjects beíng frorn seven g¡rade six (n=123) and seven
grade nine (n=138) classrooms in suburban elenenbary and

junior high schools.

4. Only able readers Farticipated.
5. It was not possible to determine the reliability and

validity of the written retellings as measures of the amounÈ

of j.nformaùion the students remembered. It was impossible
to determi.ne whether subjects wrote all ùhat they recalled.
It also was not possible ùo deterr¡ine the degree to which

writing abiì.ity may have affected the scores.

6. The scoring of the written retellinds is a somer¿hat

subjective task. Detailed scoring guidelines were

established to ninimize this effect.
7, The order of questions may not have been synonymous vlith
the order in which the infornation was presented in the text
in all cases .

L While differences and simílarities in relation to prior
knor+ledéie as measured quantitatively and qualitatively
indicated possible developmental differences in text
processing betveen Éirade six and nine readers, it was not
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within the seope of this study to esbablish sÞeeific
descriptions of the proces s ing,

Recommendations for Further Research

SugElestions for further research based on the results
of this study are as follows:
1, It would be preferable to employ nore bhan one passage

for each conùent area, This would facilitate efreater
élèneralizability, The use of more passaÊfes wou1d increase
the likelyhood that findings by content area may not be so

topic dependent.

2, In this study, the quantitative rneasure of prior
knovledge scores was based on assigned levels (Zakaluk et
aI ., 1986). Hare (I9BZ) found thaÈ Langer,s association
measure, scored for total prior knowledÊle associations,
reliably predicted overall recal]. This measure is
deserving of further study, bo compare results using: the
quantity 1eve1s and frequency counts. A quantity measure is
r¡ore efficient and easier for researchers to use bhan a
quality neasure. It would thus be beneficial to ascertain
wheùher the differences between the results of this study
and that of Hare are due to the ctassification of
quantitative scores. This mieiht result either in
establishing a revised quantitative scoring system that
would refLecù a more reliable relationship to comprehension
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or in providing further insight into the value of
qualitative over the guantitive prior knovledge scoring.
3. Further research should examine alternate approaches to
measuring prior knowledge. Langer's procedure for ehoosing

stimulus words, which is based on Meyer (1975), should be

examined more closely. It may be that the choice of
stimulus words interferes with or inhibits the generation of
associations.

4. ft was hypothesized that the directions for the free
association task may have influenced the accuracy of the
qualitative prior knowledÉe scoring systen, Further
invesùigation would be valuable to refine the directions for
eliciting free association responses, This may result in
associabions that more accurately reflect the organizational
knowledÉle hierarchy.

5. Able readers served as subjects in this study. However,

less able comprehenders may not subsume subordinate ideas

within superordinate categories. They ma-y Iist a large
number of ideas, in which case a quantitative prior
knovledge measure rvould suffice, Further study is need.ed

using less able readers as subjects in order to discover
whether a quantitative prior knowledge neasure is sufficient
for esÈimating the comprehension performance of less
comÞetent readers.



6. Research should be carried out at differenù Elrade levels
to investiÉlate further the aée affects of prior knowledÊle

use,

7. ln this study, cornprehension was assessed. using written
retellinÉfs and questions. Further research could
investigate ùhe use of oral recalls and questions responses,

thus eliminatinEf possible writing ability effects.
8. Retelling cateéioríes were conbined to provide one seore
for Iiteral and one score for inferential comprehension.

Further research could investigate the effects of prior
knov¡ledÊle on eomprehension by comparing the effects of
quantitative and qualitative prior knowledge on eaeh

separate retelling cateEfory. An alternative r+ould be to
conpare results using both separaùe and combíned retelling
cateÉfories,

L This study examined the nun¡ber of units processsed to
produce retellinEl responses and did not examine the number

of retellíng responses produced. Studies designed to
exannine the relationship among quantity and quality of prior
knowledge and both the number of units processed and the
number of units produced may provide further insight int,o
how readers use prior knowledge to proeess exl¡ository texb.
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APPENÐIX A

Sualiùative Prior Knowledee Measure: Categorization System

f) MUCH prior knowì.edge (3):
superordinate concepts--higher clasE category
def in itions --precise neaning
anal og ies --subst,itution or comparison for a literal-

concept or express ion
l inking--connectinEl one concept to another

2) SOME prior knowledÉle (2):
examples--equal class, but nore specific
attr ibutes --subord inate to larger concept
defining characteri st i cs --def ine a major aspect of the

eon cept

3) LITTLE prior knowledge (1):
assoc iaù ions --per ipheral cognitive Iinks
morphemes --echoes snaller unit of neaning such asprefixes, suff i.xes or root words
sound alikes--similar phonemic units
firsù hand exper i ences --per ipheraÌ responses based on

recent experiences

(Langer & Nicolich, 1981)
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APPENÐIX B

Retellind Resporìse CateÉories

1, Text Specific Responses
This cateÉlory include clausal units that correspond tothe t,ext in exact form or that have specific referenceswithin a single unit of text. These units are restatmentsof text propositions and reflect explicit processing. Theyinclude: verbatim recal1, partial recai.l, accepùablèsyntactic paraphrases, subsùitution of pronouns, and

synonyqy of elements.

2. Text Embedded Responses
The information in thís category is specific to the te:<tbut the retrieved clausal unit includes information fromnore than one unit of terb. These units reflect explicitprocess inÉ|.

3. Texb Entailed Responses
. This category incLudes reconstructed clausal units thatintegrate information. Specific elenents from across thete><t are combined into one, put together in new vays, Theunits in this cateÊlory may also incl.ude statements whichhave been added by the reader ùo fill in the gaps orelaborate on the author,s ideas. These additions ofinfornation are derived fron knowledge schemas, areeonstrained by the text, and are correct according to acontent expert, Thi.s eateEfory includes unit of slnthesisand inference and refleet implicit proeessing.

4, Text Evoked Responses
The clausal units in this category are not constrainedby text. They are elaboraùions or ernbellishments \yhichinclude experiential intrusions and story rine additions andreflect the abi.lity of the reader to use bacþround

knowledge when interacting with print.
5, Text Erroneous Responses

Units in this category eontain incorrect specifie textinfornation, inaceurate or incorrect syntheses] or faullyinferences .

6. Tèxb External Responses
Units in this categlory have no relationship to the text.They include reeall conventions, self report slatements, andrepetitíons.

adapted fror¡ Drun (1978); Lantaff, (1928); A
MaÌ icky, ( 1985 ) .
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APPENDIX C

Dear Parent or Guard i an,

I am underùaking a study as a graduate student at theFaculùy of Education, University of Manitoba, The purposeof this study is to examine the role prior knowledge (what
the reader already knows about the topic) plays in the
comprehension of nateri.als that teachers use for instructionin soci.al studies and science,

This study requires students to carry out a tasksimilar to the kind of tasks they are required to dofrequently in school., Students wilt read trvo 400-460 word
ÞassaÉes, one on a social studi.es topic and the other on ascier¡ce topic, reca1l in writinÉ what thev remember, and
answer short-ansvrer quesùions based on ùhe passages. prior
to readinÉl the passages, the students will indicate r+hatthey already know about the topic by ûìâkind vocabularyassocíations, This wiII require trvo 40 minute sessions.
Students viII have the option ùo discontinue participation
in the study at any point. The on].y personal informãtion
required from the s¿udent will be Érade level placement,

All information gathered r¡iII be confidentíaI andreporting vi11 be done on a group basis, therefore anonymityis assured, After the study is cor¡pleted, a summary of thestudy and ùhe major findings wilt be given to the piincipat
and classroon teacher,

Please indicate your consent by your signature belorv,If you require further information reEardinÉf the study,please call ¡ne at the followinÉl number: Z6L-?O96,

Thank you,

Yours truLy,

Barbara J, Wynes

SiÉinature of Consenter
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APPENDIX D

ReadinÉ Passages

Page

Grade Six

The Red River Colony.,..r 196

Classifying Living Things. 1gB

Grade Nine

The Renaissa¡:ce.. ZOO

Mutations, ZOz
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The Red River Colonv

In 1811, a Elroup of 1O0 nervous travellers from the
Scottish highlands and the Irish countryside were bound for
Hudson Bay, From the bay, they woul-d head south to starù a

colony at Red River.

They had heard rumours that Red River was a terrible
place. They had been told that the Indians vere savâ€ies who

would burn the settl-ers' houses and scalp their children.
They heard thaù there lras no food at Red River, that iù was

terribJ-y co1d, that no one could li.ve at Red River.
Yet stayinÉ at ho¡ae seened little betler. Many of the

travellers were s¡nalI farmers from Scotland. They had

farned s¡nall, rented plots of land. Now the landowners had

thrown then off the land, so that large flocks of sheep

could be raised instead. The farmers could Elo only to the
noisy erowded cities---or move to another country.

One of the owners of the Hudson,s Bay Company, Lord

Selkirk, had obtained a grant of land from the cotnpany. He

was going to starÈ a colony on ùhe land. The Scoüs and

Irish farmers had decided to Élo to that colony.

Not everyone vas pleased with Lord Selkirk,s plan. The

North West Cor¡pany did not want setùlers interfering with
bhe fur trade, They tried ùo scare the settlers avay by

ùe11ing the¡o horv horrible bhe country was. But this group
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of settlers, and others after ùhen, would not be frightened
a\{ay.

There v¡ere problerns alonÉl the way: poor weather,

delayed sailings, the diffieult journey overland fron Hudson

Bay to Red River. Onee at Red River, food rsas scarce, the
Hrong farming tools were sent, sheep were killed by wolves.
The North West Conpany and the Metis tried to chase the
setùlers away. The Metis were deseended from the sons and

dauÉlhters of European fur traders and their Indian wives.

They felt thaù the land around Red River belonged to ùhem

and wanted no settlers taking it away.

The Hudson's Bay Company tried to stop the Metis from

hunting as they wished, The conrpany tried to keep the¡o from

trading furs and pemnican as they wanted. In return, the
Metis ùried to frielhten the settlers anay and burned their
hous es .

Yet the settlers were stubborn, Driven away again and

agiain, they alv¡ays returned. More settlers arrived and the
Hudson's Bqy Conpany brouElht in Srsiss Soldiers to protect
them.

Fina11y, in 1821, the Hudson,s Bay Company and the
North Weeù ComÞany decided to join together as one company.

The battle vas over.

The problems of the colony were not over, however,

Grasshoppers, floods, drouÊfht and disease alI came over the
next years. Yet the colony survived.
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Classifvind Liviná ThinÁs

Like all living things, animals are made of cells.
Some animals are only one-ce11ed. More conplicated animals

are made of nany millions of cells.
f,lhen scientists study liviná thin6s, they usuaLly study

one partieular Éroup at a time. To Êlroup living things,
scientists observe characteristics such as appearancej

speci.al eells or living habits, or eating habits. Sone of
ùhe first scientists classified all Living things as either
plants or aninals. This classification works well for
complex Living things like a tree or a squirrel. However,

it is not always Þractical to catl a very sinple livínÉ
thing a plant or animal.

Some living things are only one cell. lt is hard to
say if these living thin6s are plants or ani¡na1s. For this
reason sone scientists call all one-celled living thin€ls
protist (pro tists). Protists are not divided into plant
and aninal Elroups,

¡{ccordinÉl to other scientists, one-celled living things
with aninal characùeristics belong in a group called
protozoans (pro te zo enz). The nar¡e protozoan comes fron
ùhe word 'protos' neaning first, and the word , zoan, meaning

animal. So¡ne scientists think that these were the very
first animals to live on earth.
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The amoeba (a nre bu), which is often found in pond

water, is a protozoan or protist. The whole arnoeba is only
one cell. It is a tiny bit of material which looks like
elear gelatin. The dark spot in the ce11 is the nucleus.
Around the celI is a very thin cover, ealled a cell
membrane ,

An amoeba has no particular shape, As an amoeba moves,

it flovs i.n a certain di.rection. To get food the amoeba

flows around a speck of plant or aninal rnaterial , When an

amoeba Elrovs to a certain size, it divides i.n half,
producing two amoebas. When each nev amoeba grorrs, it
d ivides into ùrvo roore a¡noebas ,

Most kinds of animals have bodies made of nany cells.
A many-celled aninal mqy have special cells for getùing
food, Other cells may enable it to get oxyEien. Sùill other
cells may be used for Eletting rid of wasùes or for novinef

about in search of food.

Most eells of nany-cel1ed aninals Érow and divide like
an amoeba cell. In ùhis way, many-celled aninals g¡row to
adult size. Ðuring ùhe adult aninals's life, some kinds of
ce1Is Eiet old and die. These celLs are passed off with
other wastes while new celIs are being produced i-n their
place. After an animal is fully gro\{n, new cells are formed

only to repLace those that die or are destroyed, or r+orn

al{ay,
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The Renaissance

The people who lived duríng the Renaissance
thought of thei.r period as a time of rebirlh ofclassical art and learning. The word renaissance
means rebirth. The Renaissance began in theprosperous trading cit,ies of ltaly around 13O0 and
spread slovly northryard over aLl of Europe. f{iththe Renaissance canne a discovery of the classicalart, literature, philosophy, and science that had
seemed to die out vith the fatl of Rorne in 4?6,
Increased wealth produced such a demand for art
and literature that the Renaissance became one ofthe most productive periods in aIl history, g{e
are sti11 feeling its effect today.

Gradually those conditions which r¡ade feudaLism

possible, and even hecessary, ceased to exisù, More and

more of the peopLe whose influence v/as felt cane from the
middle c1ass. In the new uni.versities, students night study
law or nedicine in order to becone professional leaders in
the rising towns and cities. Business needed educated
people. So did many of the governments if the emerginÊf

nations were to succeed,

In souìe of the towns, schools of another kind appeared,

These were trade schools, By learning various kinds of
busínesses at such schools, boys and youngl men were able to
Iearn a trade without spendind years of work under a naster
eraftsman. On the other hand, fewer of the people who were

trained in ühis way could ever expect to become master

craftsmen,

The fact that noney was much more important in niddle
class life ùhan it had been in the early Middle Ages brouÉht
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about many changes. Successful nerchants could afford
luxuries that their ancestors had never dreamed of. Many of
them became patrons of artists and writers, This greatly
affected art and literature. Many of the writers and the
artists within the nonasteries had been naneless, as were

nany of the people who contributed to the artistic success

of the great cathedrals, They ryere not concerned with their
nanes being known to other ¡nen. Artists and writers of this
peri.od, however, were lookinÉl for worLdly success and wanted

their names to be known,

The Renaissance brouÉfht a Elreat change in the aùtitude
of the people. In the Middle Ages, people g¡enerally

accepted their lot, doing the bidding of the nobles and the
Chureh. With the Renaissance came a rebirth of the ideals
of the Greeks, Man had a new nobility, and each nan had his
own rights and values, Each person nors believed he had some

control over his own future - and that future looked

brighùer than ever before.
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Mutat i ons

"Like tends to beget like". This neans that organisms

have traits found in their parenbs, Elrandparents, or earlier
ancestors, However, sometimes a trait appears which was not
present in the ancestors of an orelanism. Let us ex¡¡lain,
All of the red-eyed fruit flies kept in a laboratory and

bred generation after generation had red eyes. Then a

vhite-eyed fly resulted from a mating betr,¡een two red-eyed

flies, The fruit fly with the white eyes is a mutant
(qyoot-ent), and the change in the trait is called a

mutation ( myoo tae shen),

Mutations are caused by chemical changes in DNA,

ChemicaL ehanges in the DNA code of the Éfene result in
chanÉled "information" carried by nressenÉler RNA to the
ribosones. Thus, there is a chanÊle in the enzymes in the
cell and a chanËfe in the cel] chemistry. In the case of the
white-eyed fruit fly, the DNA in the 5lenes for eye color was

changed chemically in some way. As a result, white eyes

instead of red eyes Here formed in theoffspring.
ChanÉes in a gene occur by chance, or probability (prob

e bil et ee), This means that occasionally nutations occur

spontaneously (sphn tae nee es lee), without any known

cause. It is not possible to predict when a mutanù will
appear, Nor is it possible to predict which trait will be

changed, Genes for some traits nutate as often as one
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nutation in 2000 sex cells. Genes for other traiùs are so

stable that they fail to nutate during nillions of cell
divisions. It is known that X-rays, nuclear radiaùion,
cosmíc radiaÈion, and so¡ne chemicals may increase the number

of mutations. Fruit flies exposed to X-rays are thought to
change the DNA molecules in Êlenes in sone way,

There are many kinds of mutations incJ.uding color, size
and shape. ALbinos (al bie nohz) have color ¡nutations. In
an albino, the Efenes for color are changled so that no color
is produced in the individuat. Albinos are white, and they
have pink eyes. The pink color of the eyes is produced by

red blood ce1ls in the capillaries of the iris.
In gieneral, mutations are recessive traiùs which are

rnasked by nornal ÉJenes for doninant traits. The genes for a

mutant trait must be pure. If the mutation is to appear,

all the genes controlling Èhe trait ¡oust be of ùhe mutant
ùype, OnIy when the pairin€f of two nuùated Éienes occurs
wilL the mutaùion be present in an orÉlanism.

In general, Butations are harmful to an organism.

Organisms survive because their traits adapt them to their
environnent, A change in traits usuaÌly makes an organism

less adapted to its environrnent and less like1y to survive.
l:
t
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Prior Knovrl.edÉe Measure

Passage Key Words or Phrases

The Red River Colony

settlers,

Red River colony,

Page

205

206

207fur trade.

Classifying Living Th ings

classífyinÊf ZOB

cel ls. ZOg

a¡¡oeba, ZIO

The Renaissanee

trades. ZIt
nidd Ie

Patrons

Mutat i ons

mutati on.

of art.

cIass, 2L2

2L3

214

2L5

216

traits.

DNA code.
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WRITE ANYTH]NG THAT COMES TO YOUR MIND I.IHEN YOU HEAR THESE

WORDS.

PUT EACH THOUGHT ON A NEW LINE,

Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony ___
Red River colony

Red River colony

Red River colony ___

Red River colony

Red River colony
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WRITE ANYTHING THAT COI.IES TO YOUR MIND WHEN YOU HEAR THESE

WORDS,

PUT EACH THOUGHT ON A NEW LINE.

settlers
settlers
s etù I ers

settl erst

s ett I ers

s ett l ers

s ett I ers

settlers
s ett I ers

settlers
s ett l ers

settlers
settlers
s ett l ers

settlers
settlers
s ett 1e rs

s ett l ers

I settlers
s ett I ers
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9IRITE ANYTHING THAT COMES TO YOUR MINÐ WHEN YOU HEAR THESE

t.loRDs.

PUT EACH THOUGHT ON A NEW LINE,

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade

fur trade
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WR]TE ANYTHING THAT COI.IES TO YOUR MIND WHEN YOU HEAR THESE

WORDS,

PUT EACH THOUGHT ON A NEW LINE.

cells

cells

cells

cel Is

cel ls

ce1ls

ceIls

cells

cel ls -___
cells

cel Is______

cel ls

ceIls
cel ls
ceIlE

ce1ls

ceLls

ceL ls
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THESE}IRITE ANYTHING THAT COMES TO YOUR MIND

9|oRDs.

PUT EACH THOUGHT ON A NEgI LINE.

c lass i fyin6
c 1as s i fyinÉl

classifyin€l

class ifying
class ifyinÉl

cl ass i fyinÉf

classifyin€l

class i fying
class i fying
cl ass ifyinÉl

class i fying
el ass i fyinEl

class i fying
cl ass i fyinÉl

cLass ifyinE
cl ass i fyinEl

classifyin€f

class ifying
classifyingl

class i fyinÉl
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WRITE ANYTHING THAT COMES TO YOUR MIND I{HEN YOU HEAR THESE

9|oRDs.

PUT EACH THOUGHT ON A NEW LTNE.

amoeba

aß!oeba

anoeba

anoeba

ajnoeba

arnoeba

altroeba

amoeba

amoebâ

anoeba

amoeba

amoeba

a-moeba

a¡noeba

arnoeba

a.noeba

amoeba

anoeba

j a¡noeba

. ar¡oeba
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I{RTTE ANYTHING THAT COMES TO YOUR MIND WHEN YOU HEAR THESE

[.¡oRDs.

PUT EACH THOUGHT ON A NEI{ L]NE,

middle class

niddle class

middle class

niddle class

niddle class

middle class

middle class

¡nidd I e class

roidd 1e class

niddle c lass

middle cLass

niddle class

¡oiddle class

middle class

niddle class

middle class

niddle class

middle class

middle el ass



WRITE ANYTHING THAT COMES TO YOUR MIND I{HEN YOU HEAR THESE

WORDS,

PUT EACH THOUGHT ON A NEW LINE.

trad es

trad es

t rad es

trad es

t rades

trad es

t rad es

trad es

t rad es

trades

t rades

trades

trades

trades

trades

trades

t rad es

trades

t rades

trad es
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WRITE ANYTHING THAT COMES TO YOUR MIND WHEN YOU HEAR THESE

I{oRDs.

PUT EACH THOUGHT ON A NEW L]NE.

patrons of art
patrons of art
pafrons of art
patrons of art
pafrons of art
patrons of art
patrons of art
patrons of art
patrons of art
patrons of art
patrons of art
patrons of art
patrons of art
patrons of arù

patrons of art
patrons of art
paèrons of art
patrons of art
patrons of art
patrons of art
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WRITE ANYTHING THAT COMES TO YOUR MIND WHEN YOU HEAR THESE

9ÌoRDs.

PUT EACH THOUGHT ON A NEW LINE.

mubat Í on

nutat i on

mutat i on

nutat i on

mutat i on

nutat i on

mutat i on

ûlutat i on

mutat i on

mutat í on

mutat i on

mutation

nutat i on

nutati on

mutat i on

mutat i on

mutati on

nutation

nutat i on

trutation
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THESEI.¡RiTE ANYTHING THAT

I{oRDs.

PUT EACH THOUGHT ON

TO YOUR MIND WHEN

LINE.

COMES

A NEW

traits
trai ts
traiüs
tra i ts
traits
tra i ts
traits
trâi ts
traits
tra its
tra i ts
tra i ts
Èra i ts
tra i ts
fra i ts
traits
tra its
traits
t rai ts
traits
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WRITE ANYTHTNG THAT COMES TO YOUR MIND I^¡HEN YOU HEAR THESE

WORDS.

PUT EACH THOUGHT ON A NEW LINE,

ÐNÀ code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code

DNA code _

DNA code

DNA eode

DNA code



Appendix F

Conprehension Measures

Writben Retel L inel Task.

Page

214

Open-ended Questions Based on the Passages

The Red River Co1ony..... 2Lg

Classifying Living Things. ZZO

The Renaissance,, ZZL

Mutations. ZZz



Written Retel l ine Task

WNITE DOWN AS MUCH OF THE PASSAGE AS YOU CAN REMEMBER AND

EVERTHTNG THAT IT MADE YOU THINK OF.
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The Red River Colon¡¡

1. Who decided to go to Lord Selkirk,s colony?

2. l.lhat were their reasons for cominÉf to the Red
River area?

3. What rumours did the settlers hear about the Red
River area?

4. 9lho were the Metis?

5. How did the Metis feel about a Élroup of newcomers
settlinÉ in their midst? tlhy?

6. What did the Hudson's Bay Company do to protect
the settlers?

7. Í{hy do you think the Hudson,s Bay Company helped
ùhe settlers?

8. Why do you think the Hudson's Bay Company and the
North [tlest Company decided to join together as one
company?

S. What kind of problems did the settlers face afterthe two conpanies joined ùogether?

10, Why do you supppose the colony survived even
though they had many Þroblens?
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C lass i fyi.ne Living Thincs

1, I.lh at characteristics do scientists observe in
order to group th ings?

2 . [¡lhat are prot i sts ?

3. Why díd some scientists call one-celled living
ùhings protozoans?

4. l'lhere do you think protozoans first developed?

5. Describe what an amoeba looks like?
6, How does an amoeba nove?

7, What is the thin cover of a ce11 called?

8. The author says that an amoeba Elets food by
flowing around a speck of plant or aninal
¡naterial . How do you think this food gets into
the anoeba?

9. How do you think more blood is produced in our
bodies after we bleed or donate blood?

10. Why don't adult aninals continue to Élrorv larger
and larger?
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The Renaissance

1. What does the lern "renaissance" mean?

Z, The Renaissanee was a productive period. Exactly
what was in denand?

3. f{hat class of people had the most influence in
society during the Renaissance?

4. What did the students study ab universiùy to
become leaders during the Renaissance?

5. tlhat is the major advanta€le of trade schools?

6, Who would expect to beeome nore skilled,
apprentices or students aù the trade schools?
vihy?

7. ltho became patrons of artists and writers during
the Renaissance?

L Tel1 how the artists and writers of the Middle
Ages were different from the arÈists and writers
in the Renaissance.

S. The authors state that the Renaissance brouElht man
a "ne\{ nobi I ity" . fthat do you think they mean by
a "new nobi 1íty" ?

10, The authors sùate that vre are stitl feeling the
effects of the Renaissance today. Tell how or in
what way.



Mutat i ons

1. What kind of changes in DNA cause mutations?

2, Name some of the agents that cause nutations.

3. What are sone of the kinds of mutations?

4. 9ihat does t,he author mean when he says that
changes in a gene occur by chance?

5, 9{hat conditions must be presenù if a nutation is
to appear?

6. l{hy does a mutation usually make an orÊlanisn less
adapted to its envi ronment?

7, Tell why a person Bi6ht have blond hair when both
parents have dark-colored hair?

L Explain lrhy the red blood cells nake the eyes of
an albino a pink color and not red.

9. Why are more mutations not seen in the aninal
world, even thouÉih organisms today are exposed to
increasinÉfLy Éireater nunbers of mutation causing
agents ?

10. When a Black Labrador dog and a German Shepherd
nale, vill alL menbers of ùhe next generations
look alike? Ex¡¡lain why?
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Means and Standard Deviations for Comprehension Performance

for Grade Six

Var iable Meair Standard
Deviation

Grade Six Sc i ence

RC1RC2
RC3RC4

QuesL
Ques I

RCTL
Qu es TL

119
119

119
119

119
119

4. 98319328
5. 18487395

7.80672265
0. 79831933

10. 16806723
2.60504202

3.81563064
5 . 2882447 0

45134252
87894228

80082495
or770577

1.
0.

2.

Grade Six Social Studies

RqlRC2
RC3RC4

QuesL
Ques l
RCTL
Ques TL

tlÐ
115

115

115
t tb

5. 97391304
6. 22608696

2. 68695652
1.38260870

12.20000000
4. 06956522

4. 86927508
Ð. Jb4U4b / /

t.45918276
t.23247 440

8. 13935641
2.15911669

Grade Six Across Passages

RC1RCz
RC3RC4

QuesL
Ques I

RCTL
QuesTL

234
234

234
234

234
234

5. 47008ó47
5. 69655812

2.23937824
1. 08547009

11 . 16666667
3.3247A632

4.38407702
6.33972?72

1.51756283
1.10459555

8.01674749
2.20934053

RC1RCZ = Text Specific + Text Ernbedded ReÈelLing Responses
(Literal Comprehens ion )

RC3RC4 = Text Entailed + Text Evoked Retelling Responses
( Inferential Coroprehens ion )

Quesl = Literal Questions (n = 5)
QuesI = Inferential Questions (n = 5)
RCTL=RC1RC2+RC3RC4
QuesTL = Total Questions (Quesl = QuesI ) (n=10)
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Means and Standard Deviations for Comprehension Performanee
for Grade Nine

Variable N Mean Standard
Devi at i on

Grade Nine Science

RC1RCz
RC3BC4

QuesL
Ques I
RCTL
QuesTL

726
L¿O

726
t26

126
r26

4.79365079
5. 83333333

1. 83333333
t.2t42857 t

10. 62608413
J. ¿+/blv(J:)

3.74660905
D. bbJÐb / /¡ tt

1. 50598805
1 . 23681619

7. 83911641
2.43263526

Grade Nine Social Stud i es

RC1RCz
RC3RC4

QuesL
Ques I
¡úUIL
Qu es ÎL

128
128

128
r28

728

4.30468750
5, 06250000

2. 52755906
1. 32283465

9. 3618750
3. 85038370

3. 52841914
4.87763658

1. 15350929
|.31463214

6. 64377169
2. O4349040

Grade Nine Across Passages

RC1RC2
RC3RC4

QuesL
Ques I

RCTL
Ques TL

254
254

264
254

254
254

4.54724409
5.44488189

2. 18181818
7.26877 470

I .592725e8
3. 45059289

3. 63933988
5.28579585

1.38238161
1 . 27 570242

7.27440264
2 . 277 07 032

RC1RC2 = Text Specific + Text Embedded Response
(Literal Conprehens ion )

RC3RC4 = Texù Entailed + Text Evoked Retelling Responses
( Inferential Comprehens ion )

Quesl = Literal Questions
QuesI = Inferential Questions
RCTL=RClRCz+RC3RC4
QuesTL = Total Questions (Quesl = QuesI ) (n=10)
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Table 6. 1

Analysis of Variance of Literal Comprehension Measures by

Topic for Grade Six

DeÞendent Variable
Measure

SSdf

Grade 6 Science n=119
Literal PKQL
Uncued
Rete I I ing

PKQT

2 186.5674626L
( 198. 82044061)

2 52.68942ô8
( 79. 39 550276 )

4 90.50740290

7 .6t .0008 x
(8. 10) (.0005)x

2. tõ ,1216
(3.24) (.0431)x

1. 84 . 1254

Literal
Questions

PKSTXPKQL

PKQL

PKQT

PKQTXPKQL 4

18. 85672340 5. 19 . 0070 x
(27.60674540) (7.60) (.0008)*

3. 13812531 0,86 .4245
<7.9735754?) (2. 19) (. 1163)

13. 09829365 1. 80 , 1335

Grade 6 Social Studies n=115
Literal PKQL
Uncued
Retel l ing

PKQT

PKQTXPKQI

Literat PKQL
Questí ons

PKQT

PKQTXPKQI

2 rr2.30532097 2.74 .0689
( 93. 79850681) (2.29) (.1061)

2 65.73944380 1. 61 .2056
( 100. 2800987ô ) (2.45) (.0912)

4 338. 95286938 4. L4 . 0037 x

2 4.30621020 t.26 .2884
( 6. 78296004) ( 1. 98 ) ( . 1429 )

z 0.56162656 0. 16 .8489
(32.60908978) (9.53) (,0002)*

21.90941579 3.20 .0159 x

Note. Type I test resulÈs are in parentheses.
PKQI, = Qualitative prior knowledge
PKQT = Quantitative prior knowledge
xp < .0õ
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Table 6. 2

Analysis of Variance of Inferential Comprehension Measures

by Topic for Grade Six

Dependenb Variable
Measure

SSdf

Grade 6 Science n=119

Inferential PKQL
Uncued
Rete l l ing

PKQT

787.28206646 23.28
(606. 88S18238) (18. 04)

ã2ã.1E30ã316 15.56
(131.90689387) (3.90)

698.16882141 10.32

4. 940865E6
( 6. 11140132 )

6. 88118825
(8.66768574)

Inferential
Quest ions

.0001 x
( .0001) x

. 0001 x
(.0231)*

. 0001 xPKQTXPKQL

PKQL

PKQT

PKQT*PKQL 4 11.34562443

4.18 ,0178 x
(5.17) (.0072)*

5.82 . 0040 *(7.33) (.0010)*

4. 80 .0013 x

Grade 6 Socia1 SÈudies n = 115

Inferential PKQ.L
Uncued
Rete I I ing

PKQT

PKSTXPKQI,

Inferential PKQL
Questions

PKQT

PKQTXPKQL

82.74726000 L.44 .2408
( 150.56214317) (2.63) (.O77r)

48,2ã109055 0.84 .433S
(73.59844073) (1,28) (.2813)

17.1794õ101 0. 15 .5627

2 5.043E4839 1.88 . r5?4
(6.04198507) (2.26) (. 1100)

2 0.66953408 0.26 .7794
( 13.34048525) (4.98) (.0086)x

4 11.7096287L 2.rA .!757

Note. Type I teet regults arc in parentheses.
PKQL = Qualitative prior knowledgle
PK81 = QuantiÈative prior knowled¡le
xp < .05
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TabLe 6.3

Analysis of VarÍance of Comprehension Measures Across Topics

for Grade Six

Dependent Variable df
Measure

SS

Literal Topic 1
Uncued
Rete l l ing

PKQI 2

TopicxPKQL z

PKQT 2

TopicxPKQT 2

PKQTXPKQJ, 4

TopicxPKQTxPKQL 4

0.34504095
(57 . 4024726L)

287 . 977 13244
(281.76895059)

9. 7 ô6 3 4440
( 10.84999ô82)

24.61800349
( 144.63431596)

gr. 47773L46
(35.041285ã6)

200 . 32267 026
( 197. 23086128 )

z3z.2294ttOO

o.o2 .8844(3.52) (.0619)

8. 84 . 0002 *(8.ô5) (.0002)*

0. 33 .4770
(0.33) (.7t72)

0.7ô .4710(4.44) (.0129)x

2. 81 .0626
(1.08) (.3430)

3. 07 .0173 x
(3.03) (.0186)x

3, 56 .OO77 *

Literal Topic L 2.42822760 1.38 .2422
Questions (45.31323397) (26.67 ) (.0001)x

PKQL Z L9.64819792 5,57 .0044 x
(27.82323397) (7.88) (.0005)x

TopicxPKQL 2 4.48362356 t.27 .2829
(6.õ6647146) (1.86) (.1582)

PKQT 2 r.79585420 0.51 .6020
(34.30ó2L75?) <9.72) ( . 0001) x

TopicxPKQT 2 2.08881028 0, 59 . 5543
(6.27744724) (1.78) (,1714)

PKQT*PKQL 4 20.54788659 2.9t .0225 x
( 20. 14891381) (2.85) (.0247)*

TopicxPKQTxPKQL 4 14.85879564 2.fO .0813

Note. Type I test results are in parentheses
PKQL = Qualitative prior knov/ledgle
PKQT = Quantitative prior knovrledge
xp < .05
n=234
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Table ô,3 ( continued )

Dependent Variable
Measure

ccdf

Inferential Topic
Uncued
Rete l l ing

PKQI,

TopicxPKQ_L Z

PKQT

TopicxPKQT

PKQTXPKQI

Top i c*PKQTxPKQl,

Inferential Topic 1

Quest i. ons

PKQI 2

TopicxPKQL Z

PKQT 2

TopicxPKQT 2

PKQTXPKQI, 4

TopicxPKQTxPKQL

L57 ,99415771
(63.40275272)

606 . 93164828
(678.71272634)

274.487563L6
( 81. 74859920)

2A5 . 23tL4625
( 190. 38355807 )

r5. r2L77 653
( 312 . 87960145 )

269 . OZ9Z7 938
(239.19198529)

476.t56287L2

6.97 .0089 x
( 2. 80) ( , 0s60)

13.45 . 0001 x
( 14.96) ( .0001) x

6. 05 .0028 x
( 1. 80) ( . 1674)

õ.29 ,OO2Z >t

( 4. 20) ( . 1630)

0.33 .71ô9
(6.90) (.0012)x

2.97 .0206 x
( 2. 64) ( . 0350) x

5.25 .0005 x

o,22L45249 0,23 ,6313
( 19. 96õ71703 ) (20.82) (.0001)x

8.55250304 4.46 .0126 x
(tr.94723442) (6.23) (.0023)x

0.89917606 0.47 .6263
(0.21215196) (0. 11) (.8953)

1 . 89233608 0. 99 . 37 44
(20.564ô7434) ( 10.72) ( . 0001) x

6. t6729624 3.22 . O4ZO
( 1. 44349664) (0.75) (.4723)

15. 10598820 3.94 .OO4Z tt
( 16.25314662) (4.24) (.0O25)x

6.80610653 r.77 . 1350

Note. Type I test results are in parenthesÉs.
PKQL = Qualitative príor knowled€le
PKQT = Quantitative prior knowledgle
xp < .05
n=234
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Tabl. e 6. 4

Analysis of Variance of Literal Comprehension Measures by

Topic for Grade N i.ne

Dependent VariabLe df SS
Measure

Grade 9 Science n=126
Literal PKQI
Uncued
Rete ] l ing

PKQT

PKQTXPKQI.

Literal PKQL 2
Quest i ons

PKQT 2

PKQTXPKQI 4

2 !27.44t33402 5.ô1 .0047 *
(309.29080299) (13.61) (.0001)x

z 25.40763772 L.Iz .3305
(9.51175948) (O.42) (.6590)

4 106. 06549774 2.33 .0597

18.63190918 b.24
( 68. 45686275 ) (19.24)

0.59003928 0, 17
(3.24761ô40) ( 0. 91)

3.62585046 0. 51

. 0066 x
( . 0001) x

.8474
(.4043)

. 7289

Grade 9 Social Studies n=129
Literal PKQL
Uncued
Retel I ing

PKQT

PKQTXPKQ-L

Literal. PKQ-L
Questions

PKOT

PKQTXPKQI

63, 04431668
( 128. 594487 38 )

4.16562337
(0. 12611565 )

68. 10007653

2.7 r . 0707
(5.53) (.0051)x

0.18 .8363
( 0. 01) (.9946)

1. 46 .2L7 6

1. 16862495 0. 46 , 6334
(7.48631872) <2.94) (.0569)x

4. 25499885 1. 67 . 1928
( 3, 6843õ770) ( 1. 45 ) ( . 2398 )

6. 07666198 1.19 .3180

Note. Ty¡¡e I test results are in parentheses.
PKQI, = QuaLitative prior knowledge
PKQT = Quantitative prior knowledge
xp < .05
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Table 6. 5

Analysis of Variance of Inferential Comprehension Measures

by Topic for Grade Nine

Dependent
Measure

Variable df SS

Grade9Sciencen=126
Inferential PKal
Uncued
Rete l l ingt

PKQT

PKQTXPKQI,

Inferential PKQL
Quest i ons

PKQT

PKQTXPKQI.

411. 50453673
(t226.9235294t)

L28 . 46637 464
( 2. 97598017 )

284.30ã43839

39. 6830058 2
( 58. 39075630)

1. 27698089
( 0. 62311771)

6.46610814

9.65 .0001 x
(28,76) (.0001)x

(0.07) (.9326)

3. 33 , Or27 x

18. 46 . 0001 x
(27.L7) ( . 0001) x

0.59 .5537
(0.29) (.7489)

1. 50 .2054

Grade 9 Social Sùudies n = 128

ïnferentia] PKQL
Uncued
Rete 1 I ing

PKQT

PKQTXPKSL

InferentiaÌ PKQL
Questions

PKQT

PKQTXPKQL

2 89.08426033
( 203 . 45698925 )

2 37 6,34239176
( 508. 00878025 )

4 87 .20200828

4.94080312
( 13. ô4159450)

8. 48028394
( 10.54719478)

7. 64047365

2.3A .0965
(5.45) (.0055)x

10.07 . 0001 x
( 13. ô0) ( . 0001) x

L. 17 .3249

L.57 . ZI28
(4.33) (,0143)x

2. 69 . OTZO
(3.35) (,0386)x

t.2L .3093

Note. Type I test results are in parentheses.
PKQL = Qualitative prior knowledÉfe
PKQT = Qua¡titative prior knowledge
xp < .05
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Table 6. 6

Analysis of Variance of Conprehension Measures Across Topics

for Grade N ine

Dependent Var i. ab le df
Measure

SS

Literal Topic 1

Uncued
Rete I I ing

PKQL 2

TopicxPKQL z

PKQT 2

Topic*PKQT 2

PKQTXPKQI 4

TopiexPKQTxPKQl, 4

Literal Topic 1

Questions

PKQI. 2

TopicxPKQL ?

PKQT 2

Topic*PKQT 2

PKQTXPKQI 4

Top i cxPKQTxPKQl, 4

36.71916559
. ( 15. 18096273

157, 59845820
(422, OZLOL605)

a . 710247 48
(L5 ,86427 432)

22 . 8O7 02634
(4.69773202)

6. t65t7927
(4.94014311)

66.68917236
( 70. 08986259 )

104.07556368

3. 19 ,OTíZ
\r,\r¿ \,LoLt I

6. 85 . 0013 x
(18.35) (.0001)x

0. 38 .6852
(0.69) (.5027)

0. 99 .37 ?.5
(0.20) (.8154)

o.27 . 7651
(0.21) (.8069)

r.45 .2184
(1.52) ( . 1960)

2.26 .0632

1.0765ö274 0. 71 .4018
( 30. 48282033 ) ( 19. 98 ) ( . 0001) x

14.28231908 4. 68 .0102 x
( 58. 900ô0804) (19.30) (.0001)x

5. 34479989 1. 75 . 1758
(!7.04267342) (5.58) (.0043)x

3. 05533684 1. 00 . 1758
(6.91048530) (2.26) (. 1061)

z.7Lta962r 0. 89 .4126
(0.02148880) (0.01) (.9930)

1. 48513011 0.24 . 9135
( 2. 25865357 ) ( 0. 37 ) ( , 8298 )

7.44385888 r.22 . 3031

Note. Type I test results are in parentheses.
PKQJ, = QualitaÈj.ve prior knowledge
PKQT = Quantitative prior knowledge
xÞ < .05
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Table 6.6 ( cont inued )

Dependent
Measure

Variable df .

Inferential Topic 2
Uncued
Rete 1 1 ing

PKQL 2

Topic*PKQL Z

PKQT 2

Topic*PKQT 2

PKQT*PKQ], 4

lopicxPKQTxPKQL 4

Inferential Topic 2
Quest,ions

PKQL 2

TopicxPKQL Z

PKQT 2

Topic*PKQT 2

PKQTXPKQI. 4

TopicxPKQTxPKQL 4

6.25926994 0. 31
<37.72834646) ( 1.89)

387.227õ0t44 9. 68
( 1241. 08499633 ) (31.04)

6r.75984252 1,54)
(r89,29562233 ) (4. 73)

32L.20626097 8. 03
(278.31ô11521) (6,9ô)

75.96844331 1. 90
(232.66864522 ) ( 5. 82 )

!29.872387 49 1.62
<r22.795L5424) ( 1. 54)

245.71229243 3. 11

, ð /bJ
( , 17 08 )

. 0001 x
( , 0001) *

.2155
(,0096)x

. 0004 x
(.0012)x

.1519
(.0034)x

. 1689
(, 192ô)

.0161 x

0, 10602523 0. 08 .7776
(0.74525452) (0.56) (.4542\

32.22826012 12. Lb .0001 x
( 6ö. 95700186 ) (24.87 ) ( , 0001) x

L L3932452 3. 07 .0484
(6.07534894) <2.25) (. 1035 )

2 . 55225796 0. 96 , 3835
( 7. 67995536 ) (2.90) (.0573)

5. 00636298 1.89 . 1538
(3. 49035713) (2.25) <.2702)

11.09507283 2.09 .0827
( 11.95841751) (2.25) (.0640)

2 . L4AI64Z9 0. 40 . 8050

Note, Ty¡le I test resuLts are in parentheses.
PKQL = Qualitative prior knowled€fe
PKQT = Quantitative prior knovledge
xp < .05
n=254
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Tat¡1e 6 , 7

Analysis of Variance on Literal and

Comprehension Measures Across Grades

Inferential
By Topic

Dependent Var i ab 1e
Me asur e

df

Science Passages Aeross Grades n = 245

Literal Grade
Uncu ed
Retelling PKQL

Literal Grade
Quest i ons

1 6.68072116

2 272.47742359

0. 57 .4526

11.54 ,0001

0.13 .8787

1. 99 . 1387

i.46 .2333

o.73 .6704

3.77 . 0055

0.01 .9063

8.27 .0003 x

o.22 .8012

0. 88 .4746

0.14 .8729

7.7? .1365

0.51 .7290

Grade*PKQL 2 3.05388492

PKQT 2 47. 03751910

GradexPKQT 2 34.57227003

PKQT*PKQL 4 34.69743527

GTadexPKQTxPKQL 4 177. 79506554

1 0.02548496

PKQL 2 29.74880401

Grade*PKQL 2 O.79756168

PKQT 2 3.1774024r

GradexPKQT 2 O.48898116

PKQT*PKQL 4 72.70228t47

GTadexPKQTxPKQL 4 3.66167404

PKQL
PKQT
xp(

= QuaI itative prior knowledÉfe
= Quantitative prior knov¡ledge
.05



Tab1e 6.7 ( continued )

Dependent VariabLe
Meas u re

df

Social Studies Across Grades

Literal Grade
Uncu ed
Retelling PKQL
n=243

Literal Grade
Qu est i ons
n = 242 PKQL

5. 70 . 0178 *

5.31 .0056 x

0.07 .932r

0. 37 .6900

1. 38 .2544

1.87 .1164

3.32 .0116 x

0. 10 .7558

1. 08 . 3476

0.49 .6119

t.44 . 2381

0.43 .6498

1. 80 . 1307

3. 65 , 0066 x

1 89. 96931846

?. t67.83643991

GradexPKQL 2 2.22364726

PKQT 2 tr.?4220700

GradexPKQT 2 43.50464586

PKQT*PKQL 4 118.24901100

GradexPKQTxPKQJ. 4 2O5.47249709

1 0. 14369495

2 3. 14665244

GradexPKQL Z L.45840451

PKQT 2 4.27909447

GradexPKQT 2 1.27989740

PKQT*PKQL 4 10.63966407

Grade*PKQT&PKQL 4 21. 63820058

PKQL = Qualitative prior knowledge
PKQT = Quantitative prior knowledÉle
xp < .05



Table 6.8

Analysis of Vari.ance of Inferential Comprehension Measure

Across Grades by Topic

Dependent Variable
Measure

df

Science Passages Across Grades

Inferenc ial
Uncued
Rete 1 I inEl
n = 243

Inferential Grade
Ques ù i ons
n = 242 PKQI

Grade I 14.36241880

PKQI 2 7047.73058518

GradexPKQL 2 33.32706636

PKQT 2 4L7.485976õ1

GradexPKQT 2 257.32204393

PKQT*PKQL 4 876.78230539

GradexPKQTxPKQl 4 373.26021221

0.75 .3878

27.30 .0001 x

0.87 .4270

10.88 .0001 x

6. 63 . 0016 x

Lt.42 ,0001 x

4.86 .0009 x

3. 75 . 0539

t7 .76 . 0001 *

4.76 .0095 x

3. 06 . 0490 x

1.61 .202t

3.16 . 0149 x

L.7L .7492

1 3.15514465

2 29.85168706

GradexPKQL 2 7. S9390384

PKQT 2 5.13870265

GradexPKQT 2 2. ?0630233

PKQT*PKQL 4 10.61849588

GTadexPKQTxPKQL 4 5.73955620

PKQL = Qualíùative prior knonledge
PKQT = Quantitative prior knowledge
xp < .05
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Table 6.I ( cont inued )

Dependent Variable
Measu re

df SS

Social Studies Passages Across Grade

Inferential Grade 1

Uncued
Retelling PKQL 2
n=243

GradexPKQL 2

PKQT 2

GradexPKQT 2

PKQTXPKQL 4

Grade*PKQTxPKQI 4

Inferencial Grade
Quest i ons
n = 242 PKQI

Grade*PKQL 2

PKQÎ 2

Grade*PKQT Z

41.61109063 L.78 , 1836

145.69089573 3.12 .0463 x

L5.86522945 0.34 .7I27

118.37927t87 2.53 .0818

214.268782L5 4.58 .0112 x

62.46270785 0.67 .6150

41.47t68677 0.44 .7712

L 2.80265307

2 7.s3633226

t.2352L49t

2.22139282

5.24092032

1. 98 . 1605

2.71 . 0687

o.42 . 6564

0.76 . 4696

I.79 .1694

2.4L . 0503

0. 79 .5302

PKQT*PKQL 4 14.10368146

Grade*PKQT*PKQL 4 4.65044264

PKQL = Qualitative prior knowledÉfe
PKQT = Quantitative prior knorvledge
*p < .O5


